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Abstract
The integration of variable speed wind turbines (VSWT) in power systems is increasing in
order to reduce the emission of green house gases. This increase of power electronic converter
interfaced generation causes a decrease of power system inertia, increasing the risk of load
shedding and system frequency instability.
This thesis investigates the impacts on frequency stability that can be caused by a decreased
inertia in power systems. Firstly, a simplified algorithm for estimating the kinetic energy in
the Nordic power system has been presented and compared to the TSOs’ estimation based on
breaker status. The average error between the TSOs’ estimate and the proposed estimate is
0.83%. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the error is 13 GWs, about 7% of the system
average kinetic energy. The algorithm manages to capture the alternating behaviour of the sys-
tem kinetic energy with a correlation coefficient of 0.94 when compared to the existing TSOs’
estimate. By using the algorithm, the system kinetic energy in a 2025 scenario is estimated and
possible contributions with additional kinetic energy from VSWT is considered.
Secondly, the frequency behaviour in the Nordic power system is evaluated and the roots and
causes of the decreasing frequency quality is analysed. In terms of the large power imbalances,
about 70 events, spread through 2012-2014 were evaluated and out of theses, 20% caused Ro-
CoF values steeper than -0.1 Hz/s. Furthermore, the evaluated imbalances had an average time
to nadir of 8.7 s and an average frequency change of 0.3 Hz.
Thirdly, in the case analysed with a hydro unit and a 50% wind penetration ratio, the frequency
duration outside [49.9, 50.1] Hz was reduced from 81% to 53% when the VSWT is controlled
with the proposed (frequency controlled pitch actuator&droop)-strategy, as a complement to
primary frequency control. The wind energy reduced by this frequency support (due to sub-
optimal operation on theCp(λ ,β )-plane) is about 6%. The absolute requested system frequency
reserve has been reduced by 49%.
Lastly, in an islanded, hydro power based test system with 50% wind power subjected to a
generation trip. The proposed algorithm, with a fixed support phase and a frequency depen-
dent recovery phase, the best frequency nadir with a smallerimpact on rotor speed (4.2% less)
than a f -independent algorithm. The proposed algorithm has the lowest frequency error of the
algorithms evaluated, 5.2% better than the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm and 15.5% better
than thef -independent algorithm. The proposed algorithm is then evaluated in PSS/E with the
Nordic-32 bus model with a WPR of 34%, improving the frequencynadir from 48.91 (without
support) to 49.22 Hz.

Index Terms: Controlled inertia, synthetic inertia, inertia emulation,frequency control,
variable speed wind turbine, rate of change of frequency, fast frequency response, frequency
stability, transient stability, low inertia power systems, wind power integration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

In order to reduce CO2 emissions there is growing demand for renewable power generation.
Wind turbines (WT) represent the main renewable energy source being installed in Europe;
they are installed in order to replace existing generation or to increase overall generation ca-
pacities. In 2016 there was 153.7 GW (141.1 GW onshore and 12.6 GW offshore) of installed
wind power capacity in the EU [1]. This installed capacity isexpected to reach 192.5 GW by
2020. These new levels of installed capacity would reflect a 14.9% share of wind energy in the
European demand [2].

Due to wind variability and low predictability, the occurrence of power imbalance in the power
system might increase due to increased wind power penetration [3]. These power imbalances
could increase the variations of frequency, due to constrained or slow reserves, further worsen-
ing the frequency quality in a future power system. Furthermore, with a growing wind power
penetration in the grid, there is an increasing need for regulation from variable speed wind tur-
bines (VSWTs), also known as doubly-fed induction generators (DFIGs) or full power converter
(FPC)-WTs, to provide support in the form of spinning reserve and for reducing frequency insta-
bilities in the grid. This need originates from the lack of inertia response provided by VSWTs in
their basic configuration [4]. An increase in wind power penetration ratio (WPR) would cause a
decrease in total power system inertia. This decrease in system inertia in combination with con-
strained reserves could result in an reduced frequency stability during large power imbalances
(trip of large generator units or n-1 contingencies).

1.2 Literature review

One main consideration for wind integration and power system stability is power system iner-
tia. This inertia resists any change in system frequency by releasing or absorbing kinetic energy.
Hence, awareness of the amount of available kinetic energy in the power system has become of
increasing interest in recent years. Therefore, the Nordictransmission system operators (TSOs)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

have developed a system which uses breaker positions and theinertia constants of the gene-
rators to create an overall picture of the power system inertia [5]. Other attempts to estimate
the power system inertia during large disturbances have been presented in [6] where the kinetic
energy for the Nordic system is also estimated based on generalized inertia constants for three
types of generation (thermal, nuclear and hydro). However,a generation units inertia constant
varies greatly depending on unit size, making the estimatesunreliable. Actual power variations
and production levels should be used in order to achieve a seasonally varying inertia estimate.
Frequency quality (ie. occurrences of frequency deviatingoutside of assigned dead bands) in
the Nordic power system (NPS) have previously been studied in [7] and [8] utilizing phasor
measurement units (PMU) data. The effect of sampling frequency of the data was however not
considered, but should play a vital role when considering rate of change of frequency (RoCoF)
studies during large disturbances. Overall, a general deterioration of the frequency quality was
observed. Solutions to poor frequency quality by added primary frequency control from VSWT
are provided in [9] through inertia emulation and droop control. Furthermore, the interaction
between generation units’ automatic generation control (AGC) and the local frequency con-
trol provided by the VSWT is considered. A frequency control strategy and discussions on the
impact of spatial smoothing and how it reduces power fluctuations is presented in [10]. The au-
thors conclude that a larger amount of kinetic energy can be extracted from VSWTs compared
to conventional fossil powered plants. Future research on timings between wind turbines (WTs)
and conventional plants is proposed. As existing problems related to frequency stability and
quality might worsen due to an increased WPR, research has focused on the ability to control
turbines in order to solve existing problems. A study on angular stability can be seen in [11],
where the authors present an improvement on rotor angle stability utilizing the wind farms for
reactive power support during disturbances, thus decreasing the angular deviation during dis-
turbances. Angular stability during large wind power integration is also studied in [12], where
PMUs are utilized in order to evaluate the impact of wind power integration on angle stability
and on the estimation of power system inertia. Frequency support strategies mainly for primary
frequency control and through the use of the rotational energy and deloading of the turbine
are presented in the following papers: the authors in [13] considers the frequency support from
VSWTs when replacing current electric generation by increasing WPR to 51.9%. Five differ-
ent strategies for control are presented and evaluated, themost beneficial being the ”Static and
dynamic frequency dependent voltage control”. The frequency control is initiated after a loss
of 2.5% of the total generation, voltage and frequency dependent loads are considered. The
paper concludes that an increasing WPR causes an increased initial frequency drop after a dis-
turbance, prior to the activation of VSWT support. A deloadedoptimum power extraction curve
is presented in [14] in order to boost power output during frequency changes due to a load step
of 0.15 pu subjected to a grid with a WPR of 25% backed up with a thermal unit. The frequency
nadir reaches 49.2 Hz without support and 49.4 Hz with the suggested support strategy. A si-
milar study but with another concept of when to move to derated operation can be seen in [15],
which uses a high WPR of 65% and a thermal unit as backup generation. The paper provides a
lot of insight into the operation of each component in the studied power system and improved
frequency nadirs. Inertia emulation has been evaluated in [16] and has been proved to give a
larger contribution from a VSWT than from a similarly-sized directly-coupled WT. Further-
more, studies on a deeper level especially regarding synthetic inertia, and weak power systems
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1.3. Purpose of the thesis and main contributions

with good analytical contributions can be found in [17, 18].Other contributions available from
wind farms can be found in [19,20], which describe local voltage control, inertia emulation and
power oscillation damping (mainly 0.15-2 Hz) and the impactof WT topology on the frequency
control provided. In order to increase the capability for frequency support to handle large power
imbalances, the VSWT can also be retrofitted with an energy storage systems (ESS). [21] stud-
ies the control of a 2 MW permanent-magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)-based VSWT
and its transient response. The DC-link is modelled with goodaccuracy and provides parame-
ters suitable for implementing an ESS. Other papers presentsupport functions (through larger
capacitors) to be put into the DC-link in order to support withthe frequency control during
power imbalances [22, 23]. Lacking in research is however a connection to the power system
frequency behaviour in normal operation and the apparent problems of frequency stability and
quality. How might these problems increase or decrease in response to a change in power sys-
tem inertia or the impact of introducing frequency-responding VSWTs? When will the system
inertia be insufficient, can we estimate it in advance, and what possible support functions can
be delivered from wind turbines during these occurrences oflow kinetic energy in the power
system?

Thorough frequency quality studies are still needed to further evaluate the risks of reduced
power system inertia due to integration of converter interfaced generation. Local frequency
measurements should also be evaluated in order to determinewhether local control algorithms
are sufficient for frequency support or if a centralized frequency signal should be provided
through supervisory control.

The Swedish TSO, Svenska Kraftnät (SVK), is evaluating the possibility of running the major
cities in island operation during severe disturbances [24]. The WPR can vary greatly during a
future islanded operation of a grid with VSWTs. Therefore, different support strategies, both for
continuous support and in case of disturbances, need to be evaluated. Furthermore, the issues
and benefits of the increased WPR should be considered with a varying generation mix.

The system contributions available from wind farms should be evaluated on large-scale power
systems in order to identify possible benefits and issues forimplementations, control and eco-
nomical impact from the provider or owner of such a service.

1.3 Purpose of the thesis and main contributions

The main purpose of this thesis is to evaluate when power system inertia is low and what pos-
sibilities are available at those instances from VSWTs. Furthermore, the frequency quality in
the Nordic power system will be evaluated, and gained knowledge of the current system will be
used to advise on future challenges that might occur or become more severe due to an increased
amount of converter interfaced generation. This thesis also aims to evaluate the impact on the
frequency stability of small and large power systems subjected to high penetrations of wind tur-
bines with or without frequency control strategies. Lastly, the thesis will investigate the options
for energy storage systems to be retrofitted into existing variable speed wind turbines in order
to deliver fast frequency response even during low or no windconditions.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The main contributions of this thesis are according to the knowledge of the author:

1. A systematic approach to estimate power system inertia, based on hourly production data
and the averaged inertia constants of generators for different countries. These data can, to-
gether with installed capacities both present and future, provide an estimated system inertia
based on future scenarios. Based on these estimates, the TSOscan procure sufficient fre-
quency containment reserve (FCR) in order to deal with the scheduled production’s largest
dimensioning fault in a safe manner, by either fast frequency response from wind turbines or
other units.

2. The impact of generation mix on frequency quality with variable speed wind turbines re-
sponding with a continuous frequency control. The impact ofdead bands, filters and variable
wind speeds and a wind penetration ratio of 50% in an islandedpower system is evaluated.
The issue of frequency variations created by the intermittent power production from wind
turbines can also be mitigated by them utilizing a proposed control algorithm.

3. A new algorithm for fast frequency response (FFR) is evaluated and tested in the Nordic32-
bus system with a high wind penetration using user-written models in PSS/E. The new algo-
rithm handles the limitations regarding existing algorithms for utilizing kinetic energy from
aggregated wind turbines and is benchmarked against existing strategies.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is structured in the following way:

Chapter 2 describes the relevant frequency control terminologies. Moreover, there is a short
description of how a frequency deviation occurs after the disconnection of a generator in a
general power system. Finally, a summary of grid codes put ongenerators related to frequency
is discussed.

Chapter 3 describes a proposed method for kinetic energy estimation in the Swedish and Nordic
power system in 2015 and 2025. Additionally, the chapter investigates the possible contributions
from VSWT when supporting with a fast frequency response algorithm. Furthermore, the pro-
posed estimation algorithm is benchmarked against the TSOs’ inertia estimation tool.

Chapter 4 assess the frequency quality in the Nordic region through the use of PMU measure-
ments. The impact on sampling frequencies is studied and large frequency disturbances are eval-
uated throughout 2012-2014 with existing and proposed frequency metrics. Lastly, an attempt
by the Nordic TSOs to improve the frequency quality by the useof an automatic frequency
restoration reserve (aFRR) is evaluated and the hours of activation ranked.

Chapter 5 considers the effect of generation mix and its impact on frequency quality, together
with possible droop-based (through kinetic energy) frequency control from wind farms. Auto-
matic generation algorithms are tuned and implemented having to deal with frequency variations
due to a 50% wind penetration ratio in a simulated islanded power system.
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1.5. List of publications

Chapter 6 shifts the focus from variations to large disturbances and presents a new algorithm for
fast frequency response. Several algorithms are benchmarked and solutions to various practical
problems are proposed. These problems faced include: wind variations, distance to disturbance,
activation and re-connection to maximum power point tracking (MPPT). Finally, a Nordic32-
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Chapter 2

Power system frequency regulation and
wind power integration

2.1 Frequency regulation

The Nordic power system (NPS) bases its power production on several renewable generation
sources, mainly hydro. Base power demand in Sweden and Finland is to a great extent covered
by nuclear, while Norway’s main source is hydro production.Denmark’s base power comes
from thermal units, distributed or centralized. Denmark ishowever split in two synchronous
areas electrically: DK1 (western Denmark) is synchronizedto continental Europe (CE), while
DK2 (eastern Denmark) is synchronized to the NPS. Several HVDC interconnections connect
NPS to continental Europe, but some also connect Sweden to Finland to increase the transfer
capacities between the two countries. Considering the installed capacity of the countries in the
NPS, the different sources of electricity can be shown in Table 2.1. As the European region seeks
to increase its renewable energy production, several countries will introduce more wind power
in the future, thus reducing operational capacities in mainly thermal units. These generation

TABLE 2.1: Generation mix capacity in MW in the Nordic power system in 2015 in accordance with [25–27].
Type of generation DK2 FI NO SE Total Total

(MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (%)

Nuclear power 0 2752 0 9714 12466 13
Thermal power 4306 9961 1598 7920 23785 25
Hydro power 0 3264 31372 16184 50820 53
Wind power 1036 496 867 6029 8428 9
Solar power 180 0 0 104 284 0
Total (MW) 5522 16473 33837 39951 95783 100

units are dispatched according to the day-ahead hourly clearing of the energy market Nord Pool
Spot. There is also a regulating market in order to handle system imbalances that might occur
during the different operational hours of the NPS. Considering Table 2.1, the main contribution
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SE
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Figure 2.1: A map representing the Nordic synchronous area,as well as DK1.

of the frequency control in the NPS has been provided by the hydro governors and non-nuclear
thermal units. The behaviour of these sources is stable but relatively slow when compared to
the control of a VSWT.

2.1.1 Terminology

Grid codes on frequency reserves have been evaluated continuously as the system integrates
more countries, new services and products and, even thoughts of joint markets between syn-
chronous areas. In order to clarify and reduce the risk of misapprehension of results, the ter-
minology used by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), the European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) and the previous and
current Nordic TSOs are presented in Figure 2.2.

As seen in Figure 2.2, the main difference is the lack of tertiary reserve or automatic generation
control in the NPS. The time for and speed of the different frequency regulation services are
presented in Figure 2.3 for a generation trip in a fictitious power system with the Nordic reserve
terminology. Firstly the inertial response covers the lossof generation. Secondly the Frequency
Containment Reserve for normal operation (FCR-N) is activated to balance the disturbance and
once the frequency passes 49.9 Hz the Frequency Containment Reserve for disturbed operation
(FCR-D) is also activated. The inertia is an inherent behaviour of directly-coupled generators,
while FCR-N and FCR-D are automatic reserves provided by assigned generators. These are
then balanced by the frequency replacement reserve (FRR) whose responsibility is to manually
or automatically balance out the reserve used so that the power system can be ready for a new
disturbance in 15 minutes.
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Figure 2.2: The terminology used in power systems related tofrequency controlling re-
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Figure 2.3: A sketch representing frequency regulation support strategies during a fictive fre-
quency dip in the Nordic power system.
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2.1.2 Inertia

The inertial energy or inertial response is provided only bydirectly-coupled generators. The
inertial energy is the inherent kinetic energy released immediately after a power imbalance.
The reaction of inertial response initially solely dependson the distance to the disturbance,
while after some time the individualinertia constantof the generators are the deciding factor
determining the speed decrease (i.e. frequency decrease, see Section 2.2). The inertia constant
of a generator can be calculated as

H =
1
2

Jω2
0m

Sbase
(2.1)

where,ω0m is the rated angular velocity in rad/s andJ is themoment of inertiaexpressed in
kg·m2 andSbase is the rated power of the unit. The moment of inertia,J, can also be used in
order to calculate thekinetic energy, Ek, of a mass rotating at an angular speed,ω as

Ek =
1
2

Jω2 (2.2)

The three concepts: moment of inertia, inertia constant andkinetic energy are frequently used
in later sections. Thus, it is important to distinguish themand their use. Inertia constants of

TABLE 2.2: Typical ranges of inertia constants of generation units [6,32].
Type of generation H

Nuclear power unit 5-8 s
Other thermal unit 2-7 s
Hydro unit 2-4 s
Wind turbine 2.4-6 s

various generation types are presented in Table 2.2, where the nuclear unit has the biggest
inertia constant. This is mainly due to the weight of the generator and turbine in combination
with the high rotating speed, see (2.1). Even though DFIG (also named Type 3) and FPC-
WT (Type 4) units do not provide an inertial response in their default settings, they can be
controlled to do so. In the literature, this is typically referred to as synthetic inertia, virtual
inertia or inertia emulation in [33–35] respectively. For more information, see Chapter 6. After
a generation trip, once the inertial response has started, and as frequency drops (i.e. rotational
speed of synchronous connected generators), reserves are activated to bring the frequency back
to the nominal value. These reserves will be described in thefollowing three sections.

2.1.3 Frequency containment reserves (FCRs)

The FCRs are used to keep the frequency within decided limits during normal operation and in
case of disturbances.

Table 2.3 presents the different FCR properties implementedin different synchronous areas.
However, in the Nordic region the reserves have for a long time been divided into a specific
type for continuous operation and another one designed to handle bigger disturbances.
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TABLE 2.3: Various FCR properties in the different synchronous areas, Continental Europe (CE), Great Britain
(GB), Ireland (IRE) and NPS [30].

Property CE GB IRE NPS

Minimum accuracy of 10 mHz 10 mHz 10 mHz 10 mHz
frequency measurement
Maximum combined 10 mHz 15 mHz 15 mHz 10 mHz
effect of frequency
insensitivity (incl. dead band)
FCR full activation time 30 s 10 s 15 s 30 s
FCR full activation deviation ± 200 mHz ± 500 mHz ± 500 mHz ± 500 mHz

±1000 mHz

Frequency Containment Reserve - Normal Operation (FCR-N)

The FCR-N, is the power available to control the frequency in the Nordic system within its
standard frequency range (±100 mHz) [29, 30] and is automatically activated by deviations in
the power system frequency. If a step wise change in the frequency occur from 50 - 49.9 Hz
it must be activated to 63% within 60 seconds and to 100% within 3 minutes [28]. The total
FCR-N reserve is 600 MW and should be fully available at 50 Hz.

Frequency Containment Reserve - Disturbed Operation (FCR-D)

The FCR-D, is the power available for frequency regulation within the area of 49.9 - 49.5 Hz.
It is also automatically activated by deviations in the power system frequency. If a step wise
change in the frequency occurs from 49.9 - 49.5 Hz, it must be activated to 50% within 5 seconds
and to 100% within 30 seconds. The FCR-D is designed to cope withthe dimensioning fault
(currently Oskarshamn unit 3, 1400 MW) and considering a deduction by 200 MW for the load
frequency dependency at 49.5 Hz. Thus, the required FCR-D volume is set to 1200 MW [1,28].

2.1.4 Frequency restoration reserves (FRR)

Although similar, the frequency restoration reserves havedifferent objectives and also control
parameters compared to the containment reserve. The objective of the aFRR is to restore the
frequency to 50 Hz; its control parameter is frequency. The objective of the manual frequency
restoration reserve (mFRR) is to replace the FCR and aFRR. Its maincontrol parameter is
estimated imbalance in MW [36].

Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR)

The aFRR started as a solution to the increasing frequency deviations in the NPS in the be-
ginning of 2013 with a capacity of 100 MW. It is an automatic reserve with the objective of
restoring the system frequency to 50 Hz. The aFRR scheduled from hydro in the NPS has to
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act within 30 seconds and produce full output power in 120 seconds. The support should be
provided stepwise in steps of 5 MW. For the thermal units active in the aFRR they should act
according to

Pth =
1

(1+sTth)4Pset−point (2.3)

whereTth is the time constant/activation time of the unit set to maximum 35 s andPth is the
power output after a set-point shift,Pset−point. The set-points are decided based on the knowl-
edge of congestion, flow after intraday market, frequency bias factors, clearing of the aFRR
capacity market etc. [37]. The signals are then spread out tothe providers of the aFRR services
who then distribute the set points to their respective generator [28, 30, 38]. Once the automatic
reserves have been activated and more or less depleted, theyneed to be replenished. This re-
enables the reserves and is made by using the frequency restoration reserve - Manual(FRR-M),
briefly presented in the following subsection.

The Frequency Restoration Reserve - Manual (mFRR)

mFRR is used in order to replace the FCR and the aFRR and to bring the frequency back to
50 Hz. It is manually regulated by the TSOs. The reserve can also be used to de-load trans-
mission lines close to their thermal overloading limits or to increase head room in the power
system [28]. The minimum bid size is 10 MW and should be activated fully within 15 min-
utes [28,29].

2.1.5 Fast frequency response

Units or techniques that are able to respond faster than conventional primary reserves or FCR
are classified as units able to deliver a Fast Frequency Response (FFR) a term used in, for
example [39]. Figure 2.4 presents some of techniques able todeliver a FFR or improve the
frequency stability by adding kinetic energy. The different techniques are briefly touched upon
in the following subsection.

Wind turbine

1. Pitch - A type of mechanical derated operation that can be used in order to limit power
production in case of over frequency, enforce positive ramprate restrictions or enforce a
X% capacity margin under available power in order to deliverthis margin of power during
an under frequency event.

2. Derated operation -Droop implementationcreates a continuous % capacity margin where
the power within this capacity margin can be utilized with a linear relation between
frequency and turbine output power. This margin is either created byover-speedingor
under-speedingof the turbine. Over-speeding creates a reserve by, insteadof operating
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Figure 2.4: Possible techniques for delivering fast frequency response.

at the maximum power point (MPP), the turbine accelerates a certain percentage beyond
it. This percentage lowers the efficiency of the turbine, creating the desired headroom
by means of control. During an under frequency event, the turbine can then be switched
back to MPPT, thus increasing the efficiency and thereby increasing the power output in
order to contract the low system frequency. Over-speeding does not refer to actually rota-
ting faster than the maximum rotor speed, rather at a higher speed than that of the optimal
(seen to efficiency). On the contrary, under-speeding operates on a lower speed than MPP.
In case of an under frequency event, the turbine can return toMPPT and thus increase its
power output by improving the turbine efficiency. One main drawback of this approach is
that continuous operation without MPPT forces the VSWT to reduce its efficiency, hence
its profitability, in order to deliver the FFR. The main benefit, according to the author, is
that it can be seen as a continuous reserve. Hence, it can aid the system in returning to the
nominal frequency after a large frequency deviation.

3. Controlled inertia response - Also called synthetic inertia, virtual inertia or inertia em-
ulation in [33–35]. However, the inertia is not synthetic, nor virtual, as it exists in the
rotating mass, although its active power response can be emulated to mimic the response
of a conventional synchronous generator. However, the mainfocus should be put in its
controllability. Therefore, the response is called the controlled inertia response (CIR) to
avoid the unsuitable term of synthetic inertia or virtual inertia when referring to WTs.
The benefit of CIR is that the VSWT operates at its MPPT prior to the disturbance. This
operation ensures no loss of energy prior to the occurrence of a frequency disturbance.
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4. DC-link functions - To ensure fast frequency response capability, even when the wind is
below the cut-in wind speed, some authors propose integrating energy storage into the
DC-link of VSWTs. Sometimes, due to lack of wind, the under-utilized power-electronic
converter can then allow for a FFR from a battery energy storage system (BESS) or super-
capacitor energy storage system (SC-ESS) to provide the FRR service. The benefit of the
ESS is that it utilizes the already existing converter. It istherefore only necessary to add
the storage component and a possible DC-DC converter to ensure the provision of FRR
independent of wind speed. Furthermore, a DC-link chopper (aDC-link over voltage
protection component) could be used to consume active powerfor short periods of time
during over frequency events prior to the response of, for example, the slightly slower
pitch actuator. This fast control for the over frequency response could also be provided
by the CIR unless the maximum rotor speed of the VSWT has been reached.

5. Load voltage control - In cases where the VSWT is controlling the voltage at a load bus,
it is possible to utilize the voltage dependency of the load and to lower the voltage, thus
decreasing the demand by conventional loads. This is achieved by regulating the VSWT
to absorb reactive power. This absorption would reduce the voltage hence the load would
temporarily decrease during the duration of such an algorithm.

Static elements

1. Synchronous condensers - These are mentioned as one solution to diminishing system
inertia and contribute their own inertia, along with other conventional synchronously-
connected generators.

2. HVDC - Can have reserved capacity for extra active power transfer. Only useful when
connected to other synchronous areas such as the continental Europe.

Services

1. Demand response - A solution for distributed resources toaid with primary frequency
control trough load shedding or increasing load during short periods of time [40].

2. Vehicle to grid - A service where plug-in electric vehicles’ energy storages are used for
frequency control in a single or an aggregated manner [41].

Energy storage

1. Pumped hydro - Assuming that pumped hydro is utilized during high load hours it could
be used during large frequency deviations.

2. Flywheel - Behaves as the kinetic energy of the VSWT or the synchronous condenser,
depending on layout. A larger operating span of the rotor speed is available, therefore a
larger kinetic energy can be accessed. The units can be both directly connected or inter-
connected with power electronics [42].
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3. Batteries - Li-Ion or Li-polymer can provide frequency support for power systems usually
during long periods of time due to a large energy density and relatively high power density
[43,44]. Further discussed in Chapter 7.

4. Super-capacitors - Can provide high power density solutions for frequency control espe-
cially for short durations of time [45]. Further discussed in Chapter 7.

2.2 Frequency stability in power systems

Definition:

Power system stability is the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial operating con-
dition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical disturbance,
with most system variables bounded so that practically the entire system remains intact [46].

For the sake of wind power integration it is considered less of a necessity to consider the small-
signal stability of the system for even islanded systems as shown in [47], [48].

In order to understand what happens during a disturbance causing a power imbalance, a simpli-
fied system is considered. Two identical generation units connected at the same busbar transfer
power to an infinite bus via a transmission line, as can be seenin Figure 2.5. The disturbance is
considered when one of the generators is disconnected. The descriptions and figures are based
on [49] mainly p. 351-363.

'

dX

'
E

sV

TX+

'

dX TX+

SX

Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuit of two parallel generators connected to an infinite busbar through
a transmission line.

In Figure 2.5E′ is the transient back-emf of the generator andVs is the voltage at the infinite
bus.X′

d is the generator transient reactance,XT , the transformer reactance andXs is the system
reactance.

1. Rotor swings in the generators (first few seconds)

Disconnection of one of the two generators causes two effects. Firstly, the equivalent
reactance increases, thus lowering the power-angle characteristics from the generators to
the infinite bus in accordance with

P−(δ ′
0) =

E′Vs
X′

d+XT

2 +Xs

sin(δ ′
0) , P+(δ ′

0) =
E′Vs

X′
d +XT +Xs

sin(δ ′
0) (2.4)
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whereP−(δ ′
0) andP+(δ ′

0) are the power-angular characteristics of the system prior to and
after the disconnection of the generator respectively.

Secondly, the mechanical power delivered to the system is reduced by half. This is due to
the loss of the other generator unit, assuming equal size, thusPm+ = 0.5Pm−. Figure 2.6
shows the implication of equal-area-criterion on this power imbalance. Where∆P0 is the
power lost due to the generator disconnection and∆Pr1 is the initial power burst of kinetic
energy provided by the closest still connected generator,∆Ps1 is the kinetic energy from
other generators in the system behind the infinite bus.
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Figure 2.6: Rotor swing during first stage of dynamics in accordance with equal area criterion.
Power on y-axis indicating the transfer fromE′ to Vs [49].

The rotor angle of the remaining generator cannot change instantaneously, thus the abun-
dance of electrical power (compared to mechanical power delivered by the prime mover).
This occurs at location 2, thus causing the de-accelerationof the rotor corresponding
to the area 2− 2′− 4. The momentum causes the rotation to pass location 4 and stops
at location 3 when the de-acceleration area is equal to that of the acceleration area (of
4−3−3′). The damping torque1then cause the oscillations to decrease to location 4. The
amplitude of∆Pr1 depends on the amount of lost generation that it covers immediately
after the disconnection of the nearby generator. This amount of power depends on the
system equivalent reactance in accordance with 2.5.

∆Pr1

∆Ps1
=

Xs

X′
d +XT

(2.5)

Even though (2.5) here is considered for parallel generating units a similar expression can
be obtained for the multi-machine case. The conclusion of (2.5) being that the share of any
generator in meeting a power imbalance depends on its electrical distance,Xs representing
the distance to other generation andX′

d + XT is the distance to the unit remaining in
operation at the same bus, as the one of the two parallel generators discussed here.

However, assuming that the contribution from the contributing generators to the inertia
response are equal to:

Pinertia−r = 2Hr fr
d fr
dt

(2.6)

1For more information regarding damping torque see p. 202-206 in [49].
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and

Pinertia−s = 2Hs fs
d fs
dt

(2.7)

where,Hs andHr are the inertia constants of the two generators andSs andSr are the
rating of the two. Combining (2.6) and (2.6) with (2.5) the following expression can be
derived assuming the initial frequency (fs0 = fr0 = f0) is the same in steady state at the
both locations

d f1
dt
d f2
dt

=
Xs

X′
d +XT

HsSs

HrSr
. (2.8)

Equation 2.8 is only valid at the instant of where the frequency starts to fall representing
the local phenomena close to the generator being disconnected to have a steeper derivative
than that further away. For more information and results from real measurements see
Chapter 4.3.3.

2. Frequency drop (a few seconds to several seconds). The share of any generator in meeting
the power imbalance depends solely on its inertia, and not onits electrical distance. After
a few rotor swings, all generators will slow down at the same rate assuming they remain in
synchronism. Here the share of the generators interaction towards the system imbalance
is solely based on the inertia of each generator. This may be written as:

d∆ω1

dt
≈

d∆ω2

dt
≈ ...≈

d∆ωN

dt
= a (2.9)

where∆ωi is the speed deviation of theith generator,N is the number of generators and
a is the average acceleration.

Considering the famous swing equation:

2H
d2δ
dt2

= Pm−Pe−PD = Pacc (2.10)

In accordance with [49], assuming a non frequency dependentload, the equations can be
rewritten and combined to:

∆Pi = 2Ha=
Hi

N
∑

k=1
Hk

∆P0 (2.11)

Where it can be observed that thei:th generator contributionPi to the disturbance∆P0 is
a main function of the ratio of inertia of itself and surrounding generators.
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3. Primary control by the turbine governor system (several seconds)

During this stage the frequency variations mainly depend onthe settings and loadings of
the turbine and its governors but also the frequency dependence of the load, assuming
that the voltage is constant. Assuming a linear approximation of the load’s frequency de-
pendence, the operating frequency can be determined by the intersection of the following
equations:

PT = PT0+∆PT = PT0−KT∆ f
PT0

fn
(2.12)

PL = PL0+∆PL = PL0−KL∆ f
PL0

fn
(2.13)

where,PT is the generation characteristics ,PT0 is the pre-disturbance power output,KT

is the reciprocal of the droop for the total system generation characteristic.PL is the load
characteristics,PL0 is the pre-disturbance power demand,KL is the frequency sensitivity
characteristics of the load (active power). These typical load and generation patterns are
presented in Figure 2.7. WherePT− andPT+ are the pre-disturbance and post-disturbance
static characteristics of the turbine system.
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Figure 2.7: Primary control after initial stages of frequency variations [49].

In Figure 2.7 the generation is disconnected at location 1, changing the generation ope-
rating point (while rotor swings) to location 2. The generator then tends to move towards
location 5 the intersection between the load and new generation characteristics. However,
due to time delays in the governors leaving location 2 the trajectory is below that ofPT+.
At location 3 however, load and generation match, but due to the inertia and time delays
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the power keeps increasing, further increasing the frequency. This behaviour continues
until location 4 where a new equilibrium can be found causinga new local maximum
in the frequency. These oscillations are eventually removed and a steady state deviation
occurs at location 5. The value of the final frequency can be determined by:

∆ f5
fn

=
−1

KT +KL

∆P0

PL
. (2.14)

4. Secondary control by central regulators. After the stages of initial stages of frequency
deviation it is time for the TSO to cover the steady state deviation in frequency and to
replace the reserves currently active in the system. This iscommonly done by either AGC
or load frequency control (LFC) or a manual reserve or replacement reserve (as specified
in Section 2.1.1). This replenishing of reserves, allows the system to be ready for the next
disturbance.

The power system support functions try to maintain the system frequency stability. The
frequency deviations might however occur, and with reducedsystem inertia, they might
be more severe. Generators are enforced through legislation (grid codes) to handle these
variations and still stay connected in order not to worsen a already dire situation by trip-
ping. These grid codes set by the TSOs will be studied furtherin 2.3 for the countries
reaching the highest levels of wind penetration in Europe.
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2.3 Grid code evaluation

The various synchronous areas each have their grid codes on generators enforcing their connec-
tion to the grid during power imbalances. Individual countries can still enforce stricter regulation
if deemed necessary. Spain and Portugal seem to rely mainly on the ENTSO-E grid code for
their grid code content. The grid codes of the countries presented in Table 2.4 are then of inter-

TABLE 2.4: Wind power penetration in Europe in 2016 [1].
Country Wind power penetration (%)

Denmark 36.8
Ireland 27.0
Portugal 24.7
Cyprus 19.7
Spain 19.0
Germany 16.0

est in order to evaluate the need or regulation put on a futurefrequency responding VSWT. The
grid codes of present minimum values of frequency where the generators need to stay connected
to the grid.
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Figure 2.8: Grid code related to frequency deviations of countries with high WPR in Europe in
accordance with: [29,33,50–55].

From Figure 2.8 it is interesting to note that Denmark, having high levels of WPR, has a very
detailed grid code, but demands a shorter duration of over frequency connection from wind
generators. This is probably due to the ease of shutting downwind turbines, but also as a direct
result of distributed thermal units that are less stable during over frequency events. In addition
the E.ON Netz grid code provides a more detailed grid code than, for example, the current
Nordic grid code. This is most probably due to the lack of windpower in the NPS. The Irish
grid code forces its generators to be connected for a long time but is also a continuously updated
grid code also containing demands on handling steep RoCoFs during disturbances, mainly due
to their instantaneous wind penetration ratio, which lowers the inertia in the system, further
increasing the steepness of the frequency derivative.

1Spanish grid code enforces generators to be able to handle instantaneous frequencies below 47.5 Hz.
2Irish grid code also states that no new wind generation is allowed to start if f>50.2 Hz.
3Irish grid code enforces generators to be able to handle RoCoFs levels of 0.5 Hz/s.
4The added constraints of E.ON Netz offshore grid code for wind farms cover 51.5< f < 53.5 Hz and

46.5< f < 47.5 Hz.
5Continental Europe allows the TSO to decide the time of duration (t1) between 47.5< f < 49.0 Hz as long as

it is at least 30 min.
6Continental Europe allows the TSO to decide the time of duration (t2) between 49.0< f < 49.9 Hz as long as

it is longer thant1.
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Chapter 3

System kinetic energy estimation

3.1 Current Swedish system - system inertia

The Nordic TSOs have implemented an online inertia estimation tool operating through their
SCADA system. The tool keeps track of the breaker positions ofthe generators and their iner-
tia constant and can thereby calculate the kinetic energy rotating in the system. The Swedish
contribution has 421 generators included in the inertia estimation tool. These generators deliver
a maximum of 166.5 GWs of kinetic energy. Still some 125 generators lack measurements on
breaker position and at least additional 173 small generators lack inertia constant. Similar struc-
tures exist for the Finnish, Danish and Norwegian TSOs, although several breaker positions
are still lacking. However, the tool is continuously being updated with new measurements of
breaker positions and new data for the generators’ inertia constants [5].

This section aims to deliver an estimate of the inertia of theSwedish power system and its
seasonal variation and the impact of a changing generation mix. Furthermore, an objective is
to observe when times of low power system inertia occur. It isimportant to note that Sweden
is synchronously connected to Norway, Finland and Eastern Denmark (DK2). Furthermore, in
order to properly deal with future challenges, it is important to be aware of the current sys-
tem’s capabilities considering system inertia. Finally, the contribution of adding Fast Frequency
Response from wind turbines is estimated. Data are collectedfrom 2015 using the ENTSO-E
Transparency platform, which contain hourly production data based on generation type [25].

The main assumptions of the inertia estimation are as follows:

1. A generator not scheduled for production for a certain hour has its breaker open and does
not run in idle. In other words, the inertia contribution from non-producing units are not
considered.

2. All generators, except solar and wind units, are working at a power factor of 0.9. Solar
and wind units are working at unity power factor.

3. Hydro generators are operating at 0.8 pu of maximum activepower rating.
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4. All wind turbines are variable speed wind turbines. Thus,small inertia contributions from
directly-connected wind turbines are neglected.

5. All generator units of a certain generation type, i.e. nuclear, hydro, thermal etc., are as-
signed an average inertia constant for that specific type.

6. Contribution from system load inertia e.g. from directly coupled machines is neglected.
Mainly, this is due to that no such data is available for the system.

The hourly generation data are sorted depending on generation type into:PHydro, PNuclear,
PThermal, PWind andPSolar in MW, wherePThermal contains both gas, diesel and other combined
heat and power production units.
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Figure 3.1: Power production of the different sorted generation units in Sweden during 2015,
except for the solar production.

The power throughout the year is presented in Figure 3.1, where it can be observed that the
nuclear provides the base power and the thermal covers the load increase during the higher load
periods in the colder parts of the year. Furthermore, the somewhat sporadic wind power is ba-
lanced out by the hydro units which also cover the day-to-dayload variations. Solar production
peaked at 30 MW and is therefore not included in the figure, butit is considered in the follow-
ing calculations in this section. By using the average inertia constant,HUnit , for each generation
type presented in Figure 3.1, the Swedish system inertia canbe estimated.

TABLE 3.1: The assumed average inertia constant and power factor for different production units in the Swedish
power system.

Unit HUnit (s) cosφUnit

Hydro 4.5 0.9
Nuclear 6.2 0.9
Thermal 2.95 0.9
Wind & Solar 0 1.0
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The parameters of Table 3.1 can then be used to give an estimate of system inertia in Sweden in
accordance with

Hsys−se=

PhydroHhydro
0.8cos(φhydro)

+ PNuclearHNuclear
cos(φNuclear)

+ PThermalHThermal
cos(φThermal)

+ PWindHWind
cos(φWind)

+ PSolarHSolar
cos(φSolar)

Phydro
0.8cos(φhydro)

+ PNuclear
cos(φNuclear)

+ PThermal
cos(φThermal)

+ PWind
cos(φWind)

+ PSolar
cos(φSolar)

(3.1)

where,Hsys−se is the estimated inertia constant of the Swedish system at a given hour.
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Figure 3.2: Estimated Swedish system inertia during 2015.

The hourly variations ofHsys−secan be observed in Figure 3.2, where the variation in production
impacts the estimated inertia, although the inertia is keptat a rather high value due to the nuclear
and relatively high hydro inertia constants. The availablestored kinetic energy in the system,
Ek−sys−se, can be calculated by

Ek−sys−se= Hsys−seSb−se (3.2)

where

Sb−se=
Phydro

0.8cos(φhydro)
+

PNuclear

cos(φNuclear)
+

PThermal

cos(φThermal)
+

PWind

cos(φWind)
+

PSolar

cos(φSolar)
(3.3)

where,Sb−se, is the estimated hourly online system capacity of the Swedish power system.
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Figure 3.3: Estimated Swedish kinetic energy during 2015.

From Figure 3.3 the maximum kinetic energy,Emax
k−sys−se, is 142 GWs and occurs in January, and

the minimum kinetic energy,Emin
k−sys−se is 53 GWs and occurs in August. The average estimated

kinetic energy in 2015 is 99 GWs. Being aware of the system inertia constant and the kinetic
energy, it is of interest to know the minimum requirements ofthe two. What is the minimum
acceptable level of kinetic energy in the system? To answer this question, the authors of [56]
presents a simplified calculation of the impact on frequencynadir, ∆ fmin,pu, as a function of
Hsys i.e.,

∆ fmin,pu = ∆Pload,pu
1
D

(

e
−

DTd
2Hsys−1

)

(3.4)

where,∆Pload,pu represents the change in load or generation,D the load frequency dependence,
Hsysthe system inertia andTd is time constant for the governors responding with FCR-D. Thus,
for a lower system inertia (e.g. by integration of VSWT) lowerfrequency nadirs in the system
can be expected. Since the minimum frequency allowed is 49.0Hz (-0.02 pu), the minimum
system inertia can be found by

Hmin
sys−se=

−TdD

2

[

ln

(

∆ fmin,puD
∆Pload,pu

+1

)] (3.5)

utilizing aPload of 1400 MW per system base,Sb−se, i.e. the N-1 fault of Sweden (Oskarshamn
3 nuclear power station) and its per unit value is based on thesystem base,Sb−se. Then, lacking
in order to solve (3.5) are only two items. The frequency dependence,D, as well as the time
constant for the governor responding to the frequency deviation (assumed to be hydro based)
represented byTd. The delay time,Td, accounts for the governor and turbine response time is
estimated to 2.7 s according to [56]. The load frequency dependence,D, for the Swedish power
system is stated as 400 MW/Hz in [57]. Thus, its per unit value varies with the system base,
Sb−se, assuming a fixed frequency of 50 Hz.
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Figure 3.4: Variation in load-frequency dependence throughout 2015 based on the findings in
[57] of D = 400 MW/Hz.

Using the hourly online generation capacity as the base power and 50 Hz as the base frequency,
the load frequency dependence in per unit on an hourly basis throughout 2015 is shown in
Figure 3.4. The per unit value ofD varies between 0.65 and 1.66 with a mean value of 0.95.
Hence,D=1 is chosen as load-frequency dependence and it is used throughout this section on
the Swedish system inertia. The reason for choosing a fixedD is that if allowed to alter the
natural logarithm part of (3.5) risk closing in towards from0+, causing the denominator to go
towards minus infinity hence the overall expression towardsinfinity.
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Figure 3.5: Minimum system inertia constant,Hmin
sys−se, in the Swedish power system throughout

2015 presented together with the estimated system inertia constant.

Consequently, the hourly minimum required system inertia constant of the Swedish power sys-
tem is shown in Figure 3.5, together with the estimates as shown in Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.5, it
can be observed that the system inertia constants are above the corresponding minimum values
during the beginning and the end of the year, while risk regions are observed to occur during late
summer months. However, it is to be noted that inertia contributions from other synchronous
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areas in the Nordic power system are not included. The conclusion here is only relevant if the
Swedish power system is not synchronized with other Nordic power systems.
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Figure 3.6: Minimum system kinetic energy required,Emin
k−sys−se, in the Swedish power system

throughout 2015 presented together with the estimated available kinetic energy.

Figure 3.6 shows the correspondingly estimated minimum required kinetic energy in the sys-
tem. The data from Figure 3.5 and 3.6 show thatHsys−se< Hmin

sys−se for about 1.2% of the time
in 2015. Under the initial assumptions, during this 1.2% of the year together with an n-1 fault
would probably cause load shedding. Even though system kinetic energy is of interest for fu-
ture system studies, it is of more interest how much energy isactually expected to be released
during a disturbance. During a frequency deviation to 49.0 Hz, the amount of energy released,
∆Ek−sys−se in GWs, can be calculated as

∆Ek−sys−se= Ek−sys−se( f 2
nom,pu− f 2

nadir,pu). (3.6)
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Figure 3.7: Released kinetic energy during a frequency disturbance reaching a frequency nadir
of 49.0 Hz.
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3.1. Current Swedish system - system inertia

The estimated kinetic energy released from the rotating masses in 2015 is presented in Fig-
ure 3.7, together with the minimum value found by solving (3.5). Assuming that the current
Swedish system is sufficiently strong, a future Swedish power system should, during a major
disturbance, deliver a minimum of 2.72 GWs (corresponding tothe highest value of∆Emin

k−sys−se
during 2015). The question now becomes, assuming that we areable to deliver kinetic energy
from VSWT, how much of this energy is available in the Swedish system during 2015? This
will be discussed in the following subsection.

3.1.1 Possible contributions from VSWTs

With the knowledge of the amounts of kinetic energy needed toobtain secure operation from
the previous section, the question now becomes: How does thekinetic energy distribution look
when considering an aggregated wind farm with the possibility of delivering temporary fast
frequency response?

The main assumptions added for this within this subsection include:

1. A constant wind speed during the inertial support period of the FFR.

2. A fixed time,td, to deliver the extra active power,∆Pe, is set to 10 s.

3. An aggregated wind farm (WF) is used to represent all of Sweden in order to drastically
simplify the location of the wind farms. Utilizing locations of current wind farms and the
power productions in the different energy areas (SE1-4) would give a better indication of
the available kinetic energy. The main drawback with this assumption is that it is based on
the calculation of an aggregated rotor speed. However, thissubsection is aimed at provid-
ing a sense of availability of FRR from VSWTs rather than a specific value. With more
data and information available for different wind turbinesin Sweden, a better estimation
can be obtained.

According to statistics from Swedish Wind Energy [58], by the end of 2014, a total installed
capacity of wind power,Sw,cap, of 5420 MW. The aggregated electrical power output for each
hour,Pe−agg−se, can then be estimated by

Pe−agg−se=
PWind

Sw,cap
(3.7)

where,PWind is the previously utilized data from the Swedish hourly power production.
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Figure 3.8: Power output in p.u. for an aggregated Swedish wind farm for 2015 assuming a
Pavg−turb,se = 1.8 MW.

From Figure 3.8 the impact of the aggregation can be seen. Forthe duration of 2015, the ag-
gregated wind farm never operates at rated power. While in reality some turbines would surely
be disconnected and due to the spatial distribution of the wind some units would probably pro-
duce full power. Disconnected turbines will lower the calculated average power output in this
aggregated wind farm. This lower production will then affect the aggregated rotor speed of the
system. Utilizing the rotor speed to power curve presented in [59], the aggregated rotor speed,
ωwt−agg, can be found as

ωwt−agg=

{

1.2 Pe−agg−se≥ 0.75p.u.

−0.67P2
e−agg−se+1.42Pe−agg−se+0.51 Pe−agg−se< 0.75p.u.
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Figure 3.9: The estimated rotor speed for the aggregated wind turbine.

From Figure 3.9 the aggregated rotor speed can be observed, where the rotor speed on aver-
age is rather high throughout the year. Utilizing the model described in [59] later described in
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3.1. Current Swedish system - system inertia

Chapter 5.2.2, an electric power to wind speed curve is generated, allowing the electric power
of each hour to be converted into a corresponding wind speed,

vwind−agg−se
1 = c1P4

e−agg−se+c2P3
e−agg−se+c3P2

e−agg−se+c4Pe−agg−se+c5 (3.8)

the equation is valid from 0.1 to 1.0 pu electric power, reaching its maximum at 11.2 m/s i.e.
rated wind speed of the turbine.
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Figure 3.10: Aggregated wind speed for the aggregated wind farm.

From the wind speed variations seen in Figure 3.10, it is clear that another issue is the intra-hour
wind speed variations that can vary severely for a scenario with individual turbines. Assuming
that all turbines act on a common signal for triggering, suchas frequency and/or supervisory
control signal, an aggregated estimate of the kinetic energy available from VSWTs can be ob-
tained.

Assuming that the wind turbine is of a GE 3.6 MW DFIG type, further described in Chap-
ter 5.2.2 and presented in [59], as well as considering a controlled inertia,∆Pe, provided for a
duration of 10 s. The limiting factor for providing the CIR is the minimum rotor speed. This
minimum rotor speed decides at what operating point∆Pe of various magnitudes can be deliv-
ered.

1c1 = -9.2635;c2 = 27.76;c3 = -31.553;c4 = 20.859;c5 = 3.3975;
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Figure 3.11: The impact of operating point and the ability toprovide a∆Pe of 0.025, 0.05, 0.075
or 0.1 pu, when alternating the minimum allowed rotor speed.The duration of the controlled
inertia is fixed to 10 s.

Figure 3.11 presents the results from simulated events withcontrolled inertia for a fixed du-
ration but with different magnitudes of controlled inertial power,∆Pe, and a different allowed
minimum rotor speed. The electric power output of the VSWT wasswept from 0.1 (vwind =
5.21 m/s) to 1.0 pu (vwind = 11.2 m/s). The electric power on the x-axis represents the minimum
operating point of the VSWT in order to deliver a certain∆Pe when subject to minimum rotor
speed restrictions,ωmin

wt .

TABLE 3.2: Minimum initial active power,Pmin
e0 needed in order to provide various magnitudes of∆Pe without

reaching a certain minimum rotor speed,ωmin
wt .

ωmin
wt (pu)

∆Pe (pu)
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1

0.50 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.12
0.55 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.15
0.60 0.10 0.12 0.16 0.19
0.65 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.22
0.70 0.17 0.20 0.23 0.26
0.75 0.20 0.24 0.27 0.29

The results from Figure 3.11 are summarized in Table 3.2. As an example, for an allowed
minimum rotor speed,ωmin

wt , of 0.70 pu, a VSWT can deliver a∆Pe = 0.025 pu already at
Pmin

e0 = 0.17 pu. Furthermore, it can be observed that in order to provide a∆Pe = 0.1 pu, when
considering aωmin

wt = 0.70 the VSWT needs to reach an initial active power,Pmin
e0 , of 0.26 pu.
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Figure 3.12: The impact of the wind speed subjected to the VSWTand the ability to provide a
∆Pe of 0.025, 0.05, 0.075 or 0.1 pu, when alternating the minimumallowed rotor speed. The
duration of the controlled inertia response is fixed at 10 s.

Figure 3.12 presents similar content to Figure 3.11, but instead considering the minimum wind
speed,vmin

wind, enabling an operating point in order to deliver different magnitudes of∆Pe.

TABLE 3.3: Minimum wind speed,vmin
wind, needed in order to provide different magnitudes of∆Pe without reaching

a certain minimum rotor speed,ωmin
wt .

ωmin
wt (pu)

∆Pe (pu)
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1

0.50 5.21 5.21 5.21 5.49
0.55 5.21 5.21 5.49 5.95
0.60 5.21 5.55 5.98 6.35
0.65 5.65 6.06 6.41 6.73
0.70 6.16 6.50 6.81 7.10
0.75 6.63 6.92 7.19 7.44

The top-left of Table 3.3 is limited to 5.21 m/s since the swept power of the VSWT startedvwind

= 5.21 m/s corresponds to an electric power output of 0.1 pu. As an example, for a allowed
minimum rotor speedωmin

wt of 0.70 pu, a VSWT can deliver a∆Pe = 0.025 pu already atvmin
wind =

6.16 m/s. Utilizing the findings presented in Table 3.3, the power available using kinetic energy
for 10 s before reaching the minimum rotor speed of 0.7 pu (used in [60]), can be summarized
as

∆Pe =































0.1 p.u. vwind−agg−se≥ 7.10m/s

0.075 p.u. 6.81m/s≤ vwind−agg−se< 7.1 m/s

0.05 p.u. 6.50m/s≤ vwind−agg−se< 6.81m/s

0.025 p.u. 6.16m/s≤ vwind−agg−se< 6.50m/s

0 p.u. vwind−agg−se< 6.16m/s

where the main decisive factor is the under-speed protection of the DFIG. The main reason for
this limit is the fact that the rotor side voltage magnitude reaches its maximum at the minimum
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rotor speed. Hence, in order to reduce the rating of the rotorside converter and thus keep costs
down, the minimum rotor speed is a parameter mainly for VSWTs of DFIG type. Hence, the
cases of available kinetic energy before reaching minimum rotor speed are rather pessimistic
set to those of the DFIG turbine. A Type-4 based wind turbine could operate at a wider range of
rotor speeds, as an example [61] presents a minimum rotor speed limit of 0.5 pu.

TABLE 3.4: The availability of kinetic energy from the aggregated VSWT in 2015.
∆Pe (pu) Availability Cumulative

Any support 78% -
0.1 62% 62%
0.075 5% 67%
0.05 5% 72%
0.025 6% 78%
n/a 22% 22%

From Table 3.4 the availability, quantity of electric powerand cumulative added power (i.e. per-
centage of ¿=∆Pe pu available for example) can be observed for an aggregated WFin Sweden
during 2015. For almost 78% of the time, an FFR algorithm can be provided.
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Figure 3.13: The kinetic energy available in 2015 in the Swedish system from the aggregated
wind farm.

The kinetic energy available from the VSWTs is shown in Figure3.13 under the assumption
that 50% of the VSWT can deliver an FFR. The kinetic energy released during a frequency
nadir reaching 49.0 Hz can then be estimated for every hour of2015.
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Figure 3.14: The estimated released kinetic energy for 2015in the Swedish system with and
without an aggregated wind farm providing FFR.

With the contribution of the inertial support from the VSWTs,the total system kinetic energy
that can be released is shown in Figure 3.14. The figure shows that the low inertia situations
benefit from the extra kinetic energy from the aggregated wind farms.
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Figure 3.15: Duration curve of the estimated released kinetic energy for 2015 in the Swedish
system with and without an aggregated wind farm providing FFR.

The corresponding duration curve of the kinetic energy in Figure 3.14 is shown in Figure 3.15.
There is a consistent increase in the kinetic energy released to the system with FFR from wind
farms. The minimum released kinetic energy can potentiallyincrease from 2.2 GWs without
FFR from wind farms to 2.6 GWs (18% higher) with FRR from wind farms. The time over
a year that the system is in lack of kinetic energy reduces from 1% to 0%. This considers,
however, only 50% of the available wind turbines in the system.
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3.2 Future Swedish system 2025 - system inertia

The Swedish national grid (SVK) presents its estimation of the future system in 2025 in [62].
The development plan provides a view of the progress towardsa less nuclear-based and more
renewable-based power system.

TABLE 3.5: Future Swedish scenarios and development ratio.
Installed power SE-2015 SE-2025 Ratio

(MW) (MW)

Hydro 16155 16100 0.99
Nuclear 9528 6700 0.70
Wind 5420 10500 1.94
Thermal 8361 8800 1.05
Solar 79 400 5.06
Total 39549 42500

The predicted changes in the power system are shown in Table 3.5, where the ratio indicates the
increase or decrease for the year 2025 for each installed capacity. A general observation is the
increase in wind and solar and a reduction in nuclear for 2025. The ratio is applied to the data
from 2015 by scaling the different production time series upand down linearly. The impact on
total energy produced between 2015 and 2025 is negligible at0.13%. Although this is a simpli-
fication, it indicates the change in system kinetic energy while using similar assumptions as in
Section 3.1. As an example, the power produced from wind in 2025, PWind−2025, is calculated
as

PWind−2025= PWind−2015Ratiowind (3.9)

where,PWind−2015 is the hourly wind production in 2015 andRatiowind = 1.94 in accordance
with Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.16: Swedish system kinetic energy for 2025.
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Figure 3.16 presents the corresponding kinetic energy stored in the rotating mass and the mini-
mum required value according to the generation capacity mixin the 2025 scenario in Sweden.
The contribution from the VSWTs is not included in the resultsshown in Figure 3.16. In the
kinetic energy estimate related to the system of 2015, only 1% exceeded the minimum limit of
Emin

k−sys−se. However, for 2025 this occurs 8% of the year. Hence, it is of interest to see what con-
tribution is possible when utilizing the kinetic energy from the now increased number of wind
turbines. Considering the installed capacity of wind,Sw,cap−2025, of 10500 MW,Pe,pu−2025 can
then be estimated as

Pe−agg−se=
PWind−2025

Sw,cap−2025
. (3.10)
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Figure 3.17: Estimated aggregated electric power output from the wind farm during 2025.

Figure 3.17 indicates a similar pattern as in 2015, due to thelinear increase due to the ratio in
Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.18: Duration curve of the estimated released kinetic energy for 2025 in the Swedish
system with and without an aggregated wind farm providing FFR.
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Figure 3.18 shows the distribution of released kinetic energy in 2025, during a large disturbance,
utilizing similar assumptions as in Section 3.1. The case without the inertial contribution from
the VSWTs has a lower released kinetic energy in 2025 than the one in 2015 presented in
Figure 3.15. Considering the minimum kinetic energy in 2025 with wind responding with FFR
reduces the duration under the minimum limit from 8% down to 0.2%.
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Figure 3.19: The estimated released kinetic energy for 2025in the Swedish system with aggre-
gated wind farm providing FFR together with the minimum value allowed.

Figure 3.19 shows the main reason behind the improvements observed in Figure 3.18. The
added contribution from the aggregated WF is apparent, for 50% of the time, 140% added
kinetic energy is available in the system when the WT provide FFR. The minimum system
kinetic energy has increased with 24% during 2025 when considering the FFR contribution
from the aggregated WF.

3.3 Current Nordic system - system inertia

In order to estimate the available system kinetic energy in the Nordic system, assumptions
similar to those for the Swedish system are made, i.e.

1. A generator not scheduled for production for a certain hour has its breaker open and does
not run in idle operation. This causes the inertia contribution from non-producing units
not to be considered.

2. All generators, except solar and wind units, are working at a power factor of 0.9. Solar
and wind units are working at unity power factor.

3. Hydro generators are operating at 0.8 pu of the maximum active power rating.
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3.3. Current Nordic system - system inertia

4. All wind turbines are variable speed wind turbines. Thus,small inertia contributions from
directly-connected wind turbines, such as induction generator based wind farms, are ne-
glected.

5. All generator units of a certain generation type, i.e. nuclear, hydro, thermal etc. are as-
signed an average inertia constant for that specific typefor each specific country.

6. The contribution from system load inertia e.g. from directly-coupled machines is ne-
glected. Mainly, this is due to that no such data is availablefor the system.

Hourly data are provided from [25] where the power based on generation type is obtained. Ev-
ery power not scheduled as hydro, nuclear, wind or solar is lumped into thermal units. This
includes peat, gas, hard coal, waste, oil, brown coal and biomass units. Sweden has power
productions in accordance withPHydro−se, PNuclear−se, PThermal−se, PSolar−se andPWind−se. In a
similar fashion for Norway (PHydro−no, PNuclear−no, PThermal−no, PSolar−no andPWind−no), Fin-
land (PHydro− f i, PNuclear− f i, PThermal− f i, PSolar− f i and PWind− f i) and eastern Denmark, DK2,
(PThermal−dk2, PSolar−dk2 and PWind−dk2). Utilizing the following equation the Nordic system
inertia constant,Hsys−Nordic, can be calculated as

Hsys−Nordic =

PHydro−seHHydro−se
0.8cos(φHydro)

+
PHydro−noHHydro−no

0.8cos(φHydro)
+

PHydro− f iHHydro− f i

0.8cos(φHydro)
+

PNuclear−seHNuclear−se
cos(φNuclear)

...

PHydro−se
0.8cos(φHydro)

+
PHydro−no

0.8cos(φHydro)
+

PHydro− f i

0.8cos(φHydro)
+

PNuclear−se
cos(φNuclear)

...

(3.11)
wherecos(φUnit) is the power factor of each unit assumed to be 0.9, except for solar and wind
units operating at unity power factor.

TABLE 3.6: Assumed H-constants of generators in the Nordic power system.
SE NO FI DK2

HNuclear 6.2 - 6.6 -
HWind 0 0 0 0
HThermal 2.9 2.5 4.4 4.5
HHydro 4.5 2.9 2.8 -

Combining (3.11) with the inertia constants found in Table 3.7, the total Nordic system inertia
constant,Hsys−nordic, can be estimated for all 8760 h of 2015.
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Figure 3.20: Estimated Nordic system inertia during 2015.

The hourly variations ofHsys−Nordic can be observed in Figure 3.20. It can be seen that it varies
with the production but remains at a rather high value due to the nuclear and rather high hydro
inertia constant of the aggregated system. The available stored kinetic energy in the system,
Ek−sys−Nordic, can be calculated by

Ek−sys−Nordic = Hsys−NordicSb−Nordic (3.12)

where

Sb−Nordic =
PHydro−se

0.8cos(φhydro)
+

PHydro−no

0.8cos(φhydro)
+

PHydro− f i

0.8cos(φhydro)
+

PNuclear−se

cos(φnuclear)
... (3.13)

where,Sb−nordic, is the estimated hourly online system capacity of the Nordic power system.
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Figure 3.21: Estimated Nordic system base in 2015.

Figure 3.21 presents the estimated Nordic system base,Sb−Nordic, for 2015 in GW having an
average of 52.7 GW, a minimum of 29.6 GW and a maximum of 78.9 GW. Utilizing (3.12), the
Kinetic energy in the system can be estimated for 2015.
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Figure 3.22: Estimated Nordic kinetic energy during 2015.

From Figure 3.22, the maximum system kinetic energy,Emax
k−sys−nordic = 304 GWs occurs in Jan-

uary and the minimum kinetic energy,Emin
k−sys−nordic = 116 GWs occurs in late July. Furthermore,

the average value of system kinetic energy in 2015 is estimated to 200 GWs. Being aware of
the system inertia constant and the kinetic energy, it is of interest to know the minimum levels
of the two. This is calculated similarly as in (3.5) as

Hmin
sys−nordic =

−TdDnordic,pu

2

[

ln

(

∆ fmin,puDnordic,pu
∆Pload,pu

+1

)] . (3.14)

The load-frequency dependence,Dnordic,pu, is calculated as

Dnordic,pu =
D

Sb−nordic fnom
(3.15)

whereD is 400 MW/Hz andfnom is the nominal frequency of 50 Hz.
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Figure 3.23: Estimated load-frequency dependence,Dnordic,pu, during 2015.
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Chapter 3. System kinetic energy estimation

The load-frequency dependence,Dnordic,pu, is presented in Figure 3.23, reaching a minimum
value of 0.25, an average of 0.39 and a maximum value of 0.67. Using the mean value in com-
bination with equation (3.14) the minimum Nordic system inertia constant,Hmin

sys−nordic, can be
estimated throughout each hour of 2015. The impact of varying the load frequency dependence
on frequency nadir can be observed in Appendix .8.
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Figure 3.24: Estimated Nordic system inertia during 2015 and its estimated minimum level to
avoid load shedding during the dimensioning disturbance of1400 MW.

From Figure 3.24 it can be observed that the minimum inertia requirement is lower than the
estimated minimum of the system inertia constant. ComparingFigure 3.24 to that of the Swedish
system (see Figure 3.5) added benefit of more rotating mass inthe Nordic system. Furthermore,
the overall systemHsys−nordic has decreased mainly due to smaller H-constants in Norwegian
hydro units compared to the Swedish hydro units. Hence, the added rotating mass presented as
system kinetic energy is a better measure and can be obtainedtogether with the corresponding
minimum system kinetic energy.
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Figure 3.25: Estimated kinetic energy during 2015 comparedto the minimum estimated to stay
above 49.0 Hz.
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3.3. Current Nordic system - system inertia

Ek−sys−nordic is presented in Figure 3.25, it has a minimum value of 117 GWs, an average of
200 GWs and a maximum of 304 GWs for 2015. The kinetic energy,Ek−sys−nordic, is only fully
available if the system frequency is reduced to zero. Thus, the energy released is of interest
during a frequency deviation to 49.0 Hz. The amount of energyreleased,∆Ek−sys−nordic, can be
calculated as

∆Ek−sys−nordic = Ek−sys−nordic( f 2
nom,pu− f 2

nadir,pu). (3.16)
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Figure 3.26: Estimated released kinetic energy during 2015compared to the minimum estimated
released kinetic energy needed to stay above 49.0 Hz.

The estimated kinetic energy released from the rotating masses in 2015 is presented in Fig-
ure 3.26 together with the minimum value found by solving (3.14). A future Nordic power
system should, during a major disturbance, deliver a minimum of 3 GWs (corresponding to the
highest value of∆Emin

k−sys−nordic during 2015) in order to stay away from load shedding. The
question now becomes, assuming that we are able to deliver kinetic energy from VSWTs, how
much of this energy is available in the Nordic system during 2015?

By utilizing the installed capacity for each country,Swind−country, and assuming that each coun-
try acts as an aggregated wind turbine, the power output of these turbinesPW−se,pu, PW−no,pu,
PW− f i,pu andPW−dk2,pu can be estimated by

PWind−country,pu =
PWind−country

SWind−country
. (3.17)

This results in hourly variations in the estimated aggregated wind farms in each country. With
the knowledge of the wind speed in each bidding area togetherwith the installed capacity per
bidding area, an improved estimation of the aggregated windpower per bidding area in the
Nordic synchronous area could be estimated. This would improve the results for the Swedish
(SE1-4) and Norwegian (NO1-5) region. However, Finland is one single bidding area and the as-
sumption there would still provide trends rather than proper estimates. Since, DK2 is relatively
small considering the geographical distribution of the wind this would be a fairer estimate of
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the available kinetic energy. This section however, is aimed at providing trend lines and at the
moment installed capacities are not publicly available forall areas.
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Figure 3.27: Estimated aggregated wind power during 2015 for the different areas.

Although sporadic, Figure 3.27 shows the power variations from the aggregated wind farms.
The electric power never reaches 1.0 due to the aggregation and varies greatly over the year.
The minimum kinetic energy in the Nordic power systemEmin

k−sys−nordic = 116 GWs occurs on
26-July-2015 between 05-06 (hour 4949). Thus, it is of interest to observe the wind variations
during these hours.
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Figure 3.28: Estimated aggregated wind power during 2015 for the different areas zoomed in
over 24 h of 26-July-2015.

Figure 3.28 presents the intra-day variations of the aggregated WF during the day of lowest
kinetic energy in the system; hour 4949 is marked by a vertical dashed line. During hour 05-
06, the system load is just about to start to increase, thus increasing the system kinetic energy.
This occurs during a Sunday during a holiday week, hence Figure 3.28 presents large wind
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3.3. Current Nordic system - system inertia

penetration (hourly estimate 12%) levels with low system inertia during the summer months.
This is considered as one of the worst cases. Even though there is a small risk of too low inertia
according to the estimation in Figure 3.26, it is interesting how much energy the WF could
possibly contribute through out the year.

3.3.1 Possible contributions from VSWTs in the Nordic region

Utilizing the findings presented in Table 3.3, the energy available using kinetic energy for 10 s
before reaching minimum rotor speed of 0.7 pu (used in [60]),can be calculated with a similar
structure as in Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 3.29: Estimated released kinetic energy with and without 50% of aggregated wind farms
responding with FFR during a frequency deviation down to 49.0 Hz.

In Figure 3.29 the average minimum value of released kineticenergy is 2.7 GWs, and a clear
contribution to the overall released kinetic energy can be seen in 2015 when 50% of the WTs
respond with FFR.
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Figure 3.30: Estimated duration of released kinetic energywith and without 50% of aggregated
wind farms responding with FFR during a frequency deviationdown to 49.0 Hz.

The released kinetic energy observed in Figure 3.30 is 4.63 GWs; utilizing 50% of the available
aggregated WFs improves this by 22%. During 50% of the time an increase of 40% of released
kinetic energy can be obtained by using the FFR from the wind turbines. Having observed the
possible contribution from WFs in 2015, it is of interest to study whether the system inertia in
2025 drops to dangerous levels or if the wind integration andchanges in generation mix balance
each other out. This will be evaluated in the following section.

3.4 Future Nordic system 2025 - system inertia

Except for the reduction in power system inertia in the Swedish system mainly due to wind
integration, several other activities are anticipated in the Nordic synchronous area by 2025.
The system development concerns especially the frequency stability of the system. The current
largest power imbalance of Oskarshamn 3 is 1400 MW, i.e. the system dimensioning fault, and
it is not expected to increase. The new Finnish Olkiluoto nuclear power plant has a largest
unit of 1600 MW. However, a 300 MW load is also connected in parallel to this unit. If this
nuclear unit is tripped, the load will also be tripped at the same time. Thus, the N-1 in this case
amounts to only 1300 MW seen from the grid side [63]. Furthermore, Finland’s parliament has
authorized the construction of another nuclear unit of 1200MW, Hanhikivi in Pyḧajoki, which
is expected to be completed in 2024. These two Finnish nuclear units almost compensate for
the dismantling of the Oskarshamn unit 1 in Sweden, of 1100 MWand Ringhals unit 1 and unit
2, in Sweden, of 1750 MW in total [62].

In order to increase the possibility of selling power from Norway, Statnett has decided to build
three 1400 MW HVDC links to other synchronous areas: Norway to Germany through the
NordLink in 2020, Norway to the United Kingdom through the North Sea Link in 2021 and
finally Norway to Scotland through the NorthConnect cable to be commissioned in 2022 [62].

The above-mentioned plans to the system should provide a general net increase in the system’s
kinetic energy considering the nuclear capacity being decommissioned (2850 MW) compared
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3.4. Future Nordic system 2025 - system inertia

to that being built (2800 MW). However, the system will have five (three 1400 MW HVDC,
Oskarshamn 3 at 1400 MW and Olkiluoto 3 at 1300 MW (considering the loss seen from sys-
tem)) instead of one n-1 contingency of similar size. This will drastically increase the risk of
large frequency deviations in the Nordic power system.

TABLE 3.7: Current and expected installed capacity of nuclear and wind turbines in the Nordic power system in
2015 and2025(in bold).

Installed power SE NO FI DK2
(MW) (MW) (MW) (MW)

Nuclear 6700/9528 [62] - 5549/2749 [64] -
Wind 10500/5420 [62] 3207/873 [65]1 3900/1005 [66,67]2 2606/1036 [68]

Table 3.7 summarizes the installed capacities of the generation of interest nuclear and wind
turbines in the Nordic power system in 2015 and 2025. Utilizing the known system changes
based on Table 3.7, the generation mix can be observed for 2025 and hence the system’s kinetic
energy can be estimated, as well as possible contributions from future WFs.

Some added assumptions for this subsection include:

1. Inertia constants of new nuclear units in Finland are similar to the current ones.

2. No hydro or thermal expansion in the Nordic region.

3. Same production patterns as 2015 scaled by Table 3.7

4. Increased wind power is covered by an increased load and increased export.

Following the similar procedure as previous Section (3.3) the system behaviour in 2025 can be
estimated.

1 [65] presents 2080 MW for year 2020. This value is then linearly extrapolated from 2015 to 2025, resulting
an approximation of 3207 MW in 2025.

2 [66] presents an increase to 9 TWh wind power in 2025, [67] presents data for 2015 of 1005 MW, producing
2.3 TWh. Using this energy to scale production to get about 3900 MW assuming similar wind conditions as in
2015.
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Figure 3.31: Estimated kinetic energy in 2025 compared to 2015.

Figure 3.31 shows the estimated system kinetic energy,Ek−sys−nordic, available in 2025 and the
estimate of 2015. It is clear that the two are similar. This ispartly due to the fact that the average
Finnish nuclear inertia constant is larger than the Swedishone. Therefore, the nuclear installed
capacity in 2025 is replaced with a higher average inertia constant. This higher average cause
the total inertia constant to increase, even though there isa negative contribution due to wind
integration. This is especially true under the assumption that the load and/or export covers the
generation increase from 2015 to 2025. The added wind power could possibly provide even
larger contributions than observed in Figure 3.30 seen to the released kinetic energy in 2025
during a frequency deviation since the increased installedcapacity.
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Figure 3.32: Estimated duration of released kinetic energywith and without 50% of aggregated
wind farms responding with FFR during a frequency deviationdown to 49.0 Hz during 2025.

As expected the minimum kinetic energy released is increased in Figure 3.32 by 22%. Further-
more, for 50% of the time, the increase in released kinetic energy is 90% when considering the
contribution with FFR from an aggregated wind farm in 2025.
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3.4.1 Impact on system inertia with assumed constant load

Previous studies regarding the Nordic system in 2025 assumethat the added generation through-
out the year is met with added export or increased load of roughly 10%. If the load instead is
assumed to be constant, the thermal units would reduce theirpower output in order to provide
room for the added renewable in the system. In order to study this the following assumptions
are added to those presented in Section 3.4.

1. Hourly load and import/export remain unchanged in 2025 ascompared to 2015.

2. Generation increase from wind is met with generation decrease in thermal units.

Every hour is then investigated, comparing the production to 2015. If the production of 2025
for that hour exceeds that of 2015 the thermal units are reduced (in the order of SE, NO, FI
and DK2). If that is not sufficient Swedish hydro is reduced, for 157 hours this is not sufficient
and Norwegian hydro is then reduced. The Norwegian hydro never reach zero for the simulated
year of 2025. This drastically impacts the production of thethermal units reaching zero several
times during 2025 to accompany the wind production.
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Figure 3.33: Thermal production for the unaltered case utilized as in Section 3.4, where the load
covers the generation increase, indicated by1 in the figure.

Figure 3.33 presents the thermal generation as in Section 3.4, simply kept constant from 2015
since no change ratio was used when calculating the 2025 whenconsidering the thermal units.
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Figure 3.34: Thermal production for the updated case with a constant load, indicated by2.

From Figure 3.34 a clear decrease from the thermal units in the Nordic region can be seen. This
decrease is in some instances accompanied with the reduction of hydro units in both Sweden
and Norway. This would impact the kinetic energy in constant-load case. If the full load hours
of thermal units are too low and the electricity price reduces, it will not be profitable to run them
anymore. As a result, they may be shut down completely.
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Figure 3.35: Estimated kinetic energy in 2025 compared to 2015 with a constant load.

Figure 3.35 indicates a diminishing kinetic energy when considering a constant load. The min-
imum estimated kinetic energy has decreased by 16% from 2015. With the assumptions of
Section 3.4 observed in Figure 3.31, the minimum estimated kinetic energy has increased by
approximately 9%. With the similar assumptions related to an aggregated wind farm in each
region of the Nordic synchronous area, the added benefit of those wind farms can be estimated
in a similar manner to Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.36: Duration plot of the estimated kinetic energy in 2025 with and without FFR from
an aggregated wind farm, considering a constant load increase from 2015 to 2025.

From Figure 3.36 the distribution of released kinetic energy during the dimensioning fault in
2025 can be observed. With FFR algorithm implemented in 50% of the WTs the minimum
released kinetic energy is 5.7 GWs. While, if the WF operates at MPPT the system contributes
with 3.9 GW. Hence, the WF delivers an increase of 46% in released energy to the system.

3.5 Nordic system inertia - comparison against TSOs’ esti-
mate

In order to evaluate the behaviour of the inertia estimationit is benchmarked against the Nordic
TSOs’ inertia estimation tool. Even though it also providesan inertia estimate, its awareness
through the breaker position and an exact value of each generator should come close to that
of the real system. The received data covers a time period in the end of 2015 (2015-09-28 -
2015-12-31) is sampled every hour and provides the kinetic energy,Ek−TSO−nordic, in GWs.
Unfortunately, the data is not allowed to be shared as a time-varying signal, only statistical
values are allowed to be presented.
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Figure 3.37: The estimated kinetic energy in the Nordic system during the time period of data
from the TSO.

Figure 3.37, presents the estimated kinetic energy in the Nordic system,Ek−sys−nordic, during
the time period of investigation. At 7000 hours, there is noticeable gap in the results due to
incoherent production data. Furthermore, the minimum value of the estimated kinetic energy of
the period is found to be 133.6 GW, the mean is 210.8 GWs and the maximum value is 284.6
GWs. The area enclosed by vertical bars in Figure 3.37 represents some of the highest peaks of
system inertia during the time period.
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Figure 3.38: A zoomed in of the estimated kinetic energy in the Nordic system during the time
period of maximum estimated kinetic energy.

Figure 3.38 presents the hourly variations during four daysof high inertia estimate enclosed in
Figure 3.37. This location is one of the worst estimates whencomparing to the data provided by
the TSOs’. The evening and night times are almost identical,the highestEk−sys−nordic observed
is 284.6 GWs, this is an overestimation compared toEk−TSO−nordic of 7%. The main reason for
this is believed to come from the aggregation ofPThermal− f i . This contains production data from
gas, peat, hard coal and oil units. All aggregated with an inertia constant,HThermal− f i . During
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these variations, the Finnish aggregated thermal varies the most among the Nordic countries,
especially the Finnish peat, gas and hard coal. This aggregation is believed to have the greatest
impact on the error.
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Figure 3.39: The duration curve of the TSO estimate,Ek−TSO−nordic and the proposed estimate
Ek−sys−nordic.

Figure 3.39 presents the duration curves of the two estimates. The lack of production data causes
the slightly altered shape of the duration curve forEk−sys−nordic. Ek−sys−nordic is mainly lower
than the TSOs’ estimate mainly during night times, rarely underEk−TSO−nordic during day time.
This is indicated in the increased max and minimum ofEk−sys−nordic in Figure 3.39. The average
error between the TSOs’ estimate and the proposed estimate is 0.8%. Furthermore, the standard
deviation betweenEk−TSO−nordic andEk−sys−nordic is 13 GWs, about 7% of the TSOs’ estimate
of the average kinetic energy.

Figure 3.40: The histogram of the different kinetic energy estimates.

Figure 3.40 present the probability of the different kinetic energy estimates, further indicating
the increased spread ofEk−sys−nordic. Each bin of the histogram is 5 GWs wide starting at 130
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GWs and ending at 280 GWs. The overall shape of the two estimate is very similar. One way
of evaluating this is by the use of correlation coefficients.The linear correlation coefficient is
determined by

r(A,B) =
1

N−1

N

∑
i=1

(

Ai −µA

σA

)(

Bi −µB

σB

)

(3.18)

Where,r(A,B) is the correlation coefficient between variable A and B,Ai andBi is the value of
the ith observation,µ andσ is the mean value and the standard deviation respectively and N is
the number of total observations [69]. Solving (3.18) forr(Ek−TSO−nordic,Ek−sys−nordic) results
in a value of 0.94, indicating a high correlation between thetwo, since a value of 1 would
indicate a completely linear relationship.

3.6 Conclusions

A tool for the estimation of kinetic energy in the Swedish andNordic system is proposed. The
estimate shows that if Sweden is separated from the Nordic synchronous system, the kinetic
energy in the system would be too low 1% of the time in 2015, if the dimensioning fault occurs.
However, if 50% of a aggregated wind farm in Sweden were operating with an FFR algorithm,
this risk would be reduced to 0%. The aggregate WF allows for anincrease in released energy
into the system by 18% when the system has its lowest kinetic energy in 2015.

The trends for the Nordic system kinetic energy for 2015 and 2025 were estimated. The 2025
scenario showed that, under the assumption that all added generation is consumed by a load
increase, the kinetic energy would slightly increase afterthe replacement of Swedish nuclear
units by Finnish nuclear. This increase was mainly due to thelarger nuclear inertia constant in
Finnish plants. However, if the load and import/export wereassumed to be constant in 2025, a
slight decrease in the system kinetic energy could be observed.

Finally, the estimation algorithm was benchmarked againstthe TSOs’ algorithm for 3 months
in 2015. The comparison show a high correlation factor of 0.94, an average error of 0.8% and a
standard deviation of 13 GWs (7% of the average kinetic energy). The method can be used by
the TSOs or the providers of ancillary service to estimate the kinetic energy in the system, and
schedule reserves accordingly.
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Chapter 4

Frequency evaluation of the Nordic power
system

4.1 Introduction

The decommissioning of fossil fuel and nuclear based synchronous generators in the NPS will
lead to the reduction of system inertia. In the meanwhile themost installed renewable generation
is the VSWT. The VSWT has a decoupling of the turbine from the power system through the
use of power electronics. This implies that the VSWT will not provide inertia support to the
grid in its default configuration [4]. On the other hand, it has been reported that the frequency
quality in the NPS has been deteriorating [38]. Thus, the Nordic TSOs are concerned about
the frequency stability and quality of the system in the nearfuture. In order to address this
concern, it is important to examine the system frequency thoroughly and develop key metrics to
quantify and monitor the system frequency behaviour continuously. In this chapter, the system
frequency is investigated under two conditions: in the caseof big disturbances and in the case
of daily normal operations.

During a big disturbance, the RoCoF may become steep and trip generators equipped with
RoCoF relays, especially when the system is mechanically weak, i.e. lack of system iner-
tia [70]. Besides RoCoF, other metrics for evaluating large disturbances have been evaluated
in [5, 71–74]. [71] uses three frequency metrics, i.e. pre-disturbance frequency, settling fre-
quency and frequency nadir, to investigate an increased WPR and the amount of reserve based
on these metrics. [72] presents frequency disturbances depending on load level and provide tools
to estimate the inertia response of conventional generators. [73] presents power system inertia
estimates based on single measurements of large disturbances and load levels. [74] presents
a normalized primary frequency response metric for investigating the primary frequency con-
trol actions during large disturbances. ENTSO-E discussesthe frequency metrics from [71] and
adds the metrics of frequency derivative and time to nadir for individual disturbances [5].

On the other hand, frequency quality has been studied in boththe NPS [7, 8] and in other
power systems worldwide [75–77]. [8] uses a down sampled 50 Hz data (to 10 Hz) but no
context has been described as to the need of the quality of themeasurements with respect to its
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TABLE 4.1: Coefficients for averaging of PMU-data.

Case Sampling Implicit sampling Averaged number
time frequencyfis of samples

1 20 ms 50 Hz 1
2 100 ms 10 Hz 5
3 200 ms 5 Hz 10
4 500 ms 2 Hz 25
5 1 s 1 Hz 50
6 2 s 0.5 Hz 100
7 5 s 0.2 Hz 250

sampling frequency or with any consideration to the RoCoF. [70] uses a measuring window of
500 ms in order to evaluate the power system dynamics but still remove short term transients.
How much error this measuring technique introduces into thedata has not been evaluated either.
Furthermore, in order to combat the increasing frequency deviations and thus improve frequency
quality, the TSOs in the NPS implemented an automatic LFC in addition to the existing manual
one. However, the volume of the corresponding reserve (aFRR) needed and when to activate it
are not evaluated in a systematic way.

The main purpose of this chapter is to: evaluate large frequency disturbances (due to generation
disconnection, etc.) and frequency quality issues (duringdaily normal operation). Furthermore,
the chapter aims to propose metrics on how to evaluate the large disturbances and possible
solutions to improve their impact on frequency stability. Moreover, the chapter also provides an
evaluation of the TSOs’ aFRR solution to the frequency quality issue and proposes scheduling
recommendations for this reserve.

4.2 Method

The three PMUs are located in Lund (SWE,-), Gothenburg (SWE, distance to Lund 230 km)
and Tempere (FI, distance to Lund 1800 km) and are of typeABB RES521in agreement with
the IEEE standard [78] of 2005. The distance is in a straight line over land and does not trans-
late to electrical distance. Data from the PMU measurementsfrom 2006and 2012 - 2014 are
considered in this study. The timestamps from the PMUs are reported in UTC and are, together
with the frequency data, reported at a sampling rate of 50 Hz.This sampling rate results in
large quantities of data that have to be processed in order toevaluate the frequency quality in
the power system. This section aims to evaluate the impact that the sampling frequency has
on the results of a frequency quality study and the evaluation of large frequency disturbances.
The 50 Hz data are downscaled using a moving average window ofsizes in accordance with
Table 4.1 and will be evaluated through Subsection 4.2.1 to Subsection 4.2.3.
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4.2. Method

4.2.1 Sampling frequency implication on under frequency duration

The data set of 2013 was subjected to this moving average algorithm and the time for the system
to deviate from under 49.9 Hz was then computed and evaluatedfor the differentfis of Table 4.1.
The result is presented in Figure 4.1(a),

where it can be observed that the averaging of the data causessome variations. The largest error
for this duration is about 2%. Thus, for the sake of duration evaluation any of thefis can be
utilized without compromising the quality of the evaluation for this specific duration of one
year. In [8] a sampling frequency of 50 Hz is used for the raw data. The data are then sampled
from each 100 ms (10 Hz). This is reasonable, especially if large data sets are being compared.
How this process of handling data impacts the result has not been investigated. The impact of
transients on the frequency data could cause frequency deviations in frequency quality studies.
By using an implicit sampling frequency of 10 Hz these would befiltered out, neglecting them
in the overall data set evaluation.

4.2.2 Sampling frequency implication on frequency nadir

Frequency nadir is a common way to evaluate frequency disturbances and evaluate frequency
stability; the impact of sampling frequency is thus of interest and will be covered in this sub-
section [5,71]. Figure 4.1(b) shows the frequency behaviour of the NPS during a disturbance in
January 2013. The frequency nadir of the disturbance (notedas a circle at 49.67 Hz) is evaluated
utilizing the various implicit sampling frequencies from Table 4.1. The corresponding results
are presented in Table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2: Effect on frequency nadir,fnadir, considering various implicit sampling frequencies when evaluating
the curve presented in Figure 4.1(b).

fis 50 Hz 10 Hz 5 Hz 2 Hz 1 Hz 0.5 Hz 0.2 Hz

fnadir (Hz) 49.6700 49.6724 49.6727 49.6729 49.6733 49.6755 49.7098

The effect of sampling frequency on frequency nadir observed in Table 4.2 is not that severe
when fis ≥ 1 Hz. However, if discrete data points were picked out of the raw data (50 Hz)
instead (as in [8]) this could cause a greater mismatch between the different data sets. For the
sake of storing data and still obtaining an accurate frequency nadir, the minimum sampling rate
of 1 Hz is deemed accurate enough.

4.2.3 Sampling frequency implication on RoCoF evaluation

When evaluating the maximum RoCoF (noted as an x-sign at 11 s in Figure 4.1(b).), a single
event of the data was evaluated with respect to various implicit sampling frequencies. However,
due to small disturbances/transients/noise in thefis = 50 Hz data the steepest RoCoF was not
at the x-mark in Figure 4.1(b) but somewhere else. Thus, to avoid erroneous values, the RoCoF
was first obtained with thefis = 10 Hz data. The same time stamp, but for the higher sampling
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Figure 4.1: (a) Result from different implicit sampling frequenciesfis for frequency data from
2013 based on 50 Hz data. (b) A random fault chosen for frequency nadir and RoCoF-evaluation
from January 2013. (c) The variation in RoCoF resulting from alternating the implicit sampling
frequencyfis for the event of January 2013 from 50 Hz - 0.2 Hz.
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4.3. Evaluation of large frequency disturbances

frequency of 50 Hz, was then retrieved and the 50 Hz RoCoF was obtained at this point in time.
In Figure 4.1(c) the change of RoCoF as a function of decreasingsampling frequency can be
observed. The RoCoF decreased by almost 50% when moving from a sampling frequency of
10 Hz to 1 Hz. Even though the 50 Hz and 10 Hz RoCoF are close in comparison, the 10 Hz
is to be considered a more suitable alternative, since spikes/transients that might occur are still
filtered.

4.3 Evaluation of large frequency disturbances

From previous research it is clear that an increase of converter interfaced generation causes more
severe frequency derivatives and frequency nadirs due to reduced power system inertia [56,79,
80]. Thus, it is of interest to investigate frequency derivatives and frequency nadirs of the current
NPS during large frequency disturbances.

4.3.1 Selection of large disturbances

Since the frequency data from the PMU are sampled at 50 Hz, it is a large amount of data over
one year. Thus, it is important to automate the identifying process of the large disturbances from
these data. A frequency event is considered as a large disturbance if the frequency goes below
49.80 Hz. It is ensured that the events are at least 500 s apart(in order to discard oscillatory
behaviour caused by the first frequency swing). This will also remove any cascading frequency
events, to ensure that the system is at a sturdy operating point prior to the disturbance with
sufficient primary reserve. Furthermore, it is important that the initial frequency,f0, is within
[49.9, 50.1] Hz in order to ensure that the system is not already responding to a frequency
deviation outside the normal operating range. Lastly, all the identified large disturbances are
also visually inspected for errors.

4.3.2 RoCoF analysis of large frequency disturbances

As discussed in Section 4.2.3 the down-sampled 10 Hz data areused to calculate RoCoF in
order to obtain high accuracy and to filter high frequency noises. The maximum RoCoF during
each sequence is then calculated and stored together with a date stamp and the frequency nadir
of that event. The RoCoF evaluations results are presented in Figure 4.2. One general trend is
the lower the frequency nadir, the steeper the RoCoF value. However, in Figure 4.2, two very
different events can be observed. The first occurred in earlyJanuary and was an event with a
steep RoCoF (-0.24 Hz/s) with a relatively mild frequency nadir (49.8 Hz). This result is contra-
dictory to what can be expected as normal, where a steep RoCoF isconsequently followed by
a low frequency nadir. This more normal behaviour can be observed in the second event in the
first week of October (RoCoF = -0.22 Hz/s, frequency nadir = 49.44 Hz). The reason for the two
different results in RoCoF is mainly due to the location of the fault in the power system causing
the frequency deviation. The first event described occurs close to the measurement location and
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Figure 4.2: RoCoF evaluation in accordance with the criteria in Section 4.2 for the year of 2012
(coverage of data = 98.2%), 2013 (coverage of data = 96.5%) and 2014 (coverage of data =
98.0%) . The frequency nadir of the different events are indicated by a colour bar.

thereby affects the RoCoF to a greater extent than the second event located further away. The
size of the disturbance caused by the second event is larger,thus causing a very steep RoCoF.
Furthermore, the initial frequency of the first event is high, 50.1 Hz, due to the fact that this was
an anticipated trip. This high initial frequency further explains why the frequency nadir is com-
paratively high. However, as can be observed in Figure 4.2, the average RoCoF for the evaluated
events and the period of 2012-2014 is around -0.1 Hz/s, whichwould cause a disconnection of
generation units according to Ansluta Större Produktionsanläggning [81] (ASP). For the sake
of a future Nordic system, if neglecting the initial local frequency phenomena, the frequency
derivative of the systems can be expressed as:

d f
dt

=
f

2HsysSn
(∆Pm−∆Pload) (4.1)

where∆Pload is the change in load,∆Pm is the change in mechanical power,Hsys the system
inertia andSn the total apparent power in the system. Thus, for a reduced system inertia, steeper
RoCoF levels can be expected in a future power system with larger amounts of converter inter-
faced generation.

4.3.3 RoCoF depending on location

Local phenomena have been presented in mainly smaller gridsdue to the use of synchronized
PMUs and their synchronized time stamps [70], [82]. During these evaluations it can be seen
that the RoCoF in the first few seconds differs at different locations. This difference in RoCoF
is observed consistently in the PMU data. As an example a planned trip of the nuclear station
Forsmark 2 of 1100 MW on 14 May 2013 has been selected. The result of the disturbance is
captured in Tampere, (Finland at 400 V), Lund (Sweden at 400 V) and Forsmark (Sweden at
400 kV, by SVK (Swedish TSO), distance to Lund 600 km). It can be observed from Figure 4.3
that the nadir of the disturbance does not change between thedifferent locations. However, the
initial RoCoF is very different depending on location, as explained in previous in Section 2.2 in
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Figure 4.3: The first seconds of the Forsmark trip for different PMU locations, utilizing 50 Hz
data.

detail. The RoCoF measured at two different locations has the following relationship

d f1
dt
d f2
dt

=
Xs

X′
d+XT

HsSs

HrSr
(4.2)

where,X′
d is the generator transient reactance,XT , the transformer reactance,Xs is the system

reactance,Hs andHr are the inertia constants of the two generators andSs andSr are the rating
of them. Thus, the electrical distance between the measurement/generator location greatly im-
pacts the local frequencies seen in Figure 4.3. However, some implications of the differences in
RoCoF are noted. First of all, the RoCoF values during the initialseconds could pose a prob-
lematic situation for requirements on inertia support fromwind turbines [79]. This is because
the possible inertia support from a VSWT (through synthetic inertia, a∆ f &d f/dt-dependent
algorithm) for example) is dependent on RoCoF. Thus, different RoCoF and even positive Ro-
CoF during the disturbance could cause problems for such a controller. A filtering stage and/or
a delay seems to be necessary to avoid unintentional absorption of power from a VSWT during
a frequency imbalance, with positive RoCoF as in the recordingfrom Forsmark. The frequency
spike noted is most probably due to a phase angle jump in the PLL of the PMU close to the
disturbance. Furthermore, the implication that the a distant VSWT would experience a lower
RoCoF suggests that an initial power burst(de-acceleration through control of power electron-
ics) should not be dependent on RoCoF. Secondly, the difference in local RoCoF does not
affect the primary frequency regulation since this mainly occurs within the dead band of the
governor. Thirdly, because several distributed generation units utilize RoCoF-relays to detect
islanded operation. Swedish grid code on generation connection of large generation, ASP, spec-
ifies 0.1 Hz/s. This has been criticized by the authors of [83]who argue that, based on RoCoF
data from 2005, settings should be 0.5 Hz/s and utilize a delay of 0.5 s. Fortum Sweden has
recommended (only for wind turbine connections to 10/20/30kV) RoCoF settings of more than
0.3 Hz/s and a delay of 0.5 s in order to completely disconnectduring island operation [84].
Considering the behaviour of the Forsmark trip (Figure 4.3) the delay settings can be acquired
and should be at least 0.1 s. This is to avoid the initial high RoCoF if a large disturbance occurs
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very close to the location of the measurement. Considering the RoCoF evaluation in Figure 4.2,
the RoCoF relay should be set to at least 0.3 Hz/s considering animplicit sampling frequency
of 10 Hz.

4.3.4 Frequency nadir and time to nadir analysis

Another interesting measure of the larger disturbances is the time to nadir and the absolute
change in frequency. The time to nadir (minimum value of frequency) and the corresponding
frequency deviation (from pre-fault frequency to nadir) has been evaluated and the results are
presented in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The time to nadir for all recordings from 2006 and2012-2014 and their correspond-
ing frequency deviation. The average frequency deviation is 0.3 Hz, while the average time to
nadir is 8.7 s.

From Figure 4.4 an indication of the average time to nadir with respect to its frequency deviation
is presented. The average frequency deviation is 0.3 Hz, while the average time to nadir is 8.7 s.
Furthermore, several events are concentrated below 8.7 s indicating that primary frequency
control needs to act fast, especially if the inertia in the NPS were to decrease due to increased
amount of converter interfaced generation. Based on the current system, there are on average
17.5 major disturbances per year. This is the time when inertia support from VSWTs is needed.
Furthermore, the average time to nadir is on average about 8.7 s, which is the needed duration
of the inertia support from VSWT. However, the key question ishow much power should the
VSWT inject? One strategy is to simply emulate the synchronous machine. However, is there
a better strategy to assist the grid frequency during a majordisturbance? This question remains
to be answered.

4.3.5 Added frequency metrics

In order to support the TSOs in evaluating their system frequency and the manufactures in
designing fast temporary frequency support algorithms, the following metrics are suggested
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besides those presented in [71] and [5].

TABLE 4.3: Complementary frequency metrics [71], [5] with added or altered metrics marked in bold.

Parameter Description

Tnadir, Tnadir,avg The time fromf0 to fnadir and its average.
RoCoF The frequency derivative sampled at 10 Hz.

∆ f , ∆favg The frequency deviation and its average.
#Events Number of events.

Tnadir, Tnadir,avg can be used when designing fast frequency support strategies, discussed in
Chapter 6, answering the question for how long the support should be active? Furthermore, it
indicates the ramping rates of frequency control providinga sense of the regulation speed of the
system.RoCoF (sampled at 10 Hz) gives a hint on the available system inertia, even though
this is also impacted by voltage variations, distance to faults etc. Moreover, theRoCoF gives
recommendations for anti-islanding protection settings.∆ f , ∆favg indicates how quickly the
FFR need to be activated in order to provide good support for astressed power system. Lastly,
#Events show how many events could yield a profit for fast frequency reserves and indicate
how often such support would be activated.

4.4 Frequency quality evaluation in the Nordic synchronous
power system

4.4.1 Overview of system frequency quality

The frequency quality is mainly defined as a duration outsidethe main dead band for primary
frequency control or the duration within different frequency intervals of interest in accordance
with regional grid codes. In order to investigate when the frequency variations do occur, a
high load month was considered and the 50 Hz frequency data were separated into minute-
by-minutes intervals over one day. The data for the entire month were then added together
representing one full month’s deviations in one summarizedday. The data were then separated
for over and under frequency by the limits of f> 50.1 Hz and f< 49.9 Hz respectively. Large
durations of frequency deviations outside these limits corresponds to a poorfrequency quality.

In Figure 4.5 the y-axis represents the total duration of when the frequency is under (repre-
sented by negative time) or over the frequency band for that specific minute of the day for one
month. The results from Figure 4.5 indicate a relation in theload variance in the power system.
The deviations occur for a longer duration during the high load changes (early morning and
late afternoon) in January. This implies that the load variance is not similar to the anticipated
load curve from Nord Pool Spot. This, together with the stepwise clearance of Nord Pool Spot
market, could therefore result in large frequency deviations every hour. In order to evaluate
whether the frequency quality is worsening or improving throughout the years, the deviations
have been evaluated and are presented in the Appendix, Table1-4. Table 1 shows, even though
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Figure 4.5: The minute-by-minute allocation of under and over frequency of January 2013 over
the 24 hours of an aggregated day. Time in UTC.

data is scarce for 2006 (76.0%), that the ratio between over and under-frequency is more even
during the later years of 2013-2014 than 2006. Table 3 and 4 show a clear improvement in the
frequency quality during 2014 compared to 2013, especiallythe duration outside of the main
frequency span whenf > 50.1 Hz or f < 49.9 Hz. Furthermore, the large under frequency de-
viations fell from 2013 to 2014, even though the data coverage is better for 2014 (98.0%) than
for 2013 (96.5%).

4.4.2 Impact of hourly market clearing on frequency quality

Aggregated system load varies continuously rather than taking a stepwise increase from one
hour to the next. Generators control their generation output to follow the hourly energy sold in
the day-ahead spot market. As a consequence, system generation may behave more like a step-
wise change from one hour to the next. On the other hand, Figure 4.6 illustrates an exaggerated
example of the difference between the hourly variation of system generation and load.

In Figure 4.6,fover is an anticipated over-frequency that occur when the generated power (Pgen)
is higher than the actual load curve.funder is an anticipated under-frequency that occurs when
Pgen is less than the actual load curve in the later parts of the hour. In order to understand
in more detail how hourly market clearing affects the frequency quality at the hour shift, the
following four statistics for each hour can be seen in Figure4.7. a) tU (0−15min)

tU (1h) , b) tU (45−60min)
tU (1h) ,

c) tO(0−15min)
tO(1h) , d) tO(45−60min)

tO(1h) .Where,tU(0−15min) is duration of under frequency during the
first 15 minutes,tU(1h) is the total under frequency duration for the hour andtO(45−60min) is
the over frequency for the last 15 min of the hour and so forth.

Figure 4.7 shows percentages of the frequency deviation that occurs in the first or last 15 minutes
of each hour. As shown in Figure 4.7, for hours between 6 and 9,over 60% of over frequency
occurs in the first 15 minutes. This observation is in accordance with Figure 4.6. From Fig-
ure 4.7 c) it can be observed that more than 40% of the under frequency deviations, for those
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Figure 4.6: A schematic diagram over the proposed reason behind the hourly frequency varia-
tions.

hours (6-9), occurs in the last 15 minutes. The analysis is strengthened by observing the over
frequency events for the last 15 minutes of the hour 6 to 9. It is important to note that, because
the load derivative is steeper during hour 6 to 9 during the day, this phenomena occurs mostly
during these hours. Furthermore, it is noted that between 15minutes before and 15 minutes af-
ter the hour shift is where 72% of frequency deviations occur, compared to the remaining time
within the hour, during the month of January 2013. It is important to note that the NPS has no
AGC units to correct frequency deviations. Only primary control and manual secondary control
responding within 15 minutes, prior to the introduction of aFRR.

4.5 Correlation analysis between frequency quality and sys-
tem load

This section aims to evaluate how variations in load and loadchange correlate to the system
frequency and its deviations.

4.5.1 System hourly load variation

Since system frequency is related to balance of load and generation, it is of interest to observe
the change in the load and when this occurs. This could give indications as to when it is im-
portant to provide certain ancillary services or increase the bids on the frequency regulation
market. Hourly data from 2013 are considered; a steep derivative implies a large need for fre-
quency regulation during those hours.

A maximum derivative of 5092 MW/h and a minimum derivative of -3144 MW/h can been
observed in Figure 4.8(a) when evaluating the hourly load data for 2013. As can be observed
from the load deviations the high positive derivatives (during morning hours) are larger than
the negative derivatives (in the evening hours). It is important to note that the need for this
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of the first/last 15 minutes of a hour that over/under frequency occurs
for January 2013. Observe that only Figure 4.7b) and Figure 4.7c) support the ideas provided in
Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7a) and Figure 4.7d) are provided to show the full picture of the issue.

regulation, if applicable, is not required all year around because the load profiles vary a lot
throughout the year as seen in Figure 4.8(b). However, the morning hours all show a steeper
change of power than the evenings.

4.5.2 Impact of load level and step change on frequency quality

The frequency deviations presented in Table 1-4 call for further investigations into the correla-
tion of frequency deviations and variations versus load-level (PD) and change in load (|dPD(t)/dt|).
The results are summarized in Table 4.4, wheretU is the duration of under-frequency (<49.9 Hz),
tO is the duration of over-frequency (>50.1 Hz),tT is the total sum of these durations andσ( f )
is the standard deviation of the frequency during each hour.The correlation between the vari-
ables is evaluated by the linear correlation coefficient [69] using (4.3).

r(A,B) =
1

N−1

N

∑
i=1

(

Ai −µA

σA

)(

Bi −µB

σB

)

(4.3)
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4.5. Correlation analysis between frequency quality and system load
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Figure 4.8: (a) Probability mass function of the hourly loadchange in the Nordic synchronous
area in 2013. (b) Typical load curves of the three specific days of 2013 presented in UTC.

Where,r(A,B) is the correlation coefficient between variable A and B,Ai andBi is the value of
the ith observation,µ andσ is the mean value and the standard deviation respectively and N is
the number of total observations. Table 4.4 indicates a positive correlation betweentT and the
absolute value of load change (|dPD(t)/dt|). This correlation to load change can also be observed
in the standard deviation of the system frequency. This doesnot only consider the time outside
of a certain dead band astT but also the variations around 50 Hz. The lack of correlationbetween
load level and frequency variation is slightly surprising since a high load should imply a large
number of connected generators and hence large amounts of power system inertia resisting the
change of frequency.
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TABLE 4.4: Correlation coefficients for various variables during 2013.

A B r(A,B)

tT PD -0.0375
tT |dPD(t)/dt| 0.1587
tU |dPD(t)/dt| 0.1236
tO |dPD(t)/dt| 0.0985

σ( f ) PD -0.0609
σ( f ) |dPD(t)/dt| 0.2861

4.6 Evaluation of aFRR and its impact on frequency quality

As a solution to cover the difference in activation time between the primary reserves (FCR-N
and FCR-D) and the manual frequency replacement reserve (FRR-M), an automatic reserve
called aFRR is implemented. This implementation is part of the TSO’s efforts to improve the
frequency quality in the Nordic synchronous power system. On 7 January 2013 at 10:00 aFRR
was introduced in the Nordic system. The reserve is activated within 150 s, including a filter
time of 30 s, with each individual bid volume of a minimum of 5 MW.

Initially the total volume was 100 MW, distributed over fourdifferent Nordic countries de-
pending on the load of the previous year. For instance, Sweden had 39 MW in 2013 based on
2012 annual load consumption [38]. After the introduction of the aFRR, several capacities were
tested from 0-350 MW [85], as can be seen in Table 4.5. However, in May 2013 the Nordic
TSOs realized there was a lack of aFRR capacity due to seasonal”spring flood” conditions (i.e.
when hydro power production is high thus reducing the hydro unit’s contribution to frequency
regulation). The price of reserve would thus increase beyond reasonable limits. Therefore, it
was decided that the capacity from 20 May to 16 September of the aFRR should be 0 MW [86].

With the knowledge of price for reserve capacity and the timeof the largest frequency devi-
ations, it seems that the TSOs started a new strategy to only acquire aFRR during hours with
significant frequency deviations. In week 49 of 2013, 300 MW of aFRR was procured between
05:00 and 08:00 CET. aFRR was not deployed during the remaininghours of this week [87]. In
2014 the testing continued and strived towards improving the behaviour at various time inter-
vals. In week 3 to 5, 300 MW was contracted during two time slots: 21:00-24:00 UTC (00:00-
01:00 CET and 22:00-24:00 CET), 04:00-07:00 UTC (05:00-08:00CET) on weekdays only.
In week 6 to 9, time slot 15:00-18:00 UTC (16:00-19:00 CET) wasadded to the previous in-
tervals for all days of these weeks, with the other two time slots remaining the same during
weekdays [88]. Further tests emerged during week 19 to 26, inwhich the two time slots were
05:00-08:00 and 22:00-24:00 CET on weekdays only, still witha capacity of 300 MW [89]. The
purpose of this section is to evaluate the frequency qualitywith various capacities of aFRR as
presented in Table 4.5.
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4.6. Evaluation of aFRR and its impact on frequency quality

TABLE 4.5: Different sizes and durations of various volumesof aFRR in 2013 and their corresponding date interval
in 2012.

Date Date aFRR Time over Time under Data
Session Capacity 50.1 Hz (s) 49.9 Hz (s) Coverage

S1 - 2013 08-Jan-2013 10:20:001- 100 MW 4611 2052 100.00 %
11-Jan-2013 23:59:59

S1 - 2012 10-Jan-2012 10:20:00 - 0 MW 3792 1431 97.75 %
13-Jan-2012 23:59:59

S2 - 2013 04-Mar-2013 00:00:00 - 200 MW 3982 3535 100.00 %
08-Mar-2013 23:59:59

S2 - 2012 05-Mar-2012 00:00:00 - 0 MW 7951 4679 100.00 %
09-Mar-2012 23:59:59

S3 - 2013 18-Mar-2013 00:00:00 - 350 MW 3270 2261 99.72 %
22-Mar-2013 23:59:59

S3 -2012 19-Mar-2012 00:00:00 - 0 MW 3563 4567 100.00 %
23-Mar-2012 23:59:59

The capacities and frequency quality indices are summarized in Table 4.5, from where it can
be observed that during date session S2 and S3 the systems frequency quality is better in 2013
than in 2012.
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Figure 4.9: Probability mass function of frequency data during test period S1 with aFRR capac-
ities according to Table 4.5.

This can also be observed in Figure 4.11, where the probability mass function of the frequency
is presented for date session S3 (described in Table 4.5. On the other hand, in date session S1
(see Figure 4.9), the frequency quality is worse in 2013 thanin 2012, even with an aFRR of
100 MW. Therefore, the improvement in frequency quality in S2 (see Figure 4.10) and S3 (see
Figure 4.11) cannot be solely attributed to the introduction of aFRR, as the system condition

1Due to lack of data for the initial days of week 2 in 2013 a smaller date span was used for the comparison in
date session 1.
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Figure 4.10: Probability mass function of frequency data during test period S2 with aFRR ca-
pacities according to Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.11: Probability mass function of frequency data during test period S3 with aFRR ca-
pacities according to Table 4.5.

may be different in 2013 than in 2012 for the corresponding week. A clear improvement can be
seen in Figure 4.11 indicating that 350 MW is a preferred size. The follow up question is: when
should it be activated? To answer this the frequency data of 2012 was used, since no aFRR was
available. The total frequency deviation (tU + tO) is evaluated for each hour of the day. This
evaluation is made in order to determine when the reserve should be procured. Considering
Figure 4.5, but as whole hours of deviations seen it is clear that the time slots chosen by the
TSO seem fair. However, the result of the top five deviating hours of 2012 is presented in
Table 4.6.

Considering Figure 4.5 and assuming that 5 hours is the fixed duration for aFRR and is supposed
to interact the changes in load in accordance with [89], the scheduled hours should be focused
around the hour shifts. This is because the first and last 15 minutes of an hour are where an
average of 72% of the frequency deviations occur compared tothe remainder of the hour during
all hours of January 2013. An improved scheduling (comparedto 04:00-07:00 and 21:00-23:00)
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4.7. Conclusion

TABLE 4.6: Ranking of the top five hours of frequency deviations of 2012. The deviations are presented as per-
centage of the total deviations over the entire year.

Deviation (%) Hour (UTC)

7.50 6-7
7.21 7-8
6.53 23-24
6.37 5-6
6.19 22-23
6.14 8-9

would thus be 4:45-08:15 and 22:00-23:30.

4.6.1 aFRR recommendations

There was no automatic secondary frequency control in the NPS. Even now, however, it is
not necessarily needed for different hours of a day, or different days of a week. According to
the analysis in Table 4.6, the aFRR should be applied during weekdays of large stepwise load
variations (i.e. hour 5-8). Furthermore, it is important toschedule it around the hour shift in
order to reduce the largest frequency deviations. If limited to full hour participation, by market
restrictions, both hours around the worst hour shift shouldbe procured; this would greatly affect
the benefit per utilized hour of aFRR. Lastly, the hours in need of aFRR depend mainly on the
load profile of the system but for future high WPR systems theremight be an added need for
reserve during low load and high wind situations.

4.7 Conclusion

The frequency behaviour of the NPS during large power imbalances (due to generation discon-
nection) and its frequency quality have been investigated utilizing PMU measurements from
2006 and 2012-2014. For the disturbances, large variationsare found to be caused in part by the
distance to the lost generation unit. About 70 large events,spread through the three years were
considered, out of these 70 events, 20% caused RoCoF values steeper than -0.1 Hz/s. This im-
plies that if VSWT owners were to follow legislation code (ASP) and set their island protection
relays to -0.1 Hz/s, several unnecessary disconnections ofVSWTs would occur. This would in
turn result in an even larger lack of power causing an even larger frequency imbalance to the
NPS. Frequency metrics added for investigations of large disturbances are the average time to
nadir (8.7 s), RoCoF at 10 Hz implicit sampling frequency and average frequency change (0.3
Hz). These metrics could provide a suitable duration for inertia support strategy from VSWTs
or other future frequency support providers.

Correlation factors have been investigated showing a statistically significant but low correlation
between change in load and frequency deviations. An updatedaFRR scheduling has been pre-
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sented (4:45-08:15 and 22:00-23:30) based on the current available hours mainly to consider
that 72% of frequency deviations occur around the hour shift, rather than during the rest of
the hour. A probably mass function of the frequency data shows that the frequency quality was
better in 2013 when the aFRR was introduced, as compared to thecorresponding time in 2012
without aFRR. Furthermore, frequency deviations indicate that over frequency events, though
not as severe, are an important issue in the future NPS. The frequency quality of the NPS has
improved during 2014 compared to 2012-2013. Even though thecase study is performed in the
NPS, the approach of analysis and the metrics used to measurethe major frequency deviations
and frequency quality are suitable in a general power system.
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Chapter 5

Frequency control by wind turbines in
power systems with various generation mix

5.1 Introduction

As countries try to reduce their dependence on fossil fuels,they are increasing their installed
capacity of renewable power generation, in particular windpower but also solar. The new gene-
rators replace units capable of delivering ancillary services such as frequency control. With an
increasing wind power penetration in power systems there isan increasing need for regulation
from variable speed wind turbines (VSWTs) to provide supportin order to reduce frequency in-
stabilities in the power system. This need is due to the lack of an inertia response of the VSWT
in their basic configuration [4].

The potential domain for contributing control measures from VSWTs during major distur-
bances, such as disconnection of generators or loads, is presented in [17,56,79]. During periods
of high wind-penetration ratio (WPR, based on generation capacity) and low inertial power sys-
tems, the variation in power output from VSWTs can cause frequency fluctuations. In the case
of islanded power systems, second-to-second wind variations cannot be smoothed out as well
as in power systems spread across large geographical areas.Continuous frequency control can
be delivered from VSWTs in order to regulate the capacity of high-WPR power systems. Sev-
eral publications have examined this type of frequency control [90–96]; a brief summary and
discussion is presented below.

Reference [90] presents recommendations on frequency control in power systems with a high
WPR (around 50%) based on the use of delta control, i.e. the available wind power is estimated
and a fixed margin below this estimate is set as the power output. This margin can then be used
for frequency control. The presented case utilities a 20% delta control setting that significantly
improves the minimum frequency of the power system. However, this control causes a large
spillage of energy. The backup units utilized in the power system model consist of a mix of
gas, steam and diesel units, all of which can be considered torespond rapidly to frequency
variations. The term backup units is referred to as the powerproduction units in the power
system in charge of frequency control, excluding any VSWT with that added functionality. The
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selection of backup units may cause the results to be overly optimistic when it comes to wind
power integration.

Reference [91] attempts to deal with frequency variations caused by power variations from wind
turbines. The presented solution is, similar to the delta control in [90], i.e. continuous de-rated
operation, although the energy spillage is not discussed. Fairly high inertia and rapid governors
produce a fast frequency control (although oscillating dueto features of the power system [97]).
Furthermore, two different wind speeds were considered, but there is no discussion of the impact
of wind-speed variability on the frequency of the power system.

Reference [92] uses real wind-speed data filtered on the basisof the spectral density of the
wind. The paper considers the impact of wind variations on the frequency quality and the loss
of generation capacity. Frequency variations are partly solved by a virtual inertia controller and
demand-response algorithms to help regulate the frequency. An interesting observation from
the results is that under-frequencies are more common than over-frequencies. Unfortunately,
this frequency behaviour is not discussed in the paper. Furthermore, a dead band of 10 mHz is
used with a WPR of 20%, allowing the frequency to be maintainedwithin acceptable limits.
However, there is no discussion about more realistic dead bands and greater WPR levels.

Reference [93] proposes a coupled torque and pitch angle control, with a constant de-rated op-
eration using a pitch angle of 0.5 degrees during low to medium wind speeds. The controller
is then evaluated against a power system with 5% wind power. However, to balance this ex-
tra production more load is added. Thus the kinetic energy inthe system remains the same.
It is considered more suitable to replace generators when investigating wind integration [98].
Furthermore, the controller proposed seems to cause oscillations in the pitch angle.

Reference [94] uses a variable droop concept for the interaction between the power system
frequency and the wind turbine, the droop is changed from 2% to 6%. A rather high inertia
constant (10 s) was used in the simulated power system, whichreduced the impact of power
imbalances. In addition, the frequency control came from a diesel generator with a fairly fast
response time. Thus large frequency variations were not observed during the simulation. The
paper contains several meaningful discussions of the setting of the droop parameters and in-
depth treatment of the results of the proposed controller.

Reference [95] presents an islanded power system operating in a 2:1 wind power to load ratio,
on installed capacity. Here only the VSWTs and the load affectthe system frequency after the
operation of a circuit breaker. Several wind speeds are evaluated. The paper base control signals
on the wind speed measurements to the turbine, which can be difficult to estimate.

The implications of backup generation type is considered in[96]. However, only for large distur-
bances with a constant wind speed subjected to the turbine. The paper presents wind penetration
ratios which reach 50% in one of the evaluated cases. The generating system based on combined
cycle gas turbines (CCGT) has no problems handling large powerimbalances due to their rapid
response, while conventional steam-based turbines struggle to keep the frequency nadir within
acceptable limits. Even though the conventional steam based generation is slower than a CCGT
unit, the hydro units tend to be even slower due to the inertiaof the water.

Reference [99] argues that a 10% increase in wind capacity would require a 10% increase in the
primary reserve, but this excludes the fact that the wind power replaces the existing generating
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Figure 5.1: Connection of the one-bus system used for case studies. It includes the load fre-
quency dependence, a wind farm model, the impact of wind penetration ratio (WPR, 0.5 = 50%),
a generation model (incl. power system inertia and primary frequency control) and automatic
generation control. For modelling of individual sub-modules of the system see subsection 5.2.1,
5.2.2, 5.2.4.

capacity and thus reduces the kinetic energy of the power system

Interesting contributions to these articles include the difference in frequency quality depending
on the type of backup generation unit responsible for the main frequency control. Previously
studied power systems were based on fairly fast generation systems. Thus, frequency variations
were kept to a minimum. Furthermore, the interaction due to delays in the control system as
well as the dead band settings needed for a frequency responding VSWT should be evaluated.
Lastly, the wind penetration ratio needs to increase in order to confirm that no oscillatory power
components are introduced by the added control functionality of the VSWTs.

In order to address these issues, this chapter considers low-inertia power systems with high
wind penetration, different wind speed sessions based on real wind data, various generation
units responsible for frequency control, through primary (droop) and secondary (AGC) fre-
quency control and a frequency support strategy for a VSWT andits effect on the power system
frequency. The focus will be on the frequency variations caused by wind variability and thus on
the power fluctuations from VSWTs. Furthermore, the reduced need of spinning reserve from
the backup generation unit will be evaluated when the VSWT provide frequency control.

5.2 System modelling

This section describes the modelling of the selected generator units; the corresponding parame-
ters listed in the Appendix. A power system is constructed asa one-bus system thus focusing
on the frequency control rather than voltage issues as recommended for frequency control stud-
ies [100]. The various parts associated with the one-bus system can be observed in Figure 5.1.
The frequency-dependent load is described in Subsection 5.2.1. The wind farm is modelled as
described in Subsection 5.2.2 and the wind variations in Subsection 5.2.3. The different gener-
ation units are modelled as shown in Subsection 5.2.4, Subsection 5.2.4 (for the hydro unit) and
the modelling of the reheat steam turbine unit is presented in Subsection 5.2.4. The automatic
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Figure 5.2: VSWT model used with a one-mass model of the drive train, the pitch controller
and the rotor speed reference calculation [59] using Equations (5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5).

generation control and tuning are then considered in Subsection 5.2.4.

5.2.1 Load frequency dependence

To account for the effect of a frequency-dependent load, a load model is implemented based
on [101] which is also used in [79]. The active load is represented as:

Pload,pu =
1

1+sTp

(

1+
L f

100
∆ f

)

(5.1)

whereTp is the active time constant for the load,L f the frequency characteristic coefficient
and∆ f the frequency deviation from its rated value in pu. The load is otherwise considered
constant.

5.2.2 Wind farm model

A basic model of a VSWT is implemented according to the GE DFIG 3.6 MW wind turbine
presented in [56]and [59], and its aggregated output will constitute a wind farm. This model
has been used in order to evaluate a power system dynamic performance during a power imbal-
ance [11,59]. Similar wind turbine models can be found for full power converter wind turbines
(FPC-WT). One key figure for the frequency support is the inertia constant of the VSWT model
used. This constant varies from 2.4-6 s depending on topology and rating of the VSWT [32]. A
one-mass model has been proved sufficient to model the behaviour of the turbines during fre-
quency variations especially when the voltage is assumed tobe constant [102]. The one-mass
model is also commonly implemented in several other research work [10, 14, 103, 104]. The
overall model of the VSWT is presented in Figure 5.2.

The conversion from wind into mechanical power,Pm in watts, can be represented by:

Pm =
1
2

ρACp(λ ,β )v3
wind, f iltered (5.2)
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where,ρ is the air density in kg/m3, A the area swept by the blades in m2, Cp(λ ,β ) the power
coefficient of the turbine andvwind, f iltered the filtered wind speed subjected to rotor blades in
m/s. The power coefficient,Cp(λ ,β ), is determined by an analytical function seen in (5.3) [59]

Cp(λ ,β ) =
4

∑
i=0

4

∑
j=0

αi, jβ iλ j (5.3)

whereλ is the tip speed ratio (TSR) of the turbine,β the pitch angle of the blades andαi, j are
the constants given in [59].λ is obtained using

λ = Rwt
ωwt

vwind, f iltered
. (5.4)

WhereRwt is the radius of the turbine andωwt its rotor speed.

The speed reference (ωwt−re f ) of the turbine is generated with respect to the measured electrical
power in accordance with [59] as

ωwt−re f =−0.67P2
e−meas+1.42Pe−meas+0.51 (5.5)

wherePe−measis the measured output power, filtered through a first order transfer function with
a time constantTe−measof 5 s. The speed reference in (5.5) is limited to its maximum value,
i.e. 1.2 pu of the synchronous speed in this case. The maximumrotor speed occurs when the
output power is equal to or above 0.75 p.u. When the maximum rotor speed is reached the pitch
actuator is activated. This pitch actuator is modelled on the basis of [59].
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Transport delay

Dead band
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Figure 5.3: Standard pitch actuator with an added, encapsulated, frequency responding pitch
actuator (FCPA).

The pitch controller is implemented as shown in Figure 5.3 (without the encapsulated part) and
controls the rotation of the turbine during the high wind-speed range when (vwind >11.2m/s).
The parameters are available in the Appendix.
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5.2.3 Wind data

The wind data was acquired from wind speed measurements recorded in southern Sweden
(farmland) where wind turbines were already in place. The anemometer was installed at the
top of a measurement mast at a height of 30 m and the wind speed measurements were acquired
at a sampling rate of 4 Hz. The wind speeds are then converted to a hub height of 90 m (although
it is site dependent) of the GE 3.6 MW turbine modelled by using the Hellmann approach [105],

vwind hub= vwind measured

(

hhub

hanemometer

)α
(5.6)

where the Hellman exponentα=0.20 is used,vwind hub is the wind speed at the hub height of
hhub andvwind measuredis the wind speed at the measured height,hanemometer. The wind speed
measurements are divided into four different wind speed sessions (of 950 s each) after being
converted to the hub height, and are presented in Table 5.1. The wind speed is averaged out

TABLE 5.1: Wind speed sessions to be evaluated in the case setup for the frequency responding VSWT.
Wind speed Average
session (#) wind speed (m/s)

1 7.36
2 10.24
3 12.84
4 14.63

across the swept area of the rotor of the VSWT utilizing a linear filter, Hψ,0(s), obtained from
[106] that was also used for similar applications in [107]. The filter is expressed as:

Hψ,0(s) =
0.99+4.79ds

1+7.35ds+7.68(ds)2 (5.7)

wheres is the Laplace variable,d = R/V0 whereR is the radius of the rotor andV0 is the average
wind speed over the simulated time. The filtered wind data arelinearly interpolated to fit the
discrete time steps of the simulation of 100 Hz. It can be observed in Figure 5.4 that the filter
has a large impact on the wind speed variations. This indicates that the use of an unfiltered wind
speed would result in larger power fluctuations from the modelled VSWT than a filtered wind
speed.

5.2.4 Generation modelling

Each modelled backup generation unit is equipped with droopcompensation. However, a steady-
state deviation of the frequency due to the droop setting requires a return to nominal frequency.
This return is to be handled by an AGC whose parameters are individually tuned for each gen-
eration system presented in Section 5.2.4 and 5.2.4. This results in different AGC parameters,
which should perform as stable as possible in order to balance the frequency in a power system
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Figure 5.4: The filtered and unfiltered data of wind speed session 2 with an average value of
10.24 m/s at a hub height of 90 m.
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Figure 5.5: Hydro unit model utilized as one of the various generator units in the investigated
power system [100].

with high wind penetration. A power system based on a certaintype of generator unit could
then prove to handle a high WPR better than others as a faster response would be more effective
in balancing power fluctuations.

Hydro unit

A hydro generator is modelled in accordance with [100]1. In order to provide a stable perfor-
mance of the governors of hydraulic units a transient droop compensation is used, denotedRT .
This transient droop is used due to the inherent reduction inmechanical torque during a change
in the governor position. The block diagram of the hydro unitis presented in Figure 5.5 and
contains transient droop in the speed governor and turbine characteristics. Furthermore, the ro-
tational speed,ωsys, is converted from pu speed deviation to Hz prior to becomingassigned as
the frequency signal,f , and being connected to the overall system in Figure 5.1. Theparameters
of the model are presented in the Appendix. Furthermore, theresponse to a power imbalance of
0.1 pu can be observed in Appendix .7.
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Figure 5.6: Reheat steam turbine model utilized as one of the various generator units in the
investigated power system [100].

Figure 5.7: A schematic overview of the AGC adjusting the power reference through the use of
the integrator constantKagc (see [98] for tuning of theKagc).

Reheat steam unit

A reheat steam generator is modelled in accordance with [100]2. The steam turbines come in
designs with and without reheat, and the reheated steam turbines use two separate systems
for the steam energy within the turbine. The reheat turbine is commonly installed and will
thus be modelled in order to represent a fast acting governorbeing able to respond rapidly to
power system imbalances. The model includes the representation of the speed governor, the
turbine with the reheat function and the droop control for load-frequency analysis. A block
diagram is presented in Figure 5.6 with the values of the parameters according to the Appendix.
Furthermore, the rotational speed,ωsys, is converted from pu speed deviation to Hz prior to
becoming assigned as the frequency signal,f , and connected to the overall system in Figure 5.1.
The response to a power imbalance of 0.1 pu can be observed in Appendix .7.

Automatic generation control

The integrators (Kagc) of the generation units where tuned using the pole placement method, pre-
viously utilized in power system applications in [108], [109] and is explained in detail in [110].
The AGC is modelled as shown in Figure 5.7. Furthermore, the rotational speed,ωsys, is con-
verted from pu speed deviation to Hz prior to becoming assigned as the frequency signal,f ,
and connected to the overall system in Figure 5.1. The results of the pole placement are listed
in Table 5.2. In Figure 5.7Rp is the droop of the investigated generator (RH ,RRH) andKagc is
the integrator constant of the AGC. The result of the pole placement strategy can be observed in
Table 5.2 and can be seen in the Appendix. The reheat would have a greater and more forceful
reaction to frequency deviations than the hydro. For the procedure used to acquire the values of
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TABLE 5.2: Parameters for the AGC controller presented in Figure 5.7, [98].
Generation Kagc

unit

Hydro 3.4
Reheat 4.2

Kagc, see [98].

5.3 Generation units capability for frequency regulation dur-
ing 50% WPR

For the sake of frequency control it is important to evaluatethe wind speed session creating the
largest power fluctuation from the VSWT. During low wind speeds when the VSWT is working
at MPPT a wind increase would not provide a big step in power output since the output power
is proportional to the cubic of wind speed (see (5.2)). During high wind speeds above 11.2
m/s (high wind speed region for this turbine), the turbine starts to pitch in order to limit its
mechanical power. A wind increase in that region is met with an increased pitch angle thus not
expected to create an increased power output. The wind speedsession 2 presented in Figure 5.4
should thus give the highest power variation and thus also the largest frequency variations.

To investigate the impact of the various wind speed sessions, a hydro based power system with
50% WPR is simulated. The simulated VSWTs provided no frequency regulation in order to
allow the impact of the wind-speed sessions on variations inpower system frequency to be
observed. The probability mass function of the frequency can be observed in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Probability mass function of power system frequency with various wind speed ses-
sions from Table 5.1. Wider curves indicate a lower frequency quality. The insert figure de-
scribes the process of creating the four curves in order to beable to compare them.

It can be observed from Figure 5.8 that in a hydro-based system, the wind speed session with an
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average of 10.24 m/s creates the worst frequency quality, asexpected.It is thus chosen as the
base wind speed for the various methods of improving frequency quality by utilizing frequency
control from a VSWT. More under frequency deviations is also observed due to thefact that a
positive derivative in wind speed is mainly balanced out by the pitch actuator and is therefore
not providing any change in power output. However, when the wind speed decreases and goes
below 11.2 m/s a more apparent decline in output power from the VSWT cause a more evident
drop in frequency. This before the frequency regulation by the relatively slow hydro governor
caqn step in to regulate it. Similar patterns were also seen in simulations in [92] as introduced
in Section 5.1.

In order to evaluate the response time and ramp-rates of the two generation units they were
subjected to 50% WPR and wind speed session 2 (as discussed in Section 5.2.3). The results
can be observed in Figure 5.9(c). The hydro unit performs worse than the reheat-unit during
a WPR of 50%, indicated by a flatter probability mass function.Meanwhile, the reheat unit
has preforms in better way, not breaching the 49.5 or 50.5 Hz limits this by alternating its
mechanical power more quickly.The hydro unit is therefore chosen as a base case scenario
for the various methods of improving frequency quality by utilizing frequency control from a
VSWT. The actual power output during wind speed session 2 (seen inFigure 5.4) is presented
in Figure 5.9(a).
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Figure 5.9: The response of the power system when a wind farm is subjected to wind speed
session 2 at 50% WPR. (a) The power output form the wind farm at MPPT. (b) The frequency
variations through the simulation period. (c) The probability mass function of the frequency (for
explanations of the plot procedure see Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.9(a) shows that the power output is very similar forthe hydro and reheat-unit. Nev-
ertheless, these still differ, and together with the load frequency dependence cause large dif-
ferences in the frequency behaviour shown in Figure 5.9(b).The reheat-based system handles
the fluctuating power in a much better/faster way and can therefore maintain a better frequency
quality than the hydro unit.

5.4 Frequency control strategies for wind farms

Several of the controllers reviewed in Section 5.1 utilize the energy by accelerating or de-
accelerating the rotor. Another option is to use de-rated operation and thus pitching the turbine
with a constant offset. These controllers forces the VSWTs tooperate away from away from
what is optimal, thus causing a spillage of wind. The energy produced during the operational
window is therefore evaluated. As could be seen in Section 5.3 the speed of frequency regulation
is critical. Thus, the time to activation of the reserve is ofgreat importance. The time required
to activate the reserve is consequently of great importance. The delays and dead band settings
of the controllers must thus be considered. This section starts by introducing a droop controller,
moves on to discuss the implementations of dead bands and delays, and then examines a second
pitch-based frequency controller. Both regulators use identical delays and dead bands.

5.4.1 Droop control implementation

Droop control strategies are a common way of allowing multiple generators to interact in order
to stabilize the grid frequency. For example, a 5% droop (as used here by all governors) or reg-
ulation means that a 5% frequency deviation causes a 100% change in valve position or power
output. This is a common setting for generating units capable of acting on frequency deviations.
Here atransientdroop is implemented to deal with fast frequency variations. After a transient
time(depending on the speed controller’s PI-regulator), the added control signal (Pdroop,wt) will
be compensated by a new integrator signal and is thus cancelled out in thePe-signal. A steady
state deviation will thus not force the turbine to halt and trip the under speed protection. How-
ever, the droop-controller and it is not activated below an output power of 0.2 pu.

A quick response is preferred from VSWT as the frequency deviation in a later stage is to
be covered by the droop by the other generators. The droop regulation for the VSWT is set
according to Figure 5.10(a). A frequency disturbance of± 5% would be followed by an extra
power burst (Pdroop,wt) of ± 0.2 pu. ThusRwt is set according to (5.8), neglecting the impact of
the dead band.

Rwt =
∆ f

∆Pwt
=

0.05
0.2

= 0.25 pu (5.8)

The implementation of the droop controller into the structure is presented in Figure 5.10(a). The
Pdroop,wt signal is then added to thePe-signal of the VSWT in Figure 5.2. The activation of the
droop controller is decided by the dead-band settings and delay time.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Droop controller implementation in the overall structure. (b) The impact of the
delay on thePdroop,wt-signal. (c) The impact of the dead-band setting on thePdroop,wt-signal.
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TABLE 5.3: Overview of dead band settings.
Dead band Base Reference

± 10 mHz (0.0002 pu) 50 Hz [112]
± 16.6 mHz (0.00028 pu) 60 Hz [113,114]
± 36 mHz (0.0006 pu) 60 Hz [115]
± 50 mHz (0.001 pu) 50 Hz [116]
± 15 mHz (0.003 pu) 50 Hz [117,118]
± 0-50 mHz (0-0.001 pu) 50 Hz [29]

Delay and dead band analysis

The delay parameter is implemented in order to drastically simplify the acquisition of a fre-
quency signal. The delay may, for instance, be caused by a moving average window that down-
samples 50 Hz data to 10 Hz or by using circular buffer3in order to create an average frequency
signal. The impact of a signal delay could also be incorporated into this parameter. As an illus-
tration, the droop controller described in Figure 5.10(a) is subjected to a test frequency signal
that increases from 50 Hz to 51 Hz with a rate of change of frequency of 2 Hz/s (shown in
Figure 5.10(b)). According to (5.8), a change of 0.02 pu (1 Hz) in frequency would lead to a
change of 0.08 pu in power output, which matches the final value of the power signal (Pdroop,wt)
shown in Figure 5.10(b). The impact of the delay would added to that of the dead band set-
ting. The dead band decides how often a VSWT should interact towards the system frequency.
An overview of various settings is presented in Table 5.3. Inorder to evaluate the impact of
an erroneous or too high setting of the dead band, a sensitivity analysis was performed on the
droop-controller. The results from the sensitivity analysis are presented in Figure 5.10(c). The
implication of using the dead band can be observed. The dead band creates an offset similar to
its value causing an error in the passed through signal. Thiserror is equal to the setting of the
dead band. This behaviour limits the signal so it does not reach its desired value of -0.08 when
testing various the dead band settings.

5.4.2 Frequency controlled pitch actuator (FCPA)

Over frequencies (higher than 50.1 Hz) are a common occurrence observed in the frequency
studies of the Nordic power system [98]. A frequency controlled pitch actuator (FCPA) (see
Figure 5.3) was consequently designed in order to decrease over-frequency events in the power
system. As shown in Figure 5.3 the change in frequency (in pu)is multiplied by a constant gain
Gp after passing through the delay and dead band. The signalβ o f f set is then added toβ re f (from
the ordinary pitch controller); the limits are set toβ o f f setmax= 10 andβ o f f setmin= 0. β o f f setmax

together with an lower power limit of 0.2 pu for activation ensures thatβ o f f set does not stall
the turbine. Even though the pitch actuator is slow comparedto that of the power electronics in
the VSWT controlling the power output. The pitch system is faster than the backup generation
turbine dynamics. Increasing the pitch angle during an over-frequency situation, thus lowering

3For more information regarding circular buffers see p. 506-507 in [111].
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theCp of the VSWT, followed by a drop in wind speed, could cause a muchmore severe power
decrease from the VSWT with a FCPA than with a standard VSWT.

5.5 Proposed controller in an islanded power system

The proposed control utilise the droop and FCPA controllers together, the proposed controller
is demonstrated in a test case using a hydro unit, wind speed session 2 and a 50% WPR. The
overall schematics of the test case is demonstrated as per Figure 5.1. Parameters for the droop
and FCPA controllers are listed in Table 5.4.

TABLE 5.4: Parameters for the Droop and FCPA controllers.
Parameter Value

Dead band ±50 mHz (0.001 pu on 50 Hz)
Delay 100 ms

Gp 40
Rwt 0.25

Figure 5.11(a) shows the system frequency with and without the droop and FCPA controllers
from the VSWTs. A significant improvement in the system frequency response can be observed
when both controllers are activated. This can further be seen in Figure 5.11(b) in the probability
mass function of the frequency during 950 s. Table 5.5 lists the different durations within the
various frequency intervals observed as a percentage of thetotal simulation time. The frequency
duration outside the specified range of [49.9, 50.1] Hz is reduced from 81% to 53% when the
VSWT contributes to the frequency regulation by the droop andFCPA control. The most se-
vere under- and over-frequencies were also reduced when thecombined frequency controller
was integrated into the VSWT. Without frequency support fromthe VSWT, the maximum and
minimum frequencies for the evaluated period are 51.43 Hz and 48.85 Hz respectively. In the
controlled case, in contrast, these frequencies are improved to 50.2 Hz and 49.22 Hz respec-
tively.

The impact of the FCPA causes the VSWT to operate at higher pitchangles more often. Thus, it
is important that both rotor speed and pitch are utilized to control the frequency at the same time.
This control reduces the deviation from the MPPT of the turbine compared to when the con-
trollers are used separately. When investigating the impactof the controller it can be observed
that the operating points are extended throughout theβ -axis. This together with the droop con-
troller causes a wider spread of operating points over theCp-plane. A standard VSWT, without
droop and FCPA, would produce a total energy, of 712 pu s (on thepu base equal to the rating
of the VSWT) during the simulation window. In contrast, when the droop and FCPA controllers
are activated, the energy produced by the VSWT becomes 667 pu s, which reduces the opera-
ting profit by about 6.3%. This does however not consider the increased wear and tear that is
placed on the components in the VSWTs. On the other hand, the improved frequency quality
could reduce the wear and tear of the hydro unit. The improvements in frequency quality can be
seen in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Frequency of the two cases, Droop controller and FCPA compared to ordinary
hydro unit and 50% WPR where the VSWTs are working at MPPT. (b) The Probability mass
function of the frequency of the droop controller and FCPA compared to ordinary hydro unit
and 50% WPR where the VSWTs are working at MPPT (for explanations on the plot procedure
see Figure 5.8).
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TABLE 5.5: The duration within various frequency ranges with an implemented droop & FCPA strategy and
without it (VSWT at MPPT) during a WPR of 50% in a hydro-based power system system.

Frequency VSWT with Droop & FCPA VSWT at MPPT
interval (Hz) duration (%) duration (%)

f ≥ 50.8 0 2
50.5≤ f <50.8 0 5
50.1≤ f <50.5 33 32
49.9≤ f <50.1 47 19
49.5≤ f <49.9 17 32
49.2≤ f <49.5 3 9

49.2< f 0 1

As the frequency improves through the use of the proposed controller the absolute value of the
requested reserve (Pdroop in Figure 5.5) from the hydro unit decreases by 49%. This reduction
is mainly due to the pitch and thus affects the need for down-regulation. Nevertheless, minor
improvements can also be seen in the request for up-regulation.

TABLE 5.6: Variance of different parameters affected by thefrequency with an implemented droop & FCPA
strategy and without it (VSWT at MPPT) during a WPR of 50% in a hydro-based power system.

Parameter VSWT with Droop & FCPA VSWT at MPPT

f 0.18 0.38
Phydro 0.0570 0.0628
PAGC 0.1118 0.1454

β 1.2326 0.3191
wwt 0.0492 0.0423

A clear change can be observed in Table 5.6 in the reduced variance of the frequency of the
power system when comparing the two cases. A reduction in theuse of the hydro unit, reflected
by both the AGC-signal and the total power output (Phydro), can also be observed due to the in-
teractions from the VSWT utilizing the FCPA and the suggested droop controller. The variance
in the rotor speed (wwt) of the wind turbine is also increased due to the droop controller utiliz-
ing the inertia of the VSWT. This could give rise to increased wear and tear on the bearings,
gearboxes and generators, although this increase would probably be limited by the action of
the pitch actuator, which also decreases the mechanical stresses on the components in the drive
train. However, the pitch actuator may require more maintenance in order to handle its increased
use. In order to further emphasize the usability of the controller it is applied to a power system
based on the faster reheat turbine. The same parameters as inTable 5.4 were used, the results
can be observed in Table 5.7.
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TABLE 5.7: The duration within various frequency ranges with and without the implemented droop & FCPA
strategy during a WPR of 50% in areheatbased power system system.

Frequency VSWT with Droop & FCPA Reheat (VSWT at MPPT)
interval (Hz) duration (%) duration (%)

f ≥ 50.5 0 0
50.1≤ f <50.5 2 10
49.9≤ f <50.1 89 77
49.5≤ f <49.9 9 13

49.5< f 0 0

It is clear that even though the reheat system reacts quicklyto the frequency variations, im-
provements can still be made. The VSWT with the proposed controller produces 698 pu s with
the combined frequency control (712 pu s in default VSWT operation). Thus, at a small cost of
2.0% of revenue loss, the power system frequency within the main operating range is improved
by 12 points.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter has successfully demonstrated a control strategy, using a droop and frequency con-
trolled pitch actuator, from a VSWT in order to improve the system frequency and reducing the
need of system frequency reserve. Various wind speed and three different types of synchronous
generators are evaluated. Wind speeds with an average valueslightly under the rated wind speed
of the turbine show to produce the worst frequency variations. In this specific chapter, an aver-
age wind speed of 10.24 m/s, slightly lower than the rated wind speed of 11.2 m/s, caused the
greatest fluctuations in frequency.

In the case analysed with a hydro unit and a 50% wind penetration ratio, the frequency duration
outside [49.9, 50.1] Hz was reduced from 81% to 53% when the VSWT is controlled with
the proposed strategy. The wind energy reduced by this frequency support (due to sub-optimal
operation on theCp(λ ,β )-plane) is about 6%. The absolute requested system frequency reserve
has been reduced by 49%. This loss of revenue to wind farm owners versus the cost of the
frequency reserve raises interesting questions about the price of frequency reserve in future
power systems with high wind penetration, especially for the down-regulating reserve.

It is also shown that the reheat unit performs better than thehydro unit due to its fast regulat-
ing capability. Furthermore, the proposed controller improves the frequency quality even in a
fast reheat-based power system. The proposed control strategy increases the pitch actuation of
a VSWT, which may increase the maintenance need of the pitch actuator. However, the corre-
sponding wear and tear on the backup generation unit (eitherreheat or hydro) is reduced.

Several assumptions have been based on worst case scenarios, such that wind speeds are volatile,
dead band settings and delays are significant. However, the droop could have been more force-
fully implemented. To evaluate these implementations in larger power systems to see its benefit
is a clear step for future research.
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Chapter 6

Fast Frequency Response from Wind
Farms

6.1 Introduction

The global wind turbine installations reached 432.9 GW in 2015 [119]. This increase in wind
power penetration in power systems causes an increasing need for VSWTs to provide fast fre-
quency response to improve frequency stability in the powersystem. This need originates from
the lack of inertia response provided by VSWTs in their basic configuration [4].

Different strategies and grid codes have been presented regarding the topic of FFR from VSWTs
during large disturbances. This frequency response can either be supplied in the form of a
de-rated operation from the MPP [120, 121] or a response based on utilizing the kinetic en-
ergy stored in the VSWT. The benefit of the latter is that the efficiency is kept at an optimum
prior to the disturbance and still the frequency nadir can beimproved in scenarios of a large
WPR [56, 96, 98, 122–124]. Reference [125] utilizes this kinetic energy and delivers a promis-
ing frequency response algorithm for DFIG WTs, based on the torque limits of the turbine. It
delivers a smooth transition from a locked operational window (when the support function is
activated) back to MPPT operation. This transition has previously been described as a problem
causing undesirable power variations in [79, 123, 126]. However, the proposed control delivers
an f -independent response for 70 s. This duration is too long to assume a constant wind speed
and could cause large power variations when re-connecting to the MPPT. Furthermore, there
is a risk of moving past the lowest allowed rotor speed of the turbine during the long period
without MPPT. Furthermore, the power support is primarily based on the rotational speed of
the WT and not on the system frequency. This control could cause a too early transition to re-
acceleration or possibly even over frequency in a high WPR system, since the impact of the
support phase is not monitored (i.e. the system frequency).Reference [123] delivers valuable
conclusions and methodologies for emulated inertia response and the scheduling of its gains
and a good frequency response. Several time series of wind data are subjected to the turbines
and the response is evaluated together with the implicationof dead bands. However, the conclu-
sions are based on two simplified one-bus systems, where implications due to a more realistic
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power system might be overlooked. The possible benefit of a deloading strategy with VSWTs is
presented in [120] where the turbine operates at a higher rotor speed, than MPP, thus decreasing
the efficiency by 10%. This decrease in efficiency creates a headroom for the described droop
controller. One benefit compared to using the kinetic energyis the possibility of reducing a
steady-state frequency deviation; the consequence is the cost of a large energy loss. However,
this reduction in steady state frequency could be provided by other slower generator units, and
a rapid temporary response should be sufficient to prevent a low frequency nadir. Furthermore,
an improved nadir can be delivered without the de-rated reserve presented, thus reducing the
large amounts of wasted energy.

The specific contribution of this chapter is to present a novel FFR algorithm from a VSWT and
benchmark against existing strategies utilizing metrics proposed in this chapter. This benchmark
is made by presenting issues of the pre-existing strategiessuch as distance to disturbance, transi-
tion of the response from support to recovery, wind variations and real frequency measurements.
All these issues will be managed by the proposed controller.Moreover, metrics for comparing
fast frequency response strategies will be presented together with recommendations on the en-
tire response behaviour for future grid codes. Lastly, a realistic model of a large WPR system
(in PSS/E) is considered where interactions from several wind farms are possible utilizing dead
bands, filters and considering frequency and voltage dynamics.

6.2 Extended Literature review

6.2.1 Research strategies

Recent publications regarding the release of kinetic energycan be divided into the following
categories:

1. f -independent, where a pre-defined pattern determines the kinetic energy released from
the rotor during a disturbance [56,98,122,124].

2. ∆ f -dependent, where the kinetic energy released is proportional to the frequency de-
viation similarly to a standard droop controller of a conventional frequency responding
governor [96,98,127].

3. ∆ f &d f /dt-dependent, where usually the behaviour of a conventional synchronousgen-
erator during a disturbance is mimicked. The kinetic energyis delivered through a control
loop based on frequency derivative and/or frequency deviation [79, 92, 128, 129]. This
control is calledSynthetic Inertiaby the ENTSO-E in [33] andVirtual Inertia in [34,130].

6.2.2 Manufacturers

General Electric and Enercon deliver anf -dependent and anf -independent response respec-
tively. The schematics of the two FFR algorithms are shown inFig 6.1. GE’s WindINER-
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Figure 6.1: Manufacturers’ control algorithms. a) Schematics on the GE and ENERCON FFR
strategies. b) GE’s WindINERTIA™control structure [131] excluding its frequency dead band.

TIA™control structure can be observed in Figure 6.1(b) [131]. The support is activated after a
dead band and a filtering stage of the frequency. Furthermore, the signal is amplified byKwi,
recommended to be set to 10. This signal is then fed into a highpass filter providing the extra
power signal,∆Pwi. Enercon [132] delivers an increase ofPboost = 10% of rated power within
Tactivate≤ 800 ms and sustains that power duringTboost≤ 10 s and then usesTrecovery≈ 2Tboost

to recover the rotation of the turbine.

6.2.3 Grid codes and system operators

Hydro-Québec

Wind generation plants (>10 MW rated power) must have a frequency control system for large
(>0.5 Hz on a 60 Hz base), short-term (<10 s) frequency variations. The response should be
similar to or larger than a conventional generator with an inertia constant of 3.5 s. This response
translates to a rapid power increase of 5% for about 10 s [133].

ENTSO-E

Permits TSOs to require a synthetic inertia (i.e. FFR) functionality to act during a low frequency
event. The functionality and operating principle is specified by each TSO. [33].

EirGrid and SONI

Presents through the DS3-program afuture Fast Frequency Response service. A service that
should be available within 2 s and sustained for at least 8 s. The power in MW must be larger
during the support phase than the reduction during 10-20 s [39]. This would enforce a similar
f -independent pattern to Enercon (see Figure 6.1(a)). The support profile suggested in [39] is
not feasible for a VSWT subjected to a constant wind speed, since the recovery phase is smaller
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than the support phase. The recovery of the rotor speed wouldsurely be longer than 20 s if this
service is delivered from a VSWT.

Several TSOs have developed strategies or recommendationsregarding fast frequency support
from VSWTs. However, these support strategies usually lack aholistic approach from activation
to support, transition to recovery, recovery and return to normal operation.

6.2.4 Issues identified in current literature

Acquiring the frequency derivative

In order to obtain a frequency derivative part for a∆ f &d f /dt-dependentsupport, filters with
large time constants has to be implemented. These filters reduce the magnitude and the agility
of the response [17].

Location of imbalance

For the first seconds during a large power imbalance, the frequency decay is different at different
electrical locations, as observed in Section 2.2. Thed f/dt is steeper at a location closer to
the disturbance. Thus, a frequency response from a distant wind farm (utilizing ∆ f &d f /dt-
dependent) will be lower than the one from a wind farm closer to the disturbance.

f -independent support

In order to deliver a fixed amount of power for power imbalancesome papers consider a very
steep and stair-like support profile [56, 98, 122, 124]. Thiscan create large imbalances (in the
shape of secondary frequency dips) in power systems with a high wind power penetration [79].

Wind variance

FFR-strategies typically act for around 30 s. However, in most cases the wind is assumed to
be constant. The impact of a varying wind speed has been discussed in [98] (onf -independent
algorithms). It is also discussed in [134] that a controllerable to handle wind variations needs
to be investigated further.

Verification using measured frequency data

In order to ensure the usability of the FFR and refrain from underestimating the need for fil-
tering, real frequency data have to be considered. Such studies have not been found in the
available literature. In Figure 6.2 three frequency dips from PMU measurements are presented,
whered2 has a high pre-fault frequency,f0>50.1 Hz followed by a steep decline in frequency
(also a large (but negative)d f/dt) until a brief frequency transient occurs, creating a positive
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Figure 6.2: Three frequency dips in the Nordic power system,based on 50 Hz PMU data.
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Figure 6.3: Wind turbine model with the added functionalityof CIR within thePextra-block.

frequency derivative for around 100-140 ms. The transient is followed by a rather low nadir and
a large frequency swing between 30 s and 60 s.The frequency transient could cause a large
oscillation for∆ f &d f /dt-dependent algorithms due to their d f/dt-component.Furthermore,
the activation of a frequency response would greatly dependon the measured frequency data
that the VSWT is subjected to.

6.3 Modelling of VSWT with fast frequency response capa-
bility

6.3.1 Modelling of wind turbine operating characteristics

Wind turbine modelling

A VSWT model (GE DFIG 3.6 MW) is implemented according to [79], [60] and [59]. The
model can be observed in Figure 6.3 and is based on the similarmodel as presented in Chap-
ter 5.2.2. The main difference is the switch located at 1 for MPPT-operation and 2 for CIR
algorithms. The logic behind the transitions will be discussed in Section 6.3.6, the parameters
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are available in Appendix .5. No FCPA or droop is utilized in this Chapter.

6.3.2 Activation of fast frequency response

Several criteria for the activation of FFR using VSWTs have been presented in [129]. In this
chapter, a trigger activates the FFR when the power system frequency falls below 49.9 Hz. The

f [Hz]
1

Ttrs+1
< 49.9 Hz AND

Z
-100

Z
-100

T/F T/F

0

11 Trigger

Figure 6.4: Structure of the trigger implemented for activation of fast frequency response.

trigger is presented in Figure 6.4, where,Ttr = 0.2 s is used for filtering the frequency. The
frequency signal is assumed to be obtained directly and no actual phase locked loop (PLL) is
modelled in order to obtain it. However, from PMU data it has been observed that when the
PMU is adjacent to the disturbance location, a short transient can occur immediately after the
disturbance. Such a transient can be observed in Figure 6.6(a) at 206 s and is believed to be due
to a phase angle jump of the PLL within the PMU. Thus,Ttr = 0.2 s is set in order to avoid the
trigger to activate on such transients and instead await thefrequency decline to breach the limit
of 49.9 Hz.

6.3.3 Existing strategy: f -independent algorithm

This response is based on a fixed pattern [56, 122] where the kinetic energy delivered is pre-
defined as

Pf i =

{

Pe0+∆Pe 0≤ t < 10s

Pe0−∆Pe/2 10s≤ t < 30s

wherePf i is the f -independent response in pu,Pe0 is the pre-fault power of the VSWT and
∆Pe, set to 0.1 pu, is the extra power delivered to the grid by sacrificing the kinetic energy. This
is similar to the control used by Enercon, previously observed in Figure 6.1(a). The transition
from support to recovery or re-acceleration is decided by a pre-specified time.

6.3.4 Existing strategy:∆ f & d f/dt-dependent algorithm

As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the objective in this group ofalgorithms is to control the VSWT
to emulate a synchronous generator and thus provide emulated inertia support [79, 128, 135].
The extra power from the rotating mass of the VSWT can be temporarily utilized to provide fast
active power support according to

Pie = 2KHwtωsys
dωsys

dt
(6.1)
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Figure 6.5: Structure of∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm.

wherePie is the additional power extracted from the rotational energy, ωsysis the filtered system
frequency in pu,Hwt is the emulated moment of inertia in seconds andK is a constant introduced
to vary the impact or amplification of the controller.

The control is implemented in the overall structure as indicated in Figure 6.5. The frequency is
filtered throughTie = 5 s (from [136]) after passing through a dead band set to 49.9Hz. The rest
of the controller is in accordance with (6.1). The transition from support to recovery is mainly
decided on the sign ofd f/dt but affected by the filtering of the frequency signal.

Impact of electrical distance

According to Section 2.2, when a disturbance occurs, the initial RoCoF measured at different
locations is inversely proportional to the electrical distance between the measurement point
and the disturbance location. Thus, the electrical distance between the measurement/generator
location impacts the local frequencies at the very beginning of a disturbance. Thus, the same
disturbance measured at different locations causes some local phenomena to appear in the fre-
quency derivative. Thus, control actions such as∆ f &d f/dt-dependent are expected to give
varying results initially depending on location. To demonstrate this variability in providing sup-
port, one frequency disturbance recorded at three different locations in the Nordic power system
was fed to the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent control. The frequency variations and responsefrom the
∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm can be observed in Figure 6.6.L1 is the case where the fre-
quency is measured closest to the disconnected generator,L2 is the case where the frequency is
measured approximately 700 km away andL3 is measured furthest away, approximately 1600
km. These distances are measured across land and do not necessarily reflect the electrical dis-
tance. The distance causes the initial 1 s of the algorithm tobehave differently. The distance
causes a figurative VSWT #3 located atL3 to activate last, however, the figurative VSWT #2
at L2 seems to be closer to the centre of inertia in the system and delivers the smoothest FFR.
These issues are mainly a result of theTie filter constant and also impact the sensitivity ofd f/dt;
furthermore, the peak power delivered depends on the size ofthe disturbance and theTie filter.
This causes issues when trying to estimate the amount of energy that has been released from a
group of VSWTs acting on a disturbance.

6.3.5 Variations in wind

Wind speed data were acquired from measurements at Sheringham Shoal Offshore Wind Farm.
The anemometer was installed on a mast at a height of 80 m wherewind speed measurements
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Figure 6.6: Response from∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm on PMU recorded disturbance in
the Nordic power system on various locations. a) Frequency recordings from the various loca-
tions. b) Power output based on the different frequency recordings.

were acquired at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The wind speeds are then transferred to a hub height
of 90 m (though it is site-dependent) of the GE 3.6 MW turbine modelled by using the Hell-
mann approach [105] by solving (5.6) to convert the measuredwind speed to hub hight,vwind,h.
Wind speeds averaged for a duration of 1000 s are extracted between 8.0 m/s to 11.2 m/s; this
extraction results in 16 wind speed sessions used for evaluating variation in wind speed. The
wind does not hit the wind turbine identically across the swept area. Therefore, (5.7) was used
to smooth out the variations with a linear filter,Hψ,0(s).

The impact of the filter can be observed in Figure 6.7. Furthermore, the average wind speed
for a duration of 30 s is presented. This duration is equal to the time where the wind speed is
assumed to be constant in, for example, [60].
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Figure 6.7: Wind speed data, filtered and unfiltered, at Shoalwind power station during one
wind speed session out of the 16 evaluated. The one wind speedsession contains 33 averages
of 30 s each.

From Figure 6.7, a clear smoothing of the wind speed due to thefilter can be observed. This
filtering would cause the mechanical power from the turbine to vary less when the wind speed
is filtered in the model.

Wind speed variation

Each of the 16 wind speed sessions (one example seen in Figure6.7) contain 1000 s of wind
speed data, this results in 33 averages of chunks of 30 s wind data in each wind session. This
totals 33*16=528 units of averages, the variation of the wind speed within the 30 s is evaluated
by considering the difference between the maximum and minimum wind speed,|∆vwind|, for
each of the 30 s time periods.
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Figure 6.8: The absolute change in wind speed over 30 s for all16 evaluated wind speed ses-
sions.
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The findings in the variation in wind speed for 528 of the 30 s windows can be observed in
Figure 6.8, where it can be seen that the wind speed can vary greatly during the time not in
MPPT operation. Furthermore, the average wind speed changefor the evaluated 16 wind speed
sessions is found to be 2.12 m/s. Moreover, it is observed that the second-to-second variation of
the wind speed is seldom larger than 0.5 m/s, as can be seen in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Wind variance at Shoal wind power station duringeach of the evaluated wind speed
sessions. The result of each of the 16 wind speed sessions probability mass is presented as
exemplified by the miniature window.

Even though the second-to-second variations are found to besmall, they will impact the va-
riations in rotor speed seen by the wind turbine during the locked operation window. These
variations will become important when designing a controller that can handle variable wind
speeds in an appropriate way. Furthermore, it is important to consider that these wind data are
obtained from an offshore location, thus terrain roughnessis kept at a minimum. It is reasonable
to assume that an onshore wind turbine would be subjected to alarger variation in wind speed.
This variation would further increase the need for an adapted controller in order to deliver inertia
support during realistic wind speeds.

6.3.6 Proposed algorithm

In order to resolve the issues mentioned in Subsection 6.2.4, an improved fast frequency re-
sponse algorithm is proposed.
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Figure 6.10: A conceptual graph showing the holistic approach used in the proposed controller
with its five different sequences: Activation, Support, Transition, Recovery and Reconnection.

The main idea is to deliver a holistic approach to fast frequency response as indicated in Fig-
ure 6.10. The five phases or criteria described as:

• Activation criterion: Decides when to activate the proposed controller, a later activation
results in a prolonged duration of steep values ofd f/dt subjected to large generator trips.
The impact of a prolonged duration with steepd f/dt values could cause anti-islanding
relays based ond f/dt to disconnect production units further worsening the situation. The
activation criterion also decides when to disconnect the MPPT controller of the turbine,
to ensure that the requested power will be delivered even though the wind speed might
change. This is from now on referred to as thelocked operational window.

• Support phase: Delivers the kinetic energy from the turbine to the power system, simul-
taneously lowering the aerodynamic efficiency of the wind turbine depending on the size
of the kinetic energy used.

• Transition criterion: After the support phase, the transition is based on the frequency
derivative to realize when to switch to the recovery phase.

• Recovery phase: Aims to recover the pre-disturbance rotor speed. Depending on the need
of the system to withstand additional power imbalances, this can be prolonged or short-
ened, alternating the change in recovery power. However, due to the efficiency loss (re-
ducedCp(λ ,β )) of the turbine during the support phase, the recovery phaseenergy will
be larger than that of the support phase.

• Reconnection criterion: Once re-acceleration has taken place, switch back to MPPT in a
controlled manner.

The proposed algorithm utilizes anf -independent support,∆ Pe, until the frequency nadir has
occurred. The frequency nadir is identified by filtering the frequency through a first order trans-
fer function with time constantTrs = 0.5 s. Followed by calculation of the derivative, filteringit
with a time constantTd f = 0.2 s and then comparing the derivative to zero. This ensures that the
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strategy delivers its support until the frequency nadir hasoccurred, referred to as thetransition
criterion. The transition is slightly delayed due to the impact of previously mentioned filters (Trs,
Td f ) and then transitions to a∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm, allowing the re-acceleration to
follow the returning frequency swing. Due to interactions of dead bands, delays and surround-
ing governor settings, this re-acceleration might not be sufficient. Therefore, a secondary signal
is added calledREAXcalculated through

REAX= (ω0−ωwt)R
d f
dt

(6.2)

whereωwt is the rotor speed of the turbine,ω0 is the pre-disturbance rotor speed andR is a re-
acceleration constant set to -50 determining the impact of the re-acceleration. TheREAXsignal
is not activated until the re-acceleration pattern has begun, i.e. the frequency nadir has occurred.
Furthermore, theREAXsignal can be used to limit the duration away from MPPT operation.
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Figure 6.11: Proposed algorithm with its schematics.

The controller is presented in Figure 6.11.∆Pe is the boost in active power in pu andPe0 is the
pre-fault power from the VSWT,∆Pe−min is the minimum limit set for the recovery phase. In
the control diagram in Figure 6.11, the upper part of the control diagram is responsible for the
transitioning from f -independent to a∆ f &d f/dt-dependent re-acceleration. The lower part,
similarly to Figure 6.5, deals with the re-acceleration together with the added REAX signal to
ensure a rapid but smooth transition back to MPPT. This transition also deals with anyvariations
in wind speeds, affecting the time necessary for re-acceleration.

Controller to handle variable wind

As proposed in [126], it is important to evaluate FFR algorithms using a alternating wind speed.
The paper manages this with the help of an added controller algorithm. The algorithm to deal
with wind variations is implemented in the proposed algorithm. However, [126] was imple-
mented on af -independent algorithm, hence the transition to recovery was rather fast. In order
to avoid power bursts and allow the controller to deal with wind fluctuations, an improved con-
troller is presented in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: The proposed controller flow used in order to manage variable wind conditions
when providing any controllable inertia response from a wind farm.

The main inputs are rotor speed, electric power output from the turbine and the timings for the
de-acceleration and re-acceleration of the CIR.

The functionality of the proposed controller is described below. Assume that the CIR is acti-
vated. Once the activation criterion is fulfilled, pre-fault power,Pe0, and pre-fault rotor speed,ωwt0,
are stored. The power for the support phase is delivered, irrespective of any changes in wind
speed, i.e. mechanical power. Once the transition criterion is fulfilled, the algorithm investigates
three main criteria and returns to MPPT (using a transition ramp rate limiter for 5 s.) if any of
them are true:

1. If rotor speed has returned to pre-fault value, this couldoccur if an increase in mechanical
power has occurred during the support phase sufficient to counteract the change in electric
power,∆Pe or if after sufficient time of acceleration the criterion is met.

2. If sufficient recovery power, set to -0.05 is reached and the rotor speed derivative still
is negative, this means that a significant wind reduction hasoccurred and the VSWT is
better off working at MPPT. A filter on the rotor speed derivative allows for a temporary
wind decrease of the turbine while still operating within the locked operational window;
as shown in Figure 6.9 these variations would not be very significant due to the small
changes in wind speed from second to second. Hence, this filter is designed as a first
order transfer function with a time constant of 1 s which reduces the number of accidental
breaks from the locked operational window.
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3. If too much time has passed,tmax, and the recovery phase is unsuccessful in re-accelerating
the rotor to pre-fault rotor speed,ωwt0. This would occur if the decrease in mechanical
power balances out the recovery power, hence, keeping the rotor speed derivative positive
but not enough to accelerate it back toωwt0.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Response to measured disturbances

In order to ensure the usability of the proposed algorithm, three various frequency dips from
PMU measurements (sampled at 50 Hz with an ABB RES521 unit) are fed in to the wind farm
model. The time series of the frequency data are presented previously in Figure 6.2.

TABLE 6.1: Key parameters of the frequency imbalances presented in Figure 6.2.
Date Nadir (Hz) Tnadir (s) T49.9Hz (s) min{d f/dt}

(Hz/s)

2006-06-21 49.56 14.2 1.5 -0.077
2012-09-07 49.55 8.1 2.2 -0.217
2014-07-14 49.43 5.1 0.8 -0.182

The main characteristics of the data are presented in Table 6.1 whereTnadir is the time to nadir,
T49.9Hz is the time to reach the assigned trigger level and min{d f/dt} is the minimum frequency
derivative.
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Figure 6.13: The electrical power output from the proposed algorithm using the three PMU
recorded disturbances from the Nordic power system.

The response from the proposed controller can be observed inFigure 6.13. The response is fast;
the transition as well as the recovery is smooth. Some interesting phenomena can be observed.
Since thed f/dt is relatively low for f1, the transition to thed f/dt dependent response is rather
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abrupt at 20 s. The deviation in rotor speed ensures (throughthe use of the REAX signal) that
the recovery of the rotor speed is performed. However, due tothe long duration down to fre-
quency nadir the support phase is rather long. This was however one of the slowest phenomena
that could be found in the data from 2006, 2012-2014.P2, has a large positive derivative once
returning from the frequency nadir, around 20-25 s, hence itconsumes a great deal of energy in
a short period reaching the minimum limit,∆Pe−min, set to -0.1 pu for the controller. Since the
regulating power is so strong at this point in time it is possible that the limit could be lowered
further.

6.4.2 Response to wind speed changes

As proposed in [126], it is important to evaluate FFR-algorithms with a varying wind speed.
The adoption presented in Section 6.3.6 and the different controllers are hereby subjected to
steps in wind speed of 1 and 2 m/s.
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Figure 6.14: The algorithms’ response to wind variation at t=61 s. a)∆wind = +1 m/s.
b) ∆wind = -1 m/s. c)∆wind = +2 m/s. d)∆wind = -2 m/s.

In Figure 6.14 the impact of a varying wind speed on the algorithms can be observed.Pe is the
electrical power output with the different algorithms. Considering the step-wise wind increase,
Figure 6.14(a), the re-acceleration becomes shorter and a rapid transition to MPPT is made for
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the proposed algorithm. This transition is limited by the ramp rate restriction. Considering the
case of a step-wise decrease in wind speed, the proposed algorithm switches back to MPPT
once∆Pe < -0.05 pu has been reached since the rotor speed derivative isstill negative thus
indicating a large drop in mechanical power.

6.4.3 Small islanded, hydro based power system

A simplified one-bus islanded system with an aggregated windfarm (WF) model of the VSWT
(GE DFIG 3.6 MW) is connected to a hydro unit similar to in [79] with a wind penetration ratio
of 50%. Thus, 50% of the generators are replaced, consequently 50% of the system inertia is
removed.
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Figure 6.15: Simplified one-bus system for frequency studies in an islanded, hydro-based power
system [79].

The hydro-based power system presented in Figure 6.15 is used to evaluate thef -independent,
∆ f &d f/dt-dependent and the proposed algorithm. A∆ f -dependent algorithm lacks a good
transient response [127]; it will thus not be considered during the different simulation cases.

Large power imbalance - 0.1 pu

The algorithms and the simplified power system are subjectedto a 0.1 pu load increase at 50 s.
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Figure 6.16: Frequency in the islanded, hydro based power system subjected to a power imbal-
ance of 0.1 pu at 50 s at a wind farm with FFR functionality (utilizing activation at 49.9 Hz).

The response from the power imbalance can be observed in Figure 6.16 where the frequency
with no support algorithm can be observed reaching the lowest frequency nadir of all the cases.
This is because 50% of the kinetic energy is removed from the power system and the VSWTs
are operating at MPPT, therefore not providing a fast frequency response. Considering the fre-
quency in anf -independent case, a secondary frequency dip can be observed in the system
frequency when transitioning from the support phase to the recovery phase at 60 s. Still, the
first frequency nadir is improved compared to the case without an FFR-algorithm. The pro-
posed algorithm provides an improved nadir, a promising transition from support to recovery at
around 55-60 s and does not create a secondary dip in system frequency.
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Figure 6.17: Power response by the wind farm to a power imbalance of 0.1 pu at 50 s in a power
system with a hydro unit and a wind farm (utilizing activation at 49.9 Hz).

Figure 6.17 presents the various support profiles. Thef -independent shows its stair wise and
sharp profile causing the large secondary dip in Figure 6.16.The∆ f &d f/dt-dependent deliv-
ers a smooth profile, but due to interaction from the hydro-based frequency governors, the re-
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acceleration is not sufficient to reach pre-fault levels of active power or rotational speed (later
observed in Figure 6.18). The proposed algorithm utilizes the regulating power in the power
system, seen in a rapid return swing of the frequency, to accelerate further than the∆ f &d f/dt-
dependent, mainly due to the REAX-signal previously described. Once re-acceleration phase
is completed, a temporary rate limiter is implemented, on the output power, in order to limit
possible power transients that could occur when transitioning from re-acceleration to MPPT.
These power transients would be mainly due to errors in the speed controller in the MPPT.
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Figure 6.18: Rotor speed of the aggregated wind farm delivering FFR.

The proposed algorithm consumes less kinetic energy compared to thef -independent response
as can be seen in Figure 6.18. This reduced consumption of kinetic energy is due to the re-
alization by the proposed algorithm that the frequency nadir has occurred, thus, transitioning
to the recovery-phase faster than with thef -independent response. The∆ f &d f/dt-dependent
algorithm delivers less kinetic energy initially due to filters of the frequency signal. In order to
allow for a more fair comparison,K = 6 in order to provide similar peak power to the proposed
and thef -independent responses. However, the frequency nadir for the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent
algorithm is slightly lower than for thef -independent and the proposed algorithm. Furthermore,
thed f/dt is steeper in the initial second after the activation of the support.

TABLE 6.2: Frequency metrics for evaluation of the different FFR-algorithms in a small islanded, hydro-based
power system 50% WPR subjected to a power imbalance of 0.1 pu.

Algorithm fnadir d f/dt fε 2 ωwt−ε
2 ωmin

(Hz) (Hz/s) (pu)

No support 47.32 -1.65 41.57 - 1.055
f -indep. 47.64 -0.83 42.80 0.104 0.95
∆ f &d f/dt-dep. 48.41 -1.37 38.15 0.0056 1.03
Proposed 48.64 -0.83 36.16 0.0486 0.99

Table 6.2 presents frequency metrics from the cases investigated, wherefε 2 is the integrated fre-
quency error squared from the start of the disturbance untilsteady state frequency is reached at
100 s. A similar procedure is performed to acquireωwt−ε

2 of the rotor speed of the VSWT. The
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proposed algorithm improves the frequency nadir and enhances the maximum absoluted f/dt
once activated. However, it consumes more kinetic energy than the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algo-
rithm and thus reaches a lower minimum rotor speed. The proposed algorithm delivers a similar
initial frequency nadir as anf -independent algorithm, but reduces the rotor speed deviation
by 4.2%. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has the lowestfε 2 of the algorithms evaluated,
5.2% better than∆ f &d f/dt-dependent and 15.5% better than thef -independent algorithm.
Moreover, the proposed algorithm limits the RoCoF values (14%better than the∆ f &d f/dt-
dependent response. Lastly, a further benefit of the proposed algorithm is the opportunity to
schedule the support power,∆Pe, depending on the operation point (i.e. rotor speed), whilethe
support power from the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm depends on system frequency. This
dependency could cause it to reach low rotor speeds once activated, risking the disconnection
of the unit due to the under-speed protection. Thus, a power limiter on a∆ f &d f/dt-dependent
algorithm is a necessity.

Small power imbalance - 0.025 pu

If the power system presented in Section 6.4.3 is subjected to a smaller disturbance, the fre-
quency response from the different algorithms will vary. Inorder to further evaluate the algo-
rithms, the power system is subjected to a smaller power imbalance of 0.025 pu.
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Figure 6.19: Frequency in the islanded, hydro-based power system subjected to a power imbal-
ance of 0.1 pu at 50 s with a wind farm with FFR (utilizing activation at 49.9 Hz).

The drawback with thef -independent algorithm can be observed in Figure 6.19, where it ini-
tially causes an over frequency event followed by a much moresevere under frequency event
when re-accelerating. The proposed algorithm however, transitions from the support phase to
the recovery phase after the frequency nadir has been observed and does not cause any over
frequency. The∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm responds in accordance with the frequency
deviation.
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Figure 6.20: Power response from the wind farm subjected to apower imbalance of 0.1 pu at
50 s with a wind farm with FFR (utilizing activation at 49.9 Hz).

The power response from the proposed algorithm is presentedin Figure 6.20 delivering fixed
support until the realization of the frequency nadir. This nadir occurs more or less immediately
after activation, and some time after the controller shift to a frequency dependent recovery.
Since df/dt here is very small the contribution of the REAX-signal is more or less negligible. In
order to return to MPPT, the proposed controller has to experience a sufficient wind decrease or
increase and then return to MPPT, or be disconnected throughthetmax criterion.
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Figure 6.21: Rotor speed of the aggregated wind farm delivering FFR.

The kinetic energy that would be wasted by af -independent algorithm is shown in Figure 6.21,
whereas the proposed and∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm utilizes a small amount of energy.
The key frequency metrics of the smaller event are shown in Table 6.3 where the impact of
poor control is shown in the frequency error,fε 2. The proposed algorithm produces the smallest
frequency error and the best nadir. However, this is mainly due to the fact thatK is set to the
same values as in Section 6.4.3.
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TABLE 6.3: Frequency metrics for evaluation of the different FFR-algorithms, in a small islanded, hydro-based
power system 50% WPR subjected to a power imbalance of 0.025 pu.

Algorithm fnadir d f/dt fε 2 ωwt−ε
2 ωmin

(Hz) (Hz/s) (pu)

No support 49.32 -0.25 2.82 - 1.055
f -indep. 48.19 -1.26 16.07 0.104 0.95
∆ f &d f/dt-dep. 49.58 - 2.62 0.0056 1.05
Proposed 49.63 - 2.44 0.0486 1.04

6.4.4 Large system - Nordic32-bus system

In order to observe the impact of several WFs acting, at various operating points, together on a
power imbalance, a larger power system needs to be considered. The Cigŕe Nordic32-bus system
is a model of the Nordic power system designed to study transient and long-term stability cases.
The load flow caseLF32 029 is chosen in order to avoid issues with poor voltage stability
existing in the other case provided, having a higher load flow[137]. The system has previously
been studied in [138] for primary frequency control studiesand in [139] for studies on inter-
area oscillations and gives a good dynamic representation of the Nordic system. Generators are
lumped and are mainly represented by hydro units in the north, and thermal and nuclear in the
south. For the sake of frequency stability, the system response can be considered slow since
the main frequency control is provided by the hydro units in the north. The system layout can
be observed in Figure 6.22. The non-frequency responding thermal/nuclear units are marked
in red, the power generated in steady-state (LF32 029) is indicated and adds up to a total of
11252 MW. Furthermore, the total inertia of the system can becalculated in accordance with

Hsys=
S1H1+S2H2+ ...+SnHn

n
∑

i=1
Si

(6.3)

resulting in a system inertia ofHsys= 3.97 s. This can be compared to the New England 39-bus
system with aHsysof 7.82 s or the WSCC 9-bus system with aHsysof 4.96 s, commonly used
in frequency control studies.

Case setup

The WFs are set to provide unity power factor. For sets of two generators producing reactive
power, one unit is replaced with a WF and the reactive power output is covered by the other,
neighbouring generator. This replacement was performed for generator sets at buses 4063, 4051
and 4047. Generators at buses 4042 and 4062 had low reactive power output and are directly
replaced with WFs. Furthermore, to reach a substantial WPR level of 34%, one hydro unit (bus
1021) is replaced by a WF and its reactive power of 37.2 MVAr is supplied by adding a fixed
shunt. These modifications do not alter the power flow in the model and leave room for re-
active power support in case of large disturbances. Furthermore, the case evaluates the future
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Figure 6.22: The Nordic32-bus system with steady state generation levels, wind farm placement,
generators lacking frequency governors and overall systemlayout.
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6.4. Results

disconnection and decommissioning of nuclear units (lacking frequency governors but provid-
ing a large contribution to system inertia) in the southern and central parts. The power system
inertiaHsys = 2.76 s after the increase in WPR. The system is then subjected to a disturbance
of 400 MW (3.5% on system load base) and 78 MVAr when tripping the generator at bus 1012.
The power system response is evaluated when FFR algorithms are implemented at the WFs at
buses 1021, 4042 and 4063, while the other WFs (at buses 4051, 4047 and 4062) are operating
at MPPT. The generator set points pre-fault can be observed in Appendix .9.
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Figure 6.23: Frequency response due to a power imbalance of 3.5% at a WPR of 34%. a)
Frequency response at bus 4041 for different FFR algorithms. b) The power output from the
proposed algorithm during the disturbance.

From Figure 6.23, issues previously discussed can be observed; poor timing of the re-acceleration
of the f -independent algorithm causes a secondary dip just after the frequency nadir; the∆ f &d f/dt-
dependent algorithm causes a frequency dip at 110 s when the re-connection to MPPT occurs.
This is due to insufficient re-acceleration has been performed causing a delayed decrease in
power (when connecting back to MPPT) and hence a frequency drop. The proposed algorithm
delivers its support at various operating points indicatedin Figure 6.23(b), reconnects to MPPT
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when the re-acceleration is complete and provides the best improvement to frequency nadir of
the evaluated algorithms. The main metrics can be observed in Table 6.4; due to oscillations the

TABLE 6.4: Frequency metrics for evaluation of the different FFR algorithms in the Nordic32-bus system.
Algorithm fnadir d f/dt fε 2

(Hz) (Hz/s)

No support 48.91 -0.205 14.12
f -indep. 49.14 -0.142 13.15
∆ f &d f/dt-dep. 49.16 -0.173 13.13
Proposed 49.22 -0.142 13.03

maximumd f/dt was obtained after a filtering window of 500 ms. The minimumd f/dt is im-
proved by 18% using the proposed algorithm compared to∆ f &d f/dt-dependent. All FFR al-
gorithms cause a prolonged frequency swing. This swing could be improved by an added signal
to the hydro units containing the amount of energy deliveredby the WFs (could be estimated for
the proposed andf -independent algorithms) enabling a faster return to steady state frequency.
The backup generation could be aware of the amount of energy needed for re-acceleration.

6.4.5 Recommendations

The support period should sustain the output power until thenadir has passed, then transition
based on the system frequency, in a controlled way to reach the recovery phase, without caus-
ing a second frequency dip. The focus should be on the transition between support and recovery
rather than on the duration of the two. For manufacturers, inorder to deal with wind varia-
tions, the rotor speed needs to be considered in the recoveryphase. Furthermore, it must be
ensured that none of the algorithms cause over frequency dueto erroneous activation or small
disturbances. The frequency metrics used in Table 6.2 present various ways of evaluating the
effectiveness of the controllers, although this is inherently difficult due to the different use of
the kinetic energy.

6.5 Conclusion

Issues regarding FFR algorithms from kinetic energy have been identified in the current litera-
ture, among manufacturers, in grid codes and with the help ofreal system data. Commonly used
algorithms have been compared against a proposed algorithmfor power systems with a large
wind power penetration ratio.

The proposed fast frequency response algorithm allows for an initial power burst while show-
ing a stable transition to a frequency dependent recovery. The overall support profile is designed
based on real power system scenarios and can deal with power systems with high wind power
penetration. Furthermore, the support strategy is unaffected by frequency oscillations and dis-
tance to fault while delivering power to the grid. The proposed algorithm will not cause over
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frequency in case of small disturbances, since it keeps track of a filtered df/dt ensuring that the
controller transitions to re-acceleration regardless of when the frequency nadir occurs. This is
not true for several controllers available in the literature, mainly f -independent. The proposed
algorithm has been tested on PMU measured frequency data, further validating and ensuring
the usability of the controller. To further ensure the usability, all FFR algorithms are evaluated
versus wind speed variations where the robustness of the proposed algorithm is verified. The
proposed solution for handling wind variations could easily be implemented into other inertia
based FFR algorithms from wind farms.

In an islanded, hydro-power-based test system with 50% windpower, the proposed algorithm
delivers a similar initial frequency nadir to anf -independent algorithm; the impact on the rota-
tional speed is 4.2% less. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has the lowest frequency error
of the algorithms evaluated, 5.2% better than the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent and 15.5% better than
the f -independent algorithm. Moreover, the proposed algorithmlimits the RoCoF values 14%
better than the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm.

In addition, the proposed algorithm has been evaluated in PSS/E for large system dynamics
studies and delivers the best frequency nadir and lowest frequency error among the evaluated
algorithms. In the Nordic32-bus system, with 34% WPR, the minimumd f/dt is improved by
18% using the proposed algorithm compared to∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm. The proposed
algorithm improving the frequency nadir from 48.91 Hz (without support) to 49.22 Hz with the
proposed algorithm.
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Chapter 7

Energy storage in DC-link

7.1 Energy storage in DC-link

In order to utilize the small space within the nacelle or the base of the tower of a VSWT the
storage technologies considered have been limited to super-capacitors or batteries. Other storage
technologies are available and are presented in Figure 7.1.A brief explanation of the types
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Electromagnetic
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Super/Ultra-

capacitors

Superconducting

Magnetic Energy 

Storage
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Electric-Double-

Layer Capacitors
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Mechanical & 

Thermal

Figure 7.1: Storage technologies.

of storage are presented below, along with their main limitation regarding the integration for
frequency support in VSWTs.Mechanical, e.g. of fly wheel type, has a relatively low power
density compared to Li-ion batteries an super-capacitors.Another issue is the self discharge,
which is 100% during one day, this is preliminary not an issuefor frequency support but if a
future need for black start capability is required this can be a limitation.Thermalenergy storage,
such as molten salt technologies etc. deliver even worse power density than fly wheels.Flow
batteries, utilize the energy stored in liquid electrolytes and deliver a very low power density,
in the much less than the Li-ion batteries.Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES),
deliver a power density within the span of a Li-ion battery. However, the energy density is 50-
100% of that of a super-capacitor. Furthermore, the matureness of the SMES is not that high as
of yet [140].
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Chapter 7. Energy storage in DC-link

In order to extract a high amount of power, one of the main focuses is the power density of the
storage. Furthermore, the voltage of each unit is importantin order to achieve a high enough
voltage to have the designed storage connected to the DC-link(1100 V [141]) of the VSWT
through an appropriate DC-DC converter. The evaluated storage technologies and parameters
are presented in Table 7.1.
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TABLE 7.1: Different parameters for various energy storagetechnologies.
Name Type of Capacity VN Imax Pd Ed Cycle Volume Weight REF

storage (V) (A) (W/kg) (Wh/kg) life (dm3/unit) (kg/unit)
Maxwell SC-EDLC 3000 F 2.7 1900 5900 6.0 1000000 0.3980 0.510 [142]

BCAP3000 P270 K05
Eaton Bussmann SC-EDLC 3000 F 2.7 2400 7245 5.8 1000000 0.4086 0.525 [143]

XL60-2R7308W-R5
Power Sonic Lead-acid 214 Ah 12 600 120 38.40 16001 25.5 62.5 [144]
PDC-12200 deep-cycle
LG Chem Li-ion 16 Ah 3.72 267 26002 155 N.A. 0.16 0.380 [145]

Model P1.5 LiFePO4

A123 Systems Li-ion 19.5 Ah 3.33 363 2400 131 >70004 0.2633 0.496 [146]
AMP20M1HD-A LiFePO4

1@ 30% DOD
2@ SOC = 50%
3@ SOC = 50%
4@ 1C/1C, 100% DOD
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In Table 7.1,VN is the nominal voltage of the cell,Imax is the maximum current that can be
extracted for at least 10 s,Pd is the power density of the cell andEd is the energy density of the
cell.

7.1.1 Terminology for energy storage

Key energy storage terminology is briefly explained below; more detailed explanation can be
found in [147].

• State of charge, SOC (%) - Represents the percentage of the cell capacity as a measure of
how much energy is left or the current charge status of a cell.A SOC of 100% implies a
fully charged battery.

• Depth of discharge, DOD (%) - Represents a percentage of the capacity that has been
discharged or will be discharged. A DOD of 80% from a full battery would result in a
SOC of 20%.

• Cycle life (cycles) - Is the number of discharge and charge cycles that can be performed
before the capacity of the battery reaches a certain low level due to ageing. This level is
usually defined at around 90% of the initial capacity. Cycle life is highly dependent on
DOD of each cycle, thus cycle life is usually defined togetherwith a DOD percentage of
the discharge and thus also charge depth.

• Power density,Pd (W/kg) - Is the ability to deliver power with respect to the weight of
the battery. This is an important index for short-term, highpower applications such as
frequency regulation, stability improvements, etc.

• Energy density ,Ed (Wh/kg) - Is the ability to deliver energy in respect of the weight of
the battery. This is an important index for high energy applications such as peak shaving,
uninterrupted power supply, off-grid applications and electric vehicles.

7.1.2 Need of energy storage

The system is designed to cover the possible kinetic energy that can be extracted through the
different control actions of VSWTs presented in [79] when their rotational speed is close to
the minimum allowed. The energy storage should then be able to provide 0.1 pu power for
10 s in order to behave as the VSWT would during instant inertiasupport indicated in [79].
Figure 7.2 shows one example of fast frequency response algorithm from the VSWT, where
Pe0 is the pre-fault power from the VSWT,A1 is the region for de-acceleration of the VSWT
where extra active power of 0.1 pu is delivered to the power system from the kinetic energy of
the rotating mass. Furthermore,A2 is the re-acceleration area for the wind turbine in order to
recover the utilized kinetic energy and return to maximum power point operation of the turbine.
However, in the case of energy storage connected to the DC-link of the VSWT, the recharging
of the energy storage (as inA2) can be performed at a later time without affecting the optimal
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Pe0

A1

A2

Figure 7.2: A possible controlled inertia profile from a VSWT in order to utilize the kinetic
energy of the wind turbine during an under frequency event.

operation of the VSWT. The rated power of the chosen wind turbine is 3.6 MW, resulting in a
power rating of the battery pack of 360 kW.

7.1.3 DC-DC converter

In order to evaluate the energy available a design is chosen to fit a DC-link voltage of 1100 V.
The use of the DC-DC converter allows for a lower voltage at theenergy storage thus reducing
the number of series connected elements. Furthermore, in the case of super-capacitors (SCs),
the energy is proportional to the square of the voltage across the SC. Thus connecting the SC
directly to the DC-link would reduce the amount of useable energy. Different batteries have
different voltage to SOC characteristics, creating the need for regulation across the storage
terminals. This regulation could in some cases, due to a flat voltage to SOC relationship, be
handled by the DC-link controller used in the grid side converter as suggested in, for example,
[148]. The variations allowed in the DC-link voltage should allow for a good utilization of
the energy stored; at the same time designers need to consider the minimum voltage in order
to create an AC-voltage, for a three-phase full bridge converter operating with pulse width
modulation, working in the linear range,VDC−link > 1.634VLL. WhereVLL is the line-line voltage
[149].

�dc-link

VESS

Cdc-link

Figure 7.3: Schematics of implementation of DC-DC converterwith energy storage in DC-link.

DC-DC converters, in particular buck-boost converters, have been studied for integrating ESS
previously in [150,151]. Assuming that the DC-DC converter is based on a buck-boost converter
(see Figure 7.3) the equation for the voltage across the ESS (VESS) and its relation to the DC-link
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voltage of the VSWT,VDC−link is

VESS=
VDC−link(1−D)

D
(7.1)

whereD is the duty cycle of the DC-DC converter, which due to parasitic elements is limited
to Dmax = 0.87. This causes the minimum voltage (VminDC−DC) that can be achieved from the
DC-DC converter to be 164.4 V if the DC-link voltage is 1100 V.

The main reason for the limit of the duty cycle can be seen fromthe efficiency of the converter
when alternating the duty cycle as seen in [152]. WhereRL is the internal resistance of the
inductor andR is the load resistance.
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Figure 7.4: Efficiency of DC-DC converter vs duty cycle in boost operation [152].

Sweeping the duty cycle, the voltage across the storage can be altered.
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Figure 7.5: Voltage as a function of duty cycle.

Figure 7.5 shows the dependency of storage voltage due to change in duty cycle considering a
VDC−link=1100 V.

Another promising topology for DC-DC conversion, is the medium frequency high power
transformers utilized within the DC-DC stage of solid-statetransformers. This topology can
reach compact designs of 20 kW/dm3 at efficiencies of 97%, but are still in the experimental
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phase [153]. Since the buck-boost converter is a commonly used topology it is used in order
to set the minimum voltage available from the DC-DC converter. The aim of this section is not
to propose topology solutions rather to give recommendations regarding voltage and current
ratings of a storage capable of delivering FFR.

7.2 Sizing of energy storage

7.2.1 Lead-acid battery

For the lead-acid battery seen in Table 7.1 there is, besidesVminDC−DC, also a minimum voltage
allowed by the manufacturerV0−LA = 9.6 V per battery. Thus, the minimum voltage,Vmin, is
obtained by either of the two limits according toVmin = max{mV0−LA,VminDC−DC} wherem
is the number of series connected batteries per string. The total current from the ESS, thus
through the DC-DC-converter,Itot,max is calculated for the worst case at the lowest voltage,Vmin

according to

Itot,max=
0.1Pbase

Vmin
. (7.2)

The current per series string becomes

In−max=
Itot,max

n
. (7.3)

Considering the maximum currentImax for each series connected battery and minimizing the
number of batteries in the energy storage an optimal solution can be found sweeping the number
of series connected,m, and parallel connected,n, batteries. This can also be formulated as a
optimization problem where the objective function is to minimize the number of units. This is
possible due to the low number of constraints. Here, the maininterest is comparing the different
layouts of the BESS and thus the number of batteries are swept over a span of 10 parallel strings
and a maximum of series connected units,nmax, is set to 85 batteries.

Example: If one cell has aV0−max=12 V, andV0−LA=9.6 V, then for a series ofm=14 cells,
Vmax=168 V, andmVmin=134.4 V. But since the voltage cannot be lower than 165 V due to
VminDC−DC, each cell has to operate at the minimum voltage of 11.79 V. Since the power of
the battery is 360 kW, the total current has to be at least 360 kW/165 V, i.e.Itot,max=2182 A.
This requires at least n=4 parallel branches since the maximum current at 11.79 V of each
cell, In−max, is 545 A.

The results from the minimization of lead acid batteries arepresented in Table 7.2 where,In−max

is the maximum current occurring at the minimum voltage of the pack,Vmin. Itot,max is the total
BESS current aftern parallel branches withm units in each series.Vmax is the voltage reached
by a fully charged BESS. Case #4, marked in bold in Table 7.2, seems to be the most promising
of the results when considering reliability (three parallel strings) and a large span for the voltage
to vary between, enabling the BESS to make good use of the stored energy.
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TABLE 7.2: Top 5 after minimization of lead-acid batteries in BESS.
Case Units In−max Itot,max m n Vmax Vmin

1 56 545 2182 14 4 168 165
2 60 545 2182 15 4 180 165
3 63 595 595 63 1 756 605
4 63 595 1786 21 3 252 202
5 64 585 586 64 1 768 614
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Figure 7.6: Capacity depending on discharge time [144].

However, a high discharge current reduces the Ah capacity available from the BESS. Figure 7.6
shows a decreasing trend for battery capacity when increasing the discharge time, meaning the
time used to completely discharge the battery. However, each battery can deliver the fullImax

for at least 7 min before reaching a too low voltage and charge. The risk of running out of
energy, despite the reduction in capacity can be neglected,since our aim is to deliver power for
a duration,td of 10 s. This time, together with the power requirements would result in a total of
63 batteries with a total weight of 3938 kg and a total volume of 1606 dm3. However, the fully
charged BESS could deliver power far longer than the designed10 s. The weight and volume
are, however, to big to fit into the nacelle of the VSWT and a placement at the base of the tower
would not be preferred due to the long connection cables.

7.2.2 Li-ion battery

A123’s Nanophosphate® AMP20M1HD-A is chosen since data for the life cycle were not found
for the LG Chem battery. The power and energy density of the twobatteries are however similar
as can be seen in Table 7.1. Assuming aDODmax of 80 % the minimum allowed voltage,V0−Li

is 2.8 V [154].

When alternating the different layout alternatives, the optimal BESS solution with the minimum
number of units was obtained. The BESS could deliver 0.1 pu with without breachingImaxof the
batteries atVmin. Case #2 provides a good final design of the Li-ion based BESS consisting of 71
series connected cells in 5 parallel branches resulting in atotal of 355 cells in the total design.
The minimum voltage of 2.8 V per cell results in a minimum voltage of the pack of 199 V,
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TABLE 7.3: Top 5 after minimization of A123 cells in BESS
Case Units In−max Itot m n Vmax Vmin

1 355 362 362 355 1 1172 994
2 355 362 1810 71 5 234 199
3 356 361 361 356 1 1175 997
4 356 361 722 178 2 587 498
5 356 361 1444 89 4 293 249

which is above the minimum limit of the DC-DC converter (VminDC−DC). From Table 7.1, the
volume and weight of each is 0.2633 dm3 and 496 grammes respectively. Thus the total size is
93 dm3 and 176 kg. As of 2016-03-01, ordering 250 - 499 units would cost $ 31.88 each [155].
This results in a storage price of $ 11317.

7.2.3 Super-capacitor bank

Super-capacitors (also named ultra-capacitors) exploit good performance seen to power density
while a lack of energy density can be observed from Table 7.1.

For the SC bank the main limitation is the current passing through each of the series elements
in combination with adding up the energy to reach an equivalent energy that can last for the
desired duration of the active power support.

According to Table 7.1, the SC maximum currentISC−max = 1900 A. This restriction will put a
maximum limit on the power available from series branch (Pmax

SC,n). The total series capacitance
(Ctot,series) for mcapacitors with an individual capacitance ofC0 is

Ctot,series=
C0

m
. (7.4)

The total capacitance (Ctot) with n parallel branches is:

Ctot =Ctot,seriesn. (7.5)

The energy extractable from the SC bank can be calculated in accordance with

ESCbank=
Ctot

2
(V2

max−V2
min). (7.6)

Where the available power (PSCbank) in W for a certain duration (td) in seconds can be found by;

PSCbank=
ESCbank

td
. (7.7)

The maximum power that can be provided from the SC-ESS, assuming it is discharged toVmin

is
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Pmax
SC,n = ISC−maxVmin. (7.8)

To give the possibility of making use of the high current rating, Imax, of the SC the minimum
voltage is also added as a variable. This is because the minimum value is not restricted by the
individual cell as is the case with lead-acid or Li-ion batteries in the previous subsections. Set-
ting Vmin = VminDC−DC would cause a breach of the maximum allowed current for one single
string, sinceIn=PSC,n=1/Vmin would be higher thanImax. Therefore,Vmin is included in the pa-
rameter sweep and swept for each combination ofmandn upwards fromVmin. Even though this
increases the number of series connected SCs, it provides a large voltage span (indicating en-
ergy according to (7.6)) in order to deliver the requested support for the desired time. The top 5

TABLE 7.4: Top 5 after minimization of SC-units in SC-ESS, neglecting losses.
Case Units In−max Itot m n Vmax Vmin

1 344 1895 1895 344 1 929 190
2 344 1885 1885 344 1 929 191
3 344 1875 1875 344 1 929 192
4 345 1895 1895 345 1 932 190
5 345 1885 1885 345 1 932 191
581 382 1895 3789 191 2 516 190

results of sweeping, series and parallel units in combination with minimum voltage is presented
in Table 7.4, together with the lowest number of SCs that wouldform a parallel branch for the
SC-ESS. Case #1 provides a good design although in one string, less beneficial considering the
reliability. Case #581 is the minimum solution with 2 parallel strings. It is included in order
to show the implication of multiple parallel strings, a lower maximum voltage cause a larger
current through the DC-DC converter. The designed energy storage does not consider the losses
due to the high current passing through the circuit.

The final design of the SC bank consists of 344 SCs in the total design. From Table 7.1 the
volume and weight of each is 0.3980 dm3 and 510 grammes respectively. Thus the total size
is 137 dm3 and 175 kg. If ordering 250 units, the unit cost is $ 48.7 in accordance with [156].
Assuming a similar price for the SC-ESS, the total storage price would be $ 16752.

7.3 Choice of energy storage technology

Considering the price of unit and the power density, the Li-ion is chosen as the final topology
for the energy storage system. Another main factor to consider is that the life time of a VSWT is
around 25 years and about 25 large frequency deviations occur each year in the current system.
The cycling of the storage would not exceed that of the maximum number of cycles of the Li-
ion based storage. As the SCs may improve with higher capacityand lower prices in the future,
this might be a solution for future energy storage systems, especially when a high number of
cycles with high power are required.
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Super-capacitors are a relatively unproven technology. However, by using graphene, a theoret-
ical value of 550 F/g can be reached [157]. That would clearlypromote the super-capacitors
over the Li-ion batteries due to the expected increase in energy density.

7.4 Control of energy storage

7.4.1 BESS

As the energy storage is charged/discharged, the SOC is determined by

SOC= SOC0+
1

3600Cbat

t
∫

0

IBESSdt (7.9)

whereSOC0 is the initial SOC,Cbat is the capacity of the BESS in Ah andIBESSrepresents
the actual current flowing through the BESS [158]. As the SOC changes with the charge in the
battery, the voltage across it would also change.
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Figure 7.7: Measured state of charge vs open circuit voltage(OCV) of the A123 test cell, indi-
cating the OCV-SOC-characteristics

Figure 7.7 shows the measured open circuit voltage of an A123-cell for various SOC. The mea-
surement results are provided by Stefan Skoog at the Division of Electric Power Engineering
at Chalmers University of Technology. A flat open circuit voltage can be observed when alter-
nating the SOC. This profile suggests that for certain SOC, from15-85 %, the voltage can be
assumed to be linear.
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Figure 7.8: BESS control implementation.

Figure 7.8 shows the implemented model of the BESS. An outer power controller together with
an inner current controller ensures that the BESS delivers the Pre f requested. The main objec-
tive is to design an energy storage system and learn about possible limitations regarding the
different topologies. The tuning of the PI controllers requires knowledge of the DC-DC con-
verter parameters. These parameters depend greatly on the type of converter topology required.
The tuning PI controllers for ESS of bi-directional DC-DC converters can be found in [159]
dealing mainly with pole placement for setting the PI parameters. [160] compares the impli-
cation of both sliding mode control and PI control on an ESS containing both a battery and
a SC. Lastly, [161] implementsLoop shapingandActive dampingpresented in [162] to tune
and stabilize a battery-SC energy storage. Neglecting the series resistance, the voltage across
the BESS is modelled as a linear function based on Figure 7.7. Lastly,kSOC is implemented in
order to deal with charge and discharge protection of the BESS. This will be discussed in the
following section.

Battery discharge protection

Li-ion batteries’ SOC should be maintained within certain levels to reduce ageing, the dis-
charge/charge of the Li-ion battery pack thus requires a SOC-based limiter. One way of im-
plementing such a limiter was initially proposed in [158] and implemented similarly in this
controller. However, it is further linearised to deliver a simpler control. The implementation
seen in [158] allows the controller to provide some control after a certain SOC limit has been
breached for transient frequency support. Here on the otherhand, it is used as a definite blocking
of the reference power to be delivered from the BESS. The reference power,Pre f , is multiplied
by a factor,kSOC−BESS. The value ofkSOC−BESSis mainly based on the voltage-SOC relation
seen in Figure 7.7 and gives a a unity amplification of the reference power in the region be-
tween 20-80% SOC. Outside this regionkSOC−BESSdiminishes linearly as a function of SOC
and reaches zero within±5% of change in SOC.
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BESS activation on frequency disturbance

The BESS could respond to a frequency disturbance to allow fora VSWT to always, indepen-
dently of rotor speed, deliver a frequency response of a chosen design. The impact on the BESS
controller by a PMU-recorded grid frequency dip is evaluated.
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Figure 7.10: BESS response to frequency deviation (a) Frequency recording and power response
from the BESS. (b) Total BESS current. (c) Voltage across Li-ion batteries. (d) BESS SOC.
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Figure 7.11: SC equivalent circuit used in the model of the SC-ESS.

From Figure 7.10 the response of the BESS can be observed wherethe support is activated as
the frequency deviation drops below -0.1 Hz, delivering 0.1pu on VSWT power base until the
frequency returns to above the assigned dead band. The discharge is visible in the total current
(Figure 7.10(b)), the BESS voltage (Figure 7.10(c) and the decrease of SOC (Figure 7.10(d))
from the initial SOC of 90%. The implication of having a flat voltage profile as a function
of SOC is visible in the total current from the BESS which increases slightly due to the small
change in voltage. For other Li-ion batteries with steeper OCV-SOC-characteristics, this change
would be larger and cause a larger change in current.

7.4.2 SC-ESS

A SC-based energy storage system (SC-ESS) is considered sinceits high power density should
enable its use in future ESSs once the energy density has beenimproved. Figure 7.11 shows the
equivalent circuit used for the modelling of the SC unit, whereRs is the series resistance in ohm,
Vc the internal capacitor voltage,Vt the terminal voltage,RL the dielectric leakage resistance in
ohm andC the capacitance in farad. Even though the series resistanceis low, the large current
passing through several series connected units will cause notable losses compared to the stored
energy. A SC-based energy storage system has a voltage that isproportional to the charge level.
This behaviour cause high currents during low voltages, if aconstant power is the objective of
the controller. Thus, the maximum current needs to be limited. Furthermore, this high current
will causes large losses during the discharge process. These losses were not considered during
the previous design phase, as the losses would cause the SC-ESS to run out of energy prior to
delivering its intended response for the decided duration,td.

7.4.3 Losses estimation

[163] proposes an approach to deal with energy losses duringconstant power discharge of a
SC. The approach starts with an initial guess, neglecting thelosses, using 7.6 to acquiretd. The
time for discharge is inserted into

ElossSC,1 =
Rs∆PeCtot

2
ln

(

CtotV2
max

CtotV2
max−2∆Petd

)

(7.10)
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Figure 7.12: Sketch of SC current during constant power discharge.

providing an initial guess of the losses,ElossSC,1. This initial guess of losses is then subtracted
in accordance with 7.6 as

td,1 =
1

∆Pe

(

Ctot(V2
max−V2

min)

2
−ElossSC,1

)

(7.11)

where,td,1 is the first estimate of the duration of being able to deliver the assigned support
power.

ElossSC,2 =
Rs∆PeCtot

2
ln

(

CtotV2
max

CtotV2
max−2∆Petd,1

)

(7.12)

Simplified losses estimate

The energy losses,ElossSC, during the discharge process can be defined as

ElossSC=

td
∫

0

Rsi
2
c(t)dt. (7.13)

Thus, for a constant discharge of power by controlling the voltage fromVmax toVmin the current
from the SC-ESS will increase as the voltage across it is decreasing. A drastic approximation
is hereby made to simplify theElossSC, the current,ic(t), is assumed to behave as shown in
Figure 7.12, constantly increasing, while there should be amore realistic exponential growth
towardsImax when the voltage has reachedVmin. This is only valid when designing an energy
storage for the duration oftd. Thus, assuming a linear behaviour of the current as

ic(t) = kit + I0 (7.14)

where

ki =
I0− Imax

−td
(7.15)

and

I0 =
∆PePbase

Vmax
. (7.16)
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TABLE 7.5: Minimization of SC units in SC-ESS, including losses from DC-DC converter and energy losses in
SC bank.

Case Units In−max Itot m n Vmax Vmin

1 373 1895 1895 373 1 1007 190

Inserting (7.16) into (7.15) and multiplying (7.15) by the number of capacitors in series per
string, m, gives the energy losses per series string

ElossSC,n = mRs

(

kit3
d

3
+

kiI0t2
d

2
+ I2

0td

)

. (7.17)

The energy design criterion,ESCbank, can then be updated to also include the conduction losses
while delivering the power from the SC-ESS. ThusESCbank= Eloss−SC,n + E0−SC, whereE0−SC

is the energy available without losses. The result of re-running the optimization including the
aspect of the ohmic losses in the series resistance within the SC-units is presented in Ta-
ble 7.5. As well as considering the efficiency of a DC-DC converter of at least 97% [153]
for a medium-frequency power transformer in high power DC-DCapplications or buck-boost
converters [164]. The main difference between the two cases(with or without losses) is the
number of series units,m, i.e. the energy available has to increase to deal with the increased
losses, and consequently also in an increasedVmax.

7.4.4 SC discharge protection

Since the design criteria is to deliver power for only 10 s, there is a risk of emptying the SC-
ESS, this is not as big of an issue for the capacitors themselves as for example the Li-ion
batteries; rather it is an issue for maximum current (for both SC and DC-DC converter) as well
as the minimum voltage that can be obtained across the SC-terminals by the DC-DC converter.
In order to prevent low voltage and hence high current, a similar action as for the BESS is
implemented,kSOC−SC defined as

kSOC−SC=











0 SOC< 10 %

1 10 %≤ SOC< 100 %

0 SOC> 100 %

where the SOC of the SC-ESS is defined asV2
t /V2

max. ThenkSOC−SC limits the discharging and
charging of the SC-ESS to the defined range of the SOC. Since the SC-ESS is designed to
deliver constant power for approximately 10 s, the frequency deviation presented in Figure 7.10
would cause the depletion of the energy storage, forcing theinteraction fromkSOC−SC. The
control of the SC-ESS is similar as for the BESS used as can be seen in Figure 7.13, the main
difference being the SC-model. If the SC-ESS does not reach itslower limit of SOC,Pre f is
delivered. Otherwise, the discharge protection will intervene. As the voltage decreases while
deliveringPre f a constant power application will cause the current to increase as the discharge
progresses. The utilized model is evaluated against a frequency dip in a similar manner as for
the BESS.
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Figure 7.13: SC control implementation.
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Figure 7.14: Designed SC-ESS response to real frequency deviation (a) Frequency recording
and power response from the SC-ESS. (b) Total SC-ESS current. (c) Voltage across individual
terminal. (d) SC-ESS SOC.

The results from the frequency variation can be observed in Figure 7.14, where the support
is activated as the frequency deviation drops below -0.1 Hz,delivering 0.1 pu on VSWT base
until the frequency returns th above the assigned dead band.The interaction fromkSOC−SC can
be observed in Figure 7.14, as the stored energy reduces, thekSOC−SC is set to 0, reducing
the impact of the power reference,Pre f , to 0. The power reference is maintained as long as
the frequency deviation is below the dead band, although itsimpact on the controller is, as
described, blocked bykSOC−SC. Moreover, the increase in current from the SC-ESS is visible
in Figure 7.14(b) and keeps increasing towards its maximum level. This rise in current further
increases the losses in the series resistance, causing an even faster depletion of the storage. From
Figure 7.15 the efficiency (neglecting the dielectric losses due to the short time frame) reaches
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Figure 7.15: Impact on efficiency of SC-ESS during the discharge of constant power.

as low as 41 % before the discharge is terminated by the intervention of thekSOC−SC.

7.5 Conclusions

Energy storage systems based on either Li-ion batteries or super-capacitors are evaluated with
the goal of providing a retrofitted energy storage for wind turbines with power electronic inter-
faces. A final sizing of a Li-ion based BESS consists of 71 series connected cells in 5 parallel
strings. The design results in a pack voltage between 199-234 V, reaching a total maximum
pack current of 1.8 kA in order to provide 0.1 pu power for at least 10 s. The total size of the
storage elements alone is 93 dm3 and has a total weight of 176 kg.

When designing an energy storage system based on super-capacitors, it is important to consider
the losses that occur due to the high power discharge. But as super-capacitors’ energy density
increases and price decreases, it might be a good substitutefor the Li-ion based energy storage
in the near future. A simplified estimate for SC losses is illustrated.

Suitable controllers are proposed for the control of both types of energy storage and references
regarding the design of converter controllers are provided. The controllers show a good response
performance when subjected to a recorded frequency disturbance.
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8.1 Conclusions

This thesis has dealt with frequency control from variable speed wind turbines. In order to
fully understand the issues faced by such control algorithms, the power system kinetic energy
has been estimated and evaluated. A method for estimating the kinetic energy has been bench-
marked against the Nordic TSO’s own algorithm and indicatesa high correlation, even though
simplifications were made in the purposed method. The methodis used for estimating the poten-
tial system inertia in the future Swedish and Nordic power system in 2025. For the operational
planing, these simplified estimations could also allow for transmission system operators to, as
soon as the day-ahead market clears, be aware of their estimated system kinetic energy. With
this knowledge, the risk of load shedding can be reduced by scheduling extra reserves, for ex-
ample fast frequency response services from wind turbines.To further gain knowledge about
the Nordic system, the frequency quality and large frequency dip events were evaluated using
PMU data for 2006 and 2012-2014. Frequency control strategies from variable speed wind tur-
bines were then devised in order to improve the frequency quality and the frequency stability. In
case there is a lack of wind, the limitations and challenges of implementing an energy storage
systems (based on either super-capacitors or Li-ion batteries) in the DC-link of variable speed
wind turbines was considered, modelled and evaluated.

A simplified algorithm for estimating the kinetic energy in the Nordic power system has been
presented and compared to the TSOs’ estimation based on breaker status. The average error be-
tween the TSOs’ estimate and the proposed estimate is 0.83%.Furthermore, the standard devi-
ation between the two estimates is 13 GWs, about 7% of the system average kinetic energy. The
proposed estimate manages to capture the alternating behaviour of the system kinetic energy
with a correlation coefficient of 0.94, where 1 would indicate a completely linear relationship
between the two estimates. The proposed estimate of kineticenergy is provided for 2015 and
2025, considering the planned changes in installed capacity in nuclear and wind power. This
estimate is provided for the Nordic and the isolated Swedishsystem, for the latter the increased
wind power causes large risks for insufficient kinetic energy in the system by 2025. This risk in
not as severe in the Nordic power system based on the scenarios presented by the TSOs.
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The frequency behaviour in the Nordic power system is evaluated and the roots and causes of the
decreasing frequency quality is analysed. Frequency deviations mainly occur during morning
hours around the hour shifts, 72 % of the frequency deviations do occur around the hour shift
instead of during the hour. The implemented aFFR, with a capacity of 350 MW, showed a clear
improvement in the frequency quality under the utilized time period. Using a selection criteria,
70 large events, spread through three years (2012-2014) were considered, out of these 70 events,
20% caused RoCoF values steeper than -0.1 Hz/s. Frequency metrics added for investigations
of large disturbances are the average time to nadir (8.7 s) and average frequency change (0.3
Hz). These metrics could provide a suitable duration for an controlled inertia response from
VSWTs or other future frequency support providers.

In the case analysed with a hydro unit and a 50% wind penetration ratio, the frequency duration
outside [49.9, 50.1] Hz was reduced from 81% to 53% when the VSWT is controlled with the
proposed (FCPA&droop) strategy. The wind energy reduced by this frequency support (due
to sub-optimal operation on theCp(λ ,β )-plane) is about 6%. The absolute requested system
frequency reserve has been reduced by 49%. This loss of revenue to wind farm owners versus
the cost of the frequency reserve raises interesting questions about the price of frequency reserve
in future power systems with high wind penetration, especially for the down-regulating reserve.
Furthermore, the standard deviation of hydro units are decreased indicating a reduced ware and
tare on these large units.

For the case of improving the frequency stability, issues with the existing algorithms are eval-
uated and discussed. Issues like, the wind variability, thedistance to fault, the introduction of
secondary frequency dips, impact of dead bands and issues related to the triggering of fast fre-
quency response algorithms. The proposed solution for handling wind variations could easily be
implemented into other WF based FFR algorithms. In an islanded, hydro power-based test sys-
tem with 50% wind power, the proposed algorithm delivers a similar initial frequency nadir to an
f -independent algorithm, whereas the reduction in rotational speed is 4.2% less. Furthermore,
the proposed algorithm has the lowest frequency error of thealgorithms evaluated, 5.2% better
than the∆ f &d f/dt-dependent and 15.5% better than thef -independent algorithm. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm limits the RoCoF values 14% better thanthe ∆ f &d f/dt-dependent
algorithm. In addition, the proposed algorithm has been evaluated in PSS/E for large system
dynamics studies and delivers the best frequency nadir and lowest frequency error among the
evaluated algorithms. In the Nordic-32 bus system, with 34%WPR, the minimumd f/dt is im-
proved by 18% using the proposed algorithm compared to∆ f &d f/dt-dependent algorithm.
The proposed algorithm improves the frequency nadir from 48.91 Hz (without support) to
49.22 Hz with the proposed algorithm.

Lastly, energy storage systems based on either Li-ion batteries or super-capacitors are evaluated
for connecting to the DC-link of wind turbines with power electronic interfaces. A final design
of a Li-ion based BESS consists of 71 series connected cells in5 parallel strings. The design
results in a pack voltage between 199-234 V, reaching a totalmaximum pack current of 1.8 kA
in order to provide 0.1 pu power for at least 10 s. The total size of the storage elements alone is
93 dm3 and has a total weight of 176 kg.
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8.2 Future work

In order to further improve the inertia estimation algorithm, the planned HVDC transfers and
emergency reserves from HVDC links needs to be included intothe algorithm. Furthermore, an
extension of the Finnish thermal inertia constants would allow the current aggregated thermal
production to be separated into smaller production types and thereby reducing the error in the
estimation.

As the number of dimensioning faults increases, it is suitable to present incentives or grid codes
to ensure frequency stability, especially during scenarios of medium to high wind, high import
and low load conditions.

The action of the FCPA during high wind speeds should be further evaluated to ensure that
the added reference signal to the pitch actuator does not cause increased mechanical stresses
and over speeding of the rotor. This is mainly due to the derivative of the power coefficient
with respect to the change in pitch angle is lower at high pitch angles than at low pitch angles.
A dynamic FCPA that adjusts the gain of the controller at different operational points of the
VSWT could improve the situation.

A coordinated response from controlled inertia algorithmstogether with an FCR-D set point
change from conventional generation should be investigated in order to reduce the prolonged
frequency swings. The fast power electronics should be utilized to handle the first initial dip
with a defined inertial power. This power can then through communication be sent to other
slower generators. These generators can then increase their output power to compensate for the
additional power needed during the recovery phase of the VSWTs.

Topology investigations regarding the possible storage systems could deliver a more holistic
approach. This would open up for fully detailed switching models and small signal stability
analysis of controller interactions between the grid connected converter and the storage DC-DC
converter.

Even though the Nordic TSOs assume a rather low integration of solar units until 2025, fre-
quency control through these units, especially during island operation, should be further stud-
ied.
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.1. Aerodynamic modelling parameters

[164] A. Gee, “Design and assessment of a battery-supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system
for remote area wind power systems,” Ph.D. dissertation, University of Bath, 2012.

.1 Aerodynamic modelling parameters

Cp coefficients

a0,0=-4.1909e-1;a0,1=2.1808e-1;a0,2=-1.2406e-2;a0,3=-1.3365e-4;a0,4=1.1524e-5;

a1,0=-6.7606e-2;a1,1=6.0405e-2;a1,2=-1.3934e-2;a1,3=1.0683e-3;a1,4=-2.3895e-5;

a2,0=1.5727e-2;a2,1=-1.0996e-2;a2,2=2.1495e-3;a2,3=-1.4855e-4;a2,4=2.7937e-6;

a3,0=-8.6018e-4;a3,1=5.7051e-4;a3,2=-1.0479e-4;a3,3=5.9924e-6;a3,4=-8.9194e-8;

a4,0=1.4787e-5;a4,1=-9.4839e-6;a4,2=1.6167e-6;a4,3=-7.1535e-8;a4,4=4.9686e-10;
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.2 AGC Tuning

AGC tuning - Hydro generation
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Figure 1: Pole placement strategy for the AGC of the hydro unit and the chosen integrator gain
noted by redKagc=3.4, green circle showing the performance without integrator.
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.2. AGC Tuning

AGC tuning - Reheat generation
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Figure 2: Pole placement strategy for the AGC of the reheat steam unit and the chosen integrator
gain noted by redKagc=4.0, green circle showing the performance without integrator.
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.3 Wind data series
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Figure 3: Wind speed data session 1 with an average wind speed(unfiltered) of 7.36 m/s at hub
height.
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Figure 4: Wind speed data session 2 with an average wind speed(unfiltered) of 10.24 m/s at
hub height.
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.4. Frequency evaluation appendix
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Figure 5: Wind speed data session 3 with an average wind speed(unfiltered) of 12.84 m/s at
hub height.
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Figure 6: Wind speed data session 4 with an average wind speed(unfiltered) of 14.64 m/s at
hub height.

.4 Frequency evaluation appendix
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TABLE 1: Frequency evaluation of 2006 frequency data.

Frequency data of 2006, coverage of data = 76.0%

Frequency (Hz) <49.95 <49.90 <49.85 <49.80 <49.75 <49.70
Duration (s) 2306944 100899 2674 175 68 31

(640 h) (28 h) (45 min)

Frequency (Hz) >50.05 >50.10 >50.15 >50.20 >50.25 >50.30
Duration (s) 3411051 (948 h) 347695 (97 h) 20084 (5.6 h) 527 28 3.6

TABLE 2: Frequency evaluation of 2012 frequency data.

Frequency data of 2012, coverage of data = 98.2%

Frequency (Hz) <49.95 <49.90 <49.85 <49.80 <49.75 <49.70
Duration (s) 3752755 (1042 h) 281802 (78 h) 8535 (2.4 h) 282 85 44

Frequency (Hz) >50.05 >50.10 >50.15 >50.20 >50.25 >50.30
Duration (s) 3803448 (1057 h) 391319 (109 h) 24303 (6.5 h) 1258 27 3

TABLE 3: Frequency evaluation of 2013 frequency data.

Frequency data of 2013, coverage of data = 96.5%

Frequency (Hz) <49.95 <49.90 <49.85 <49.80 <49.75 <49.70
Duration (s) 3449636 (958 h) 285201 (79 h) 12232 (3.4 h) 1051 235 119

Frequency (Hz) >50.05 >50.10 >50.15 >50.20 >50.25 >50.30
Duration (s) 3593905 (998 h) 365692 (102 h) 21004 (5.8 h) 542 28 4
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TABLE 4: Frequency evaluation of 2014 frequency data.

Frequency data of 2014, coverage of data = 98.0%

Frequency (Hz) <49.95 <49.90 <49.85 <49.80 <49.75 <49.70
Duration (s) 3570794 (992 h) 268871 (74 h) 13661 (3.8 h) 635 65 28

Frequency (Hz) >50.05 >50.10 >50.15 >50.20 >50.25 >50.30
Duration (s) 3581458 (995 h) 319991 (89 h) 17724 (4.9 h) 634 25 8
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.5 Various generation mix
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.5. Various generation mix

TABLE 5: Parameters for Pitch and VSWT [59], Hydro unit [100] and Reheat unit [100].
Pitch controller

Parameter Value Description
Kpp 50 Proportional gain pitch controller
Kip 4.5 Integrator pitch controller
Tdp 0.3 s Time constant of pitch actuator

dβ/dt ± 10 ◦/s Maximum/minimum rate of change of pitch angle
βmin 0◦ Minimum pitch angle
βmax 27◦ Maximum pitch angle

Wind farm model
Parameter Value Description

Kpt 3 Proportional gain torque controller
Kit 0.3 Integrator pitch torque controller

Te−meas 5 s Time constant of power measurement
Hwt 5.19 s Inertia constant of one mass model
Tmin 0 Minimum torque limit
Tmax 0.833 Maximum torque limit
Pmax 1 pu Maximum power limit
Tconv 0.02 s Converter time constant

Hydro unit
Parameter Value Description

RH 0.05 pu Droop setting
TGH 0.2 s Governor time constant
TW 1.0 s Water startling time
RP 0.05 Internal droop setting
RT 0.38 Transient droop setting
TR 5.0 s Dashpot reset time

Reheat unit
Parameter Value Description

RRH 0.05 pu Droop setting
TG 0.2 s Governor time constant
FHP 0.3 High pressure gain
TRH 7.0 s Re-heater time constant
TCH 0.3 s Main inlet and steam chest time constant
FLP 0.7 Low pressure gain

Power system parameters
Parameter Value Description

D 1.0 Load-damping constant
H 1.5 s Inertia constant at 50 % WPR
L f 1.0 Frequency characteristics coefficient
Tp 51 ms Active power time constant
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.6 Wind integration - An example

The impact of wind power penetration ratio (WPR) in a hydro based power system was evalu-
ated during a disturbance of 0.1 pu.

Figure 7: Frequency swing for a hydro unit during a disturbance of 0.1 pu, with alternating
levels of WPR.

From Figure7 the increase in frequency nadir and steeper frequency derivatives can be observed
as WPR increases.
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.7. Generation systems responding to disturbances

.7 Generation systems responding to disturbances

Both modelled generation units subjected to a power imbalance of 0.1 pu, in a small islanded
test system.
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Figure 8: Frequency swing for a hydro and a re-heat steam turbine unit during a disturbance of
0.1 pu.

From Figure 8 the faster response time from the reheat unit can be observed in a better frequency
nadir compared to that of the hydro unit.
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Figure 9: Primary(droop response) for a hydro and a re-heat steam turbine unit during a distur-
bance of 0.1 pu.

From Figure 9, the reason behind the improved nadir can be observed. The response from the
reheat unit is positive and fast, where as for the hydro it is initially negative due to the creation
of turbulence when tha gate changes its position.
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Figure 10: Inertial response for a hydro and a re-heat steam turbine unit during a disturbance of
0.1 pu.

From Figure 10 it can be seen that the inertia completely covers the power balance for the initial
seconds.
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Figure 11: Load demand variation during a disturbance of 0.1pu, with different generation units
in charge of primary frequency control.

From Figure 11 the load frequency dependence can be observedduring the disturbance.
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.8. Impact on load frequency dependence

.8 Impact on load frequency dependence

The impact of sweeping the load frequency dependence duringa loss of 0.1 pu in a hydro
dominated power system is evaluated whenL f or D is swept from 0-6 pu.
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Figure 12: Frequency swing for a hydro unit during a disturbance of 0.1 pu, with different
parameters of load dependence.

Figure 12 presents the frequency due to change in load frequency dependence when subjected
to a disturbance of 0.1 pu.
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Figure 13: Load demand variation during a disturbance of 0.1pu, with different parameters of
load dependence,L f .

Figure 12 presents the change in load demand when subjected to a disturbance of 0.1 pu, with
alternating load frequency dependence.
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.9 Nordic 32-bus system - generator set points

TABLE 6: Generation set points prefault in Nordic 32-bus system.
Bus P (MW) Percent of total (%)

1012 400 3.55
1013 300 2.67
1014 550 4.89
1021 400 3.55
1022 200 1.78
1042 360 3.20
1043 180 1.60
2032 750 6.67
4011 452.3 4.02
4012 500 4.44
4021 250 2.22
4031 310 2.75
4041 0 0.00
4042 630 5.60
4047 1080 9.60
4051 1000 8.89
4062 530 4.71
4063 1060 9.42
4071 300 2.67
4072 2000 17.77
TOTAL 11252.3 100.00
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